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DIG~ST OF TE~~SIS 

One of the basic questions which arises in any 

survey of Rabbinic theology is that of God 1 s relation-

ship to the world. Our concern, here, lies in the 

question of Rabbinic cos1aogony, and, s:;,e cif ically, 

in the place occu9ied by vvisdom in that cosmogony. 

To begin with, we survejed the Biblical material 

relevant to this problem. ;,e corrnnent2d on such 

passages as ,... . uenssis 1:1-3; Psalm 104:2; Provsrbs 3:19f; 

8:22-31; 9:1-4; and Job 28. Other selections from 

Biblical and corn :'ars ti ve li t-;cc::rJ. ture were noted and 

discussed, in our atte1,··!Jt to ascertain the notions 

of Cre:::_ ti on 2_nd hypos tase s of .lisdom dL;ring the 

Biblical ·cried. 

In tl1e seco:nd c t'+ter, we surveyed Greek cos-

both to lay the foundation for at least one of the 

possible sources for Rs.bbinic notions on t/is stibject, 

as vrnll as to ~·Joint out certain obvious p~:..r::_llels 

in ,J-re 3k and Rc..bbinic thinking. 

This tesk .'las carried further in tl:1e tld:r·d 

cr.;.ar·ter, ·,-,-hi ch sought to establish the relr:. ti on be tween 

Pal~stini,n-Rabbinic JudaisLl and its lielleni8t~c 

milieu. H2re ;_·;e exs:11inod the inte llec 'cu~l cliLl te 

of Alexandria, considering such topics as the parallels 

text. 
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and Pseudepi3rsphal material related to our problem. 

Finally, ~e considered the question of Fhilonlc 

parallels to Rabbinic cosmo~ony. Here ~e dwelt upon 

such tooics as the Light ::3tream. 

In the foL:_rth ch3pter, · .. e rcvie\.e; trlis question 

as found in Christi~n ~nd Gnostic literature. 

particularly concerned with the Prolosue to the Gosncl 

of John and the I!l~fS tic L_ turcy found in the Apo_?_t0lic 

Gonstitutlonss. 

In our final chopter ue examined the Rabbin~c 

rn3~er12l itself. After a few introductory considerations, 

we dJscussed the sources, grou~ing toen under the 

f ollov,-ing he8.din;:;s: The Esoteric 1L:ti.:tre of Cree. ti on; 

The Rab~inic Attitude to~ards hledi~tions c.nd Plur2~1ty; 

Theur~ic Notions of Crention; ~re-existent ~~to_iils; 

The Creation of Lir:;ht and Urn R0bbinic Doctrine of 

E:::ar1ation; 'I'he "'.-:or•d 11 of God; The Cosmic 1-'~LEm; a 1d 

The Hynost::<tizr•tion of iifisdom. 

Our c nclusions in1icnt~ that the Rabbjnic 

material r:ius t be v:iewed in the context of its con-

tenr>~'orary milieu. The ple.ce of .i:i.sdom in hubbinic 

cos~o~ony appears to be insepar ble from, t~ough not 

necessarily deDendent on, Greek, Criristian, and Gnostic 

thought. 
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INTRODUCTION 

There are few questions as intriguing as those deal-

ing with the creation of the universe. Cosmogony and cos-

mology were the major concern of the ancient pre-Socratic 

philosopherso Even those later philosophers who posited an 

eternal universe, such as Aristotle, had to apply their full-

est talents and abilities to refute the cosmogonic arguments 

of their opponents. 

If early science and philosophy were fascinated by 

this question, how much the more so was theologyl A reli-

gion which centers about a Creator, must be concerned with 

creation. If the deity is omnipotent, then the world and its 

existence depend upon him. Of course, some argued that the 

world was co-extensive with God, in which case, in the Medi-

terranean world at least, this usually led to a deification 

of the world itself, and the question of the re,lation of 

the world to the deity, or deities, remained unanswered. 

Judaism and Christianity, in their normative posi-

tions, have never seriously suggested that the universe was 

eternal or uncreated. Both have been concerned with the 

Creation of the universe and how it was accomplished. Further-

more, there was a rapprochement in their respective cosmogo

nies. Starting with the first verse of Genesis as the com
ic 

mon "given, 11 the Jerusalem Targum stated ' ,) 1< )? ,XN';}IY17'; 

the Midrash (Genesis Rabbah 1.1 and elsewhere) stated that 

the world was created "with Res hi th," and 'ay referring to 

i 
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Proverbs 8:22, declares that "Reshith" is to be equated with 

the Torah; and the Fourth Gospel states, "In the beginning 

was the Word." Clearly, the Wisdom of God, the pre-existent 

Torah, arrl. the pre-existent Christ bear some similarity. All 

three were employed by the differing systems of cosmogony as 

God's instrument of creation. Indeed, a fundamental distinc

tion between Judaism, on the one hand, and Christianity and 

Christian Gnosticism, on the other, lies in the question of 

creation. For Rabbinic-normative Judaism, God's tool was the 

Sophia-~lf!Dih-Torah. For Christianity and Christian Gnosti

cism, it was Sophia-Logos: - Christ. 

It is our contention that there are great similari

ties between the two positions, and that the real difference 

lies in the Jewish semi-hypostatization of Wisdom-Torah into 

an implement used by God, as opposed to the Christian and 

Gnostic complete hypostatization of Logos-Christ as a part 

of the Godhead. In arry event, as we shall attempt to demon

strate, the entire rabbinic-normative position on the signi

ficance of ~okmah in creation is comprehensible only if seen 

against the backdrop of the Hellenistic and Christian world. 

Our procedure, then, shall be to examine the role 

of wisdom in cosmogony at the various strata of what we shall 

consider to be the background to the rabbinic material. 

First, we will consider the Creation and hypostases of wisdom 

on the Biblical level, for, whether by exegesis or eisegesis, 
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this was the starting point of the rabbis. Then, we will 

turn to a consideration of the question of cosmogony in 

Greek philosophy. A chapter on Alexandria will follow, 

wherein we will touch upon the impact of the Alexandrian 

Jewish community on that of Palestine. We will also survey 

the issues of creation and hypostatization as evidenced in 

the Apocrypha-Pseudepigrapha and Philo. The final chapter 

of background material will deal with New Testament and Gnos

tic sources. 

Our major interest will lie, of course, in the ex

amination of the rabbinic texts discussing the issues of cre

ation and the hypostatization of wisdom. These texts will 

also be viewed in terms of their similarity and/or relation

ship with the background material. Since our major concern 

shall be in the rabbinic-normative material itself, there 

will be many peripheral and ancillary questions which we will 

touch on without a really thorough investigation. Hence, we 

shall not attempt to stratify the 3iblical, Apocryphal, and 

New Testament material. We will not deal with the involved 

issues of the authenticity of Patristic and Gnostic documents. 

In like marmer, in treating the Philonic material, the ques

tion of direct influence of the rabbis on Philo or Philo on 

the rabbis will not concern us. What we will do is to point 

out certain parallels and similarities. Except for reference 

to the problem, any attempted resolution of the causal ques

tion is beyond the scope of this work. We shall attempt to 
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indicate similarities without entering into considerations 

of dependency. The same, of course, will apply to any of 

the background materialo With these goals and limitations 

clearly in mind, let us turn to a consideration of the first 

of our background sources, the Bible. 



CHAPrE.R I 

THE BIBLICAL CONCEPrION OF GREAT ION AND 

EARLY HYPOSTASES OF WISDOM 

"The Lord by wisdom founded the earth; by understanding He 
established the heavens." Proverbs 3:19 

The point of departure for all rabbinic discussion 

of our problem is the Bible. It may be, as we shall see, 

that the specific notions of the rabbis derive from external 

stinruli, but, inevitably, they turned to the Bible, if not 

to find the source, then, at least, to find the justifica-

tion of this or that particular concept. Whether the pro-

cess be that of exegesis or eisegesis, the Bible was cen-

tral. It is from this point of departure that we shall ex

amine Biblical references dealing with Creation and/or with 

hypostases of wisdom. We do :mt propose to delve deeply 

into the problem on the Biblical level, but rather to sug-

gest the bases for the subsequent treatment of the material 

by the rabbis. 

Judaism, even during the Biblical period, did not 

develop its notions sui generis. It is impossible to di

vorce its ideational content from that of its contemporaries. 

Thus, the systems developed elsewhere in the Biblical world 

will have an impact on the emergent Biblical thought. Thus, 

it is significant that nin Egypt we :find that Hu (Qw 'Word') 
, 

and Sia (Sj~ 'understanding') were regarded as assistants 
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to Re-Atum in the work of creation. Later they attained 

so high a degree of independence that they could be associ-

ated with any God. "l The same case obtained with other 

abstractions. Other similarities will appear between the 

Biblical ~Wisdom," the Mesopotamian Ishtar and the Egyptian

Hellenistic Isis. These Mesopotamian similarities were 

particularly reflected in the various Gnostic concepts of 
2 

Sophia {see below) • In like manner, an investigation 

into the pre-Biblical and Biblical Near East will yield 

parallels to rabbinic expressions. The name for God "He 

who spoke and it came into being,~ is found in Sumero-
3 Babylonian cosmogonic accountso However, in all this ma-

terial, we must bear in min:l that similarity does not imply 

dependence. 

Of course, we cannot neglect the Greek influence 

upon Biblical material. It may not be as extensive as 

Neum.ark suggests 1 ~1 to make "P" virtually dependent on 

!Plato, but he does offer some interesting possibilities for 
4 the post Ezraic period. He discerns two types of influence 

at this period. 

It is positive inasmuch as some writers of this 
period try to blend Platonic and biblical elements 
into one harmonious mold. But it is also negative, 
inasmuch as they had to fight certain Greek, and 
among them also some specific Platonic, elements 
which were favored and embodied into Jewjsh life 
and letters by the so-called Hellenists. 5 

~ong other positive influences, he includes 



••• the preponderance of the cosmological aspect 
into the God-conception of the Jeremian school 
which in principle had conquered the field, as 
also, and especially, the theory of ideas which, 
in the doctrine of man's creation in the image of 
God and of the erection of the Tabernacle after 
an ideal heavenly pattern, had been embodied in the 
new Book of the Covenant and thus enjoying a cer
tain measure of authoritatlve recognition, prepared 
the soil for the metaphysical influence of Plato, 
quite petceptible in the biblical writings of this 
period. 0 

We would do well to bear in mind the danger of treating 

3 • 

what may well be merely superficial similarities as causal 

relationships. 

At this point we shall turn to a brief survey of 

the Biblical passages relevant to our problem. Our further 

consideration of the question of cross-cultural influences 

will be clearer if treated in this context. 

Our major concern, of course, will lie in the 

treatment of the first chapter of Genesis, particularly the 

first five verses. As we shall see, the very first word 

;l 1 f I<. 1 ? is the point of departure for a significant 

portion of the rabbinic solution to the question of how the 

world was created. The third verse is similarly important 

in Philonic as well as rabbinic exegesis and the question 

of the light-stream. The material in the secorrl chapter, 

highly anthropomorphic in nature, seems to play little part 

in the formation of the rabbinic conception of creation. 

The next passage which we shall consider is 

Jeremiah 10:12, ID N ) n? [? !7 I ')N 1 n;;? f11c. 1\ f( 
I 
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€ 1 N<? ,) J) ? f) ? f Here, the term]N ,) Y1 

first comes into playo Thus, at this level, we may have 

the origins of the equation of J\ · e , c 1 w i th 

which becomes normative in the rabbinic period, and in some 

of the Targumim as well. However, it is much more probable 

that the actual origin of this concept derives from Proverbs 

8:22 ff (see below). Neumark suggests one interpretation 

of the possible significance of this passage in its own 

periodo He sees it as reflecting the theory of ideas. Some 

individuals in this period might be willing to base this 

upon angels. '"The opponents of angels, however, had to em-

ploy the art of interpretation, and the soil for a conveni-

ent interpretation was well prepared: The attribute of 

Wisdom was pressed to the fore by Jeremiah in his monothe-
7 

istic theory of creation." This was, he maintains, simi-

lar to the Platonic cosmological Sophia. This, in turn, 

led to the acceptance of the Platonic Ideas as an undivided 

totality. The ideas were, for Plato, the means of creation. 

The undivided attribute of Wisdom is the organ of 
creation in the conception of those adherents of 
the monotheistic theory of creation among the Jews 
who were influenced by Plato, but insisted on the 
rejection of angels. This theorem was to them all 
the more acceptable, as the exemplum presens of 
that Wisdom, the Torah, was on their hands: Wisdom 
was soon identified with Toraho The Torah, accord
ingly to this interpretation, is not only the causa 
finalis, b§t also the causa movens, the cause of 
creation. 

Neumark applies this same analysis to the conception of Torah 
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as an emanation of Wisdom, which he finds in Proverbs, 

Isaiah, and Deuteronoll!Y• In Plato, he asserts, these ideas 

were linked to theocratic ideas. He sees a parallel in 

~ as a glorification on the monotheistic conception of 

Creation, and Proverbs 9 which is, for him,theocratic in 

nature. 9 His equation of Wisdom with Torah, and his asser-

tion that the latter is both the final and efficient cause 

of creation, may well be descriptive of the rabbinic period. 

One may question, however, the accuracy of placing such a 

system in the Ezraic and early post-Ezraic period. There 

may have been contact with Greek thought including that of 

Plato, but was it that extensive that early? 

The Psalms constitute our next source of passages. 

There are several passages which attribute Creation to God, 

and glorify Him and His moral excellence because of His 
10 

creative act. Psalms 24:2, which informs us that water 

constituted the undergirding of the world, is reminiscent 
11 

cosmogony. Creation by the of certain Greek systems of 

12 
"word" of God and by fiat are significant themes developed 

13 
in Psalms. Similarly, Creation is described as taking 

14 
place by the "understanding" of God. That the Creation 

fulfilled a pre-ordained plan is suggested by 148:6. Here, 

a boundary is set beyond which the waters may not moveo 

One final passage in the Psalter is of great significance. 

In 104:2, the emanation of light is described: )!/( >)[J'( 
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i) N f \ J 

The significance of this passage 

in explaining Genesis 1:3 did not escape the rabbis. It 

served, as we shall see, as a basis for an emanation theory 

of Creation, highly similar to the Alexandrian Light-Stream 

notion. 

The book of Proverbs highlights the significance 

of in Creation. ,\ N _) (l This relationship is clearly 

stated in 3: 19f : ____ y_J.._..../_c ___ 1_o_1 ____ ,\_N_.J_h'-'-? __ ' .... 1),,_ 

: i)JJ?J'I? f'fJQ., /j I) 
I 

we may raise the point that the 

"Wisdomt1 here described may well be poetic personification 

rather than a hypostatization. In any event, Wisdom's sig-

nificance is great by the time we reach this book. In the 

passage in Chapter 8:22-31, Wisdom gains a still greater 

significance. 

Moreover, these passages in the book of Proverbs 
0eem clearly to be in line with the later explicit 
identification (as in Sirach) of Uokmah with Torah. 
And the fact that in Proverbs viil.30 Wisdom is 
called •umman "artisan• not only does not invali
date but actually confirms the int~gpretation of 
Wisdom as poetic personification. -

In a subsequent passage, however, the "wtion of Creation is 

a physical one, and God's wisdom is merely another attri-
16 

bute, like His omnipotence. 

Our final passages are to be found in the book of 

~. In chapter 28, especially verses 12-27, we find that 



Wisdom, in the ultimate sense, is the possession of God 

alone. Its value is unmeasurable. Even here, however, as 

in similar passages in the Wisdom of Solomon and Enoch, we 

are hard pressed to discover whether Wisdom is used in a 

personal or impersonal sense. 17 In Job 38, especially 

verses 4-41, we find further emphasis placed on the notion 

that Wisdom and creativity belong to God alone. Here, 

the distinctions between man and God are drawn even sharper. 

We might view the Biblical material with Marcus, 

who observed 

••• The Israelite intellectuals were consistently 
devoted to the task of showing the people that 
Torah was not only the sum of human wisdom but 
was also the revelation of divine wisdom. Because, 
therefore, ~ohmah was not only a divine quality 
but also the ideal of a human quality, which was 
to be realized in practical form, it never became 
sufficiently detached from either God or the Torah 
to become a concrete hypostasis and the occasion 
of a polytheistic development.18 

He further suggests that the argument from analogy of other 

Near Eastern religions is fruitless, since a true analogy 

does not exist. 

If a particular deity is a very powerful and complex 
personality, like Yahweh, it is extremely unlikely 
that his qualities and attributes will ever acquire 
enough personality ol

9
their own to be considered 

independent deities. 

On the other hand, we cannot deprecate the level which Wis-

dom had reached by the end of the Biblical period. Marcus 

may be correct in asserting that it is not a full entity 
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alongside of God, but it does seem to be more than one of 

His attributes. I feel more inclined towards the position 

of Bentwich in this matter: 

The Wisdom books of the Old Testament, outlining 
the primitive reflection of the Hebrews on the 
Nature of the divine, pictured Wisdom as a link be
tween God and man. Wisdom in her perfection is 
alone with God, and exists with Him before the 
creation. She is the divine purpose, the divine 
scheme of human life, and man's goal is to seek the 
apprehension of the divine idealo20 
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CHAPTER II 

GREEK COSMOGONY AND HYPOSTASES OF WISDOM 

"If the world be indeed fair and the artificer good, it is 
manifest that he must have looked to that which is eternal 
••• " Plato 

While it may well be true that the real inter-

change between Greek and Jewish cul tu res did not take place 

until well into the Hellenistic period, we shall begin our 

survey with the pre-Socratics. Our reason for doing this is 

quite simple many nnew" doctrines are the restatement of 

old ideals. Thus, Murray observes, that the hypostases of 

Wisdom -- Sophia, in the Hellenistic age, is merely a re

interpretation of the Kore or nEarth Maiden/Mothern concept 

of earlier times. He notes, interestingly enough, a parallel 

in the use of the Hebrew n 11' which is a feminine noun.
1 

Let us turn then to a brief survey of the Greek material 

relevant to our topic. 

The first name we come upon is that of Pherecydes 

(six.th century) of Syros. He related the myth wherein Zas 

bestows a robe upon Chthonie, upon which the earth and ocean 
2 are depicted. Thus, creation takes place by an unfolding 

process. We shall have occasion to reconsider this theme 

in rabbinic literature. 

The first major school of Greek thought which we 

shall consider are the Milesians. Thales (c. 624-546) held 
3 that the earth floats on water. Furthermore, water is the 
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material cause of all thj_ngs. All things are full of godso 

This may be proven by the reactions of magnetic substances. 

This last point does not necessarily make Thales a religion-
4 

ist. As Zeller notes, ''We have no grounds for assuming 

that he distinguished expressly between matter and the cre-
5 

ative force as deity or mind or world-soul.n 

For Anaximander (c. 610-545), the basic substance 

was the ttBoundless" to which all would returno n ••• The 

boundless was conceived by him as something spacially un-

bounded (infinitum) and at the same time of indefinite 
6 

quality (indefinitum)." It is eternal and indestructible. 

Its motion is eternal, and this brings about the origin of 

the world. There is, however, no alteration in the first 

element. The opposites in the substratum, which is bound-

less, are separated out. The primary substance cannot be one 

of the four elements since these exist in pairs of opposites 

while it is infinite. The hot (dry) and the cold (wet) be-

come the sun and earth, respectively. Life itself begins in 

the sea. There is a periodic alternation of creation and 

destruction in the universe. There is, therefore, a succes-

sion of worlds, without beginning or end. Similarly, there 

may be the simultaneous existence of innumerable world sys-

terns in infinite space. 

The final Milesian, whom we shall consider is An-

aximanes (flourished 585-524). For him, air is the prime 

matter. Like Anaximander, the prime substance here, too, is 
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boundless and in perpetual motion. Through its eternal motion, 

air undergoes two changes. The first is rarefaction, which 

leads to loosening, warming, and ultimately fire. The second 

is condensation which leads to contraction and cooling. 

This latter leads in turn to the formation of wind, clouds, 

water, earth and stones. 

The next school which we shall consider are the 

Pythagoreans. Pythagoras (flourished 532-496) develops his 

cosmology via nBoundless breath." His position is similar, 
. 7 

in substance, to that of Anaximanes. Generally speaking, 

it is the theory of transmigration which distinguishes 

Pythagorean philosophy. The fundamental doctrine is that the 

nature of things is number. "Thus the anthropological dual-

ism of body and soul was extended to the cosmic dualism of 

matter and form, or, as they expressed it, of the unlimited 

and the limit.t•8 The limit probably was fire, while the 

boundless was darkness. There was a plurality of worlds, 

wherein the heavenly bodies were conceived of as "Whee ls of 
9 

air.• Thus, Pythagoras approaches Aniximander. Smith cites 

the following pas sage from the Physics of Aris tot le which 

describes the cosmogony of Pythagoras: 

And the Pythagoreans say that there is a void, 
and that it enters into the heaven itself from 
the infinite air, as though it (the heaven) were 
breathing; and this void defines the nature of 
things, inasmuch as it is a certain separation 
and definition of things that lie together; and 
this is true first in the case of num~nrs, for 
the void defines the nature of theseo 
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The later Pythagoreans carried this system still 

further. "This construct ion of the world out of numbers was 

a real process in time which the Pythagoreans described in 
11 

detail." The numbers are the formal and material cause of 

things. Thus, odd and even become the equivalents of limit 

and unlimited, which was, of course, one of the original 

principles underlying Pythagorean cosmology. Xenophilus de-

scribed the process as follows: first there was the nmonad, 11 

then the "Dyad," then the number, then points, then lines, 

surfaces, and finally solids. The earth and the universe 

are spheres. Archytas (first half of the fourth century) 

built upon this and declared that the substance of all things 
12 

is the concrete unity of form and matter. The nature of 

reality lies in matter. "The moving primary force makes the 
13 

matter of elements into bodies." 

The third school in our consideration is that of 

the Eleatics. Here we shall find a greater diversity of posi

tion than in the former two schools. The first of the Eleatics 

whom we shall consider is Xenophanes (c. 570-475). Xenophanes 

was essentially a pantheist, who taught that the unity of 

everything was the "all-One n or God. He was organically and 

immanently related to this world. Xenophanes took clear ex

ception to the anthropomorphic representation of God by the 
14 

poets. The earth was the fir st substance in his system. 

He taught "For all things come from the earth, and all things 
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end by becoming earth. For we are all sprung from earth and 

watero" (fragments 8 and 9) 15 It is not clear whether or 

not he held the world to be infinite. His conception of God, 

however, is quite clear. 

One god, the greatest among the gods and men, 
neither in form like unto mortal nor in thought •••• 
He sees all over, thinks all over, and hears 
all over. But without toil he swayeth all 
things by the thought of his mind. And he 
abideth even in the self-same place, moving 
not at all, nor doth it befit him to go about 
now hither now thither.16 

strictly speaking, Heraclitus (c. 544-484) may not 

be an Eleatic, yet his position is most clearly set forth 

against the background of the Eleatics. Indeed he stands in 

opposition to some of the Eleatics, especially Parmenides. 

"Like Xenophanes, Heraclitus started from the observation of 

nature; he comprehended this as a uniform whole; as such it 17 

has neither come into being nor does it pass away.n The 

essence of the world was to be round in the spiritual prin-

ciple of the Logos, as it was in the deity for Xenophanes. 

The Logos, to which we shall have cause to return, was bound 

up with the material substrate, fireo Thus, Heraclitus 

takes a position closer to the Ionians than to the Eleatics. 

Also, unlike the Eleatics, he posited continuous change. 

"In the sarmriver we step and do not step; we are and we are 

18 not." (fragment 81) The primary substance, fire, becomes 

water, then earth, then water once more, and then fire. 

All things are subject to change. The appearance of sameness 
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is an illusion caused by the equilibrium of the vectors 

operative. An analogy may be drawn to the metabolic process 

in the human body -- there is no complete anabolism. There 

is a tension factor operative. Neither pole can be reached 
19 

for this would imply the destruction of the other. 

God, for Heraclitus, is n •• oimmanent spirit which 

creates nature, history, religion, law, and morality out of 

20 himself." Thus, he develops a pantheism involving unity, 

eternal change, and the inviolability of the laws of the 

world order. A most significant and controversial point in 

Heraclitus is his Logos concept. Burnet takes one extreme 

position. "In any case the Johannine doctrine of the Logos 

has nothing to do with Heraclitus or with anything at all 

in Greek philosophy, but comes from the Hebrew Wisdom litera-
21 22 

ture. On the other hand, it is asserted by Drurmnond, 

that in Heraclitus the Logos is eternal and is not simply a 

term for discourse. 

And if we have not evidence which justifies us in 
ascribing conscious intelligence to the Logos of 
Heraclitus, nevertheless we can hardly avoid the 
conclusion that he must have used language which 
was susceptible of different interpretation, and 
was capable at least of suggesting the doctrine 
of a later timeo23 

Similarly, Mills asserts, "It, the Logos, was a reasonable 

force which inheres in the substance-matter of the world. 

There is nothing material without it.tt
24 

It has, however, 

no pre-existence. 

The strongest opposition to Heraclitus came from 
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Parmenides ( c. 540-470). He asserted, '''Being cannot have a 

beginning or cease to be; for it cannot be created from Not-

Being or reduced to Not-Being; it was never and never will 

b i 
. . "25 be, ut s now continuous and undivided. Only the senses, 

which are in error, tell of change. Reason does not do so. 

With Parmenides, we may consider Melissus of Samos {flourished 

c. 440) 1 one of the Younger Eleatics. His line of argument 

follows that of Parmenides, regarding the eternity of the 

universe, n ••• but in divergence from him drew the inadmissable 

conclusion that it must also be spacially without beginning 
26 

or end, that is to say infinite .i• 
It was inevitable that an attempt would be made to 

reconcile the positions of Heraclitus and Parmenides. This 

was first undertaken by Empedocles (c. 495-435). He explained 

creation and destruction as being, in reality, the separating 

and mixing of eternal, immutable substances. 

In the formation of the present world Love, which 
was at first in the centre separated from Hate 
by the substances, set up a vortex into which 
the substances were gradually drawn; from this 
mixture air or ether was first to be separated 
by the rotary motion and formed the vault of 
heaven; after this fire, which took up its 
position immediately beneath air; from the earth, 
water was pressed out by t~ rotation and from 
the water, air again (that is the lower .atmos
pheric air) was evaporated.~7 

Like Empedocles, Anaxagoras (500-428) denied actual 

coming into being or ceasing of existence. He stated 11
000 

All coming into being consists only in a combination, and 

all ceasing to be in the separation of already existing 
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substances, and each change of quality rests on a change of 

28 material composition.n He gives no explanation, however, 

for this motion. His most significant idea is a conception 

of mind as distinct from matter. The distinction lies in the 

simplicity of mind vis-~-~ the composite nature of matter. 

Matter itself is composed of a divisible nature of uncreated 

particles. His cosmogony proceeds as follows: in the origi-

nal state there were mixed particles; the mind then created 

a vortex; and, ultimately, tb.is led to a separation of these 

particles. 

There is but a single statement of Leucippus (fifth 

century) which concerns us. He observed, "Nothing occurs at 
29 

random, but everything for a reason and by necessity." This 

notion will be considered subsequently in our discussion of 

certain aspects of the rabbinic concept of creation. 

The last of the pre-Socratics, whom we shall con-

sider is Democritus (c. 460-370). 

Democritus, like Parmenides, was convinced of the 
impossibility of an absolute creation or destruc
tion, but he did not wish to deny the manifold of 
being, tb.e motion, the coming into being and ceas
ing to be of' composite things; and since all this, 
as Parmenides had shown, was unthinkable without 
not-being~ he declared that not being is as good 
as being • .:>O 

In our treatment of Plato (427-347), we shall first 

consider some general factors and then turn to a more detailed 

look at the cosmogony of the Timaeus. Prior to the creation 

of the world, the material was in a state of irregular motion. 

J 
I j 
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Through some process of natural necessity, the infini teslimal 

particles came together according to like kinds, and in 

separate regions formed the four elements, i.e., water, earth, 

air, and fire. Thus, we can see a marked similarity to the 

position of Democritus and the atomists.--the difference being 

that for the atomists the tiny particles constituted real 

being, while for Plato they assumed the status of co-causes 

in creation. The ideas are the real world. Similarly, the 

two differ regarding the significance of natural law. For 

Democritus this is the only moving force, while for Plato, it 

is merely an instrument of the divine mind. 

Plato knows of no creation ~-nihilo. Indeed such 

an idea seems foreign to all of Greek thought. Creation, for 

Plato, appears to be the reduction of the primal chaos into 

an ordered cosmos. All this is accomplished through the self-

moving soul, the Demiurge. 

All reason and knowledge in the universe and in 1h e 
particular have their origin in him •••• Thus the 
whole universe is a great living creature comprising 
mortal and immortal beings, a visible God, a copy 
of the God comprehended by thought, big, beautiful, 
magnificent and perfect of its kind.31 

In the Timaeus, Plato develops the notion that God 

is all good. Since He desires to extend His goodness to 

others, He creates the world. In so doing, He first created 

a perfect pattern, which was itself living and divine. From 

this pattern he created the material worldo 

If the world be indeed fair and the artificer 
good, it is manifest that he must have looked to 



that which is eternaleo•• Everyone will see that 
he must have looked to the eternal; for the world 
is the fairest of creations and he is the best of 
causes. And having been created in this way, the 
world bas been framed in the likeness of that which 
is apprehended by reason and mind and is unchangeable, 
and must therefore of n2~essity, if this is admitted, 
be a copy of something. 

The material world is made of fire, air, water, and earth 

in four equal parts. Its shape is that of a sphere. Its 

proportion, four, and its shape, spherical, constitute a 

perfect number and a perfect shape. Thus, we can see the ex

tent of the Pythagorean influence on Plato.
33 

The joining of 

the four elements is accomplished by the laws of harmony, an-

other Pythagorean concept. As we have noted above, the cre

ated world is itself divine. 34 Like Heraclitus, Plato held 

that all the elements are in flux, only space remains con-

35 stant. Man is a microcosm and is partly divine and partly 

36 
material. 

For Aristotle (384-322), cosmogony would be super-

fluous, since he was among the first to formulate the theory 

of the eternality of the world. An eternal universe would 

have, by definition, neither beginning nor end. How he ar-

rives at the eternality of the universe may be of some inter-

est for us in tbat he does so by first refuting Plato's 

cosmogony. 

The eternity of the universe follows as a natural 
consequence of the eternity of form and ma.tter 
and from the fact that motion is without beginning 
and end. The assumption, indeed, that the world 
is originated but will last forever overlooks the 
fact that coming into being and passing away vir
tually condition each other. Only that can be 



everla~~ing which excludes both the one and the 
other. 

20. 

The next school which we shall consider is that of 

Zeno and the Stoics. There is reason to believe that Zeno 
38 

(c. 334-261) himself was of Semitic or half-Semitic origino 

God formed the world by converting part of the fiery vapor 

of which he consists into air and water. He remained within 

these substances as the immanent, formative force. He caused 

one-third of the water to rain down as earth, while the 

second thiI•d became air, and the remaining third was unchanged. 

The air created from the water became fire after rarefaction. 

This was the elementary fire. The process of creation, then, 

was the formation of the body of the world as distinguished 

from God, Who is its soul. Since this creation took place 

in time, ultimately it will be consumed again into fire and 

the cycle repeated once more. Thus, there is an endless suc-
39 

cession of creation and destruction of worlds. Since the 

same process always operates in the identical fashion, each 

of the infinite number of worlds is identical. Indeed, each 

of these worlds is populated by the same people, who share 
40 

the same history down to the last detailo Knox,'f thus makes 
l 

the following astute observation regarding Stoic cosmogony~ 

"In theory it was monotheistic; in practice it might or might 

not beo If God is immanent in all things, you can worship 

anything, on the ground that you are worshipping not it, but 

G d 
,,41 

o present in it. 
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The dualism of spirit and matter is a fundamental 

concept of the Neo-Pythagoreans. This being the case, God 

as spirit, or pneuma, has no direct contact with matter. 

Consequently, they developed a concept of the Demiurge simi• 

/ lar to that found in the Timaeuso The ideas became arche-

types, somehow related to Pythagorean Numbers and similar to 

the Aristolelean Forms. 

Pythagoras is said to have revealed such doctrine 
to his band and to have veiled it in his theory 
of numbers, Plato to have borrowed it from him. 
The later neo-Pythagoreans, particularly Nwnenius, 
referred to the revelation still further ba

2
ck to 

Moses. This is due to Philo•s influence.4 

Numenius (second half of the second century) was a 

Nao-Pythagorean and a Platonist. His work is, therefore, syn-

cretistic, and also shows a considerable dependence upon 

Philo and Christian Gnostics. His most characteristic doc-

trine is that of the three gods. The first is the supreme 

and supersensible deity. The second is the Demiurge who gave 

form to material things. The third is the created universe 

itself. 

Beginning with the distinction of God and matter, 
the unit and the indeterminate dyad, he widened 
the gap between the two to such an extent that he 
regarded any direct influence of God on matter as 
impossible and was consequently led (like the Gnostic 
Valentine) to insert the world-creator or Demiurgos 
as a second God. The world itself he called the 
third Godo43 

Plotinus (204-269),like Plato, begins his system 

With the Idea of God. The concepts of emergence from and 

return to God lie between these two notions• God,· 1Nho ts pepfect, 
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is self-sufficiento The basic problem, then is how and why 

did creation take place? 

The emmanation of the world from the Godhead is 
an Overflowing in which the Godhead is as un
changed as light when it throws its gleam into 
the depths of the darkness. But as its gleam 
becomes less and less strong with the increase 
of distance from its source, so the creations of 
the Godhead are only a reflection of its glory, 
which reflection becomes less and less brlght 
and finally ends in darkness.44 

Zeller holds that this is, then, a dynamic pantheism 

rather than a true doctrine of emanations, in that the pri-

mary being remains discreet from and external to the deriva-
45 

tive. The process of emanation (using this term for lack 

of a better one, as per Zeller) occurs in three phases. The 

first phase is that of "spirit" or "thought 11 (nous). From 

this, "soul" emergeso "As the light gradually fades away in-

to darkness, the streaming out of the divine essence degen

erates finally in matter. 1146 

Sallustius is the last of the Greek thinkers whom 

we shall consider. For Sallustius, the world is eternal, 

and yet it is made by the gods. He resolves this seeming 

paradox in a most unique manner. It is neither made by craft 

nor begotten of God. The world 

••o is a result of quality of God just as light 
is the result of a quality of the sun. The sun 
causes light but the light is there jJ! soon as 
sun is there. The world is simply the other side, 
as it were, of the goodness of God, and has 
existed as long as that goodness existed.47 

Sallustius was the friend and tutor of the emperor Julian. 
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He was closely connected with Julian's attempt to restore 

paganismo Hence, his position reflects a well thought-

out confrontation of Jewish, Christian and Gnostic teachings. 
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CHAPTER III 

HELLAS AND JERUSALEM: THE MEETING OF TWO TRADITIONS 

A. THE JEWS OF ALEXANDRIP~ 

The city of Alexandria, one of the few truly cosmopoli-

tan centers of the ancient world, was the locus of the full-

est impact of Hellenism on Judaism. Of course, Greek 

thought enjoyed a wide area of influence prior to Alexander 

and the growth of the city which bore his name. Yet, his 

career and the emergence of this city marked the full flower-

ing of Hellenistic culture an:i its impinging upon the Semitic 

world. 
The centre of this movement was Alexandria, where in 
liveliest intercourse of the people of the Orient 
end Occident the amalgamation of religions was com
pleted on the gram.est scale. Here at the beginning 
of our era, two tendencies in mystic religions 
~latonism became prominent. One of these accorded 
more with the Greek, the other with the Oriental life. 
They were the so-called neo-Pythagoreanism and the 
Judaic-Alexandrian philosophy. Both seem to have 
gone back to the attempt to develop into a scientific 
theory, with the help of Platonism, the views which 
had been fundamental in the Pythagorean mysteries.l 

The Greeks were quick to take notice of the Jews, the 

nation of philosophers, dwelling in their midst. Greek 

authors reported that the Jews meditated daily on theologi

cal questionso They spent their evenings in the study of 

2 astronomy and in prayero This notion developed by Theo-

phratus and others derived from their equation of the 

Jerusalem priesthood with the astrologically-oriented priest

hood of Egypt and Babylonia.Astrology and astronomy were 



basic disciplines for Plato, Aristotle, and, the latter's 

pupil, Theophratus. 

31. 

In like manner, Clearchus reports of a meeting be-

tween Aristotle and a "wise Jew" who was conversant in matters 

pertaining to the freeing of the soul from the body. This 

Jew furthermore, demonstrated his abilities to effect such 

3 
a separation. 

There are extant Egypto-Greek writings which 

praise the Jews' devotion to their faith, and the purity of 

that faith. Heketaios is representative of such authors. 

He, apparently, received his information from the Kohen Gadol 

of his day. Heketaios' account of the Jews is the best one 
4 

extant in Greco-Roman literature. 

This generally favorable attitude toward the Jews 

is the product of tbe time when the two cultures had rela

tively little political contact. However, when the Jews 

spread out and established Diaspora communities, when they 

became engaged in proselytization, and when the Hasmonean 

dynasty arose, these attitudes of respect and friendship 

changed to suspicion and animosity. The Greeks viewed the 

expansion of the Hasmoneans as a further encroachment of the 

barbarians. It is at this point that we find the manifesta

tions of adverse attitudes towards Jewish •particularness" 

in diet, ~· and their social and religious "exclusiveness." 

Furthermore, the success with which the proselytizing 

I. 
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activities of the Jews met, especially in Rome and Alexandria, 

led to further anti-Semitic feelings. One might well ask why 

the attitudes towards the Jews did not reflect the well estab-

lished patterns of Greco-Roman tolerance? The answer is 

quit• simple. Inasmuch as the Jews would not acknowledge the 

primac1 of Greek culture, they were considered as barbarians 

and, indeed, as less-than-humans by virtue of their deviation 
5 

from and opposition to Greek cultic life. 

We shall turn, at this point, to our major concern in 

this section, the products of the encounter between Judaism 

and Hellenistic thought. Moore observes several literary and 

other ideational similarities which he considers to be products 

of Greek influence in Palestine. Thus, he notes the common 

occurence of the Narcissus legend in the Jerusalem (Nedarim 
6 

36d) and Babylonian (Nedarim 9b and Nazir 4b} ~udim. 
He cites the esoteric works of the Essenes as reflections of 

the secret documents of the Pythagoreans. There seems to be 

a similarity between late Biblical passages (.!!!,• 38:10; 

~ 38:17; ·psalms 9:14; 107:18; .!!!.• 5:14; !!!£• 2:5; Proverbs 

27:20; 30:15f} dealing with Sheol as the common abode of the 

dead a:rxi the Hades of Homer (Odyssey xl} and Virgil (Aeneid 

8 vi) • On the other hand, he declares, 

Whether Greek ideals of the immortality of the soul 
and retribution after death-popular or philosophical 
were widely entertained, or n:>t, in a centre of Hel
lenic culture like Alexandria in the first century 
before the Christian era, it is certain that the de
velopment of conceptions of the hereafter in authentic 



Judaism weet on its own way unaffected by the alien 
influence. 

Baer notes still other similarities. He draws at-

tention to the similarities in format between the Eighteen 

Benedictions, a product of the Tarmaim, and the Hiketides of 

Aeschylus. This does not, he maintains necessarily imply a 

direct Greek influence, but rather that the Jews were not 
10 

unique in developing this sort of liturgy. He deals at 

great length with the similarities between Pythagorean and 

Christian asceticism and the asceticism found among such 

Tannaim as Phinehas b. Jair and in the program stated by 
11 

Simon the Righteous in Aboth. 

He asserts that there is a basic similarity between 

the institutions of the Sanhedrin and the Platonic and 

Pythagorean Academieso The latter were also political insti-

tutions, ~, the Pythagorean Academy in southern Italy. 

One of the explicit goals of the Platonic academy was the 
12 

training of the "philosopher-king.• The academy of Plato 

arrl the Sanhedrin sought in like measure to effect the reali

zation of the ideal state. •They came to build their poli

tical state on earth, according to the pattern which was 
13 found in heaven." Similarly, he considers, the Mishnaic 

statement (Sanhedrin 4:5) that all men were created in the 

image of God arrl yet each appeared different, as reflecting 

the Platonic "idea.• "This statement flows from the basis 

of their doctrine that the terrestial man was fashioned 
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according to the :p3.ttern of the celestial man, who was created 
14 

in the likeness and the image (of God).• 

Lieberman deals at great length with the cultic 

and ritual similarities in Jewish and Greek worship. Animals 

barred from heathen sacrifices on the basis of their leges 

sacrae, were similarly disqualified from Jewish sacrifice by 

the rabbis, on the basis of Mal. 1:8 (.Q.f,. Bab. Sukkah 5la). 
15 

Of course, there were additional rabbinic prescriptions. 

In like manner, the Temple of Herod, while built along Bibli-

cal lines, had adornments not mentioned in Scripture. From 

this, Lieberman concludes "There was a general pattern in 

the ancient world of temples and sacrifices with which the 
16 

Jews shared.• 

Certain cultic personalities were apparently 

shared with the Greeks. Lieberman contends that "The Rabbis 

not only identified Eve with Isis, but apparently also com-
17 

pared the Biblical Eve to the Greek one." Both Lieberman
18 

~nd Baer see a Greek origin to the gilding of the bull of 

Bikkurim. Baer maintains that this follows the pattern of 

19 
Demeter worship. 

The whole sacrificial pattern becomes meaningful 

in light of Greek practice and influence. In this light, 

the rabbinic passages regarding l) J I' l N become clear. Simi

larly, the question of blemishes in sacrifices is elucidated. 

What is improper for the table of an idol can 
certainly not be brought on the Jewish altar. 



We can therefore expect striking similarities be
tween the Jewish and nog-Jewish rules regarding 
defects and blem.isheso2 

35. 

Similarities are also to be observed between the regulations 
21 on entering the Temple, and Pythagorean cultic practice. 

Parallels may be found in other areas of behavior in the Sanc

tuary, its structure, and function to general practice in the 
22 

Greek world. The examples which we have considered 11 
••• are 

sufficient to demonstrate the common patterns of worship 

which prevailed in the Mediterranean world during the first 
23 

century B.C.E. and c.:s.. 11 Lieberman also notes Greek paral-

lels in the natural science24 and medical knowledge 25of the 

rabbis. 

A major area for our consideration in tracing 

Hellenistic inroads into Jewish culture is that of rabbinic 

methods of interpretation of Scripture. Despite certain 

fundamental similarities, to which we shall subsequently turn, 

we must bear in mind that 

The early Jewish interpreters of Scripture did not 
have to embark for Alexandria in order to learn 
their rudimentary method of linguistic research. 
To make them travel to Egypt for this purpose would 
mean to do a cruel injustice to the intelligence 
and acumen of the Palestinian.sageo Although they 
were not philogis ts in the modern sense of the word 
they nev~Gtheless often adopted sound philological 
methods. 

Daube, however, asserts that the Greek influence 
27 

was somewhat greater. Nonetheless, he maintains, the 

rabbis did not slavishly adopt foreign methods. The Hel

lenistic methods were adopted in the first pre-Christian 
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eentury, which marked the beginning of the "classical" period 

of Ta.nnai tic crea ti vi ty. Furthermore, what material, the 

rabbis did borrow, they thoroughly Hebraized.28 Shemaiah 

and Ablation, Hillel's teachers are represented in the litera

ture as being proselytes. If they were not natives, then, 

at least, they studied in Alexandria. "So there is a prima 

facie case for a direct connection between Hillel's seven 

norms of interpretation a.nd Alexandria, a centre of Hellenis-
29 

tic scholarship.• 

Hillel attempted to overcome the antithesis between 

tradition and rationality as bases for law. This was a com

mon problem with which Cicero, a contemporary of Hillel, also 

worked. Fur~hermore, Hillel asserted that lacunae in Scrip-

tural law might be filled through the utilization of certain 

forms of reasoning. This wa.s, in fact, sound rhetorical 

method and resembles the "ratiocinations" of Cicero. 

Hillel's position, that the products of these interpretations 

have the same status as the original law, is also paralleled 

in the statements of the rhetorician. 

There was the distinction, similarly, among the 

Greeks between an "oral law" or nomoi agraphoi (~ ~ 

scriptum or ~r ms.nus traditium) and a "written law• or nomoi 

eggraphoi (ius Scriptum~. However, we must bear in mind that 

the nomoi agraphci of the stoics, often referred to what we 

would call "law of nature." Daube does not take notice of 

thi~. 

i ' 



••• There is an ideal which at first sight looks 
the exclusive property of the Rabbis, for whom 
the Bible had been composed under divine inspira
tion: the lawgiver foresaw the interpretation of 
his statutes, deliberately confined himself to a 
minimum, relying on

0
the rest be1mg inferable by 

a proper exegesis.3 
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This, too, is found among the Greek orators. The ancient 

legislators among the Greeks and Romans had enjoyed a semi

divine status. Cicero, too, maintained that only the basic 

details had been laid down by the lawgiver. The details 

were to be derived by inference. In regulating related cases, 

the lawgiver, Hillel maintained, picked the most common 

cases and relates the other possibilities by analogy. This 

notion is also found in Cicero. 

Hillel's jurisprudence, then, i.e., his theory of 
the relation between statute law, tradition and 
interpretation, was entirely in line with the 
prevalent Hellenistic ideas on the matter. The 
same is true of the details of execution, of the 
methods he purposed to give practical effect to 
his theory. The famous seven norms of hermen
eutics he proclaimed, the seven norms in accord
ance with which Scripture was to be interpreted, 
hitherto looked upon as the most typical product 
of Rabbinism, all of them betray thi

1
influence of 

the rhetorical teaching of his age. 

In like manner, there are similarities to be found 

in terminology. This nomenclature was, however, thoroughly 

Hebraized. Thus, there was no literal, in toto, adoption of 

the Hellenistic rhetorical terminology. That the utiliza-

tion of these modes of exegesis was widespread is attested 

to by their employment in the New Testament as well as the 

Old Testament 0 There are certain differences between the 
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utilization of these modes in the two works. The Old Testa
usage 

ment tends to popular/, while the New Testament usage was more 

technical. Two examples will serve to illustrate this point. 

B9th works employ the ~ fortiori syllogism, the qal ve9omer. 

In Genesis 44:8, Joseph's brothers use this to prove that 

they have not stolen gold and silver from Joseph. In Matthew 

12:10ff, Jesus infers that it' a sheep which fell into a pit 

can be saved on the s4bbath, how much the more can a man's 

life be savedL 

It is the naturalness of the rhetorical categories 
and methods in the former sense, their soundness as 
doctrine and in practice, which accounts for their 
adoption, in one form or another, in so many parts 
of the Hellenistic world. Recently it has been 
shewn (sic) that Philo was acquainted with them, and 
the conclusion has been drawn that he was influenced 
by Palestinian Rabbinism. But it is far more likely 
that he came across them in the course of his general 
studies at Alexandria. We have before us a science, 
the beginnings of which may be traced back to Plato, 
Aristotle and their contemporaries. It recurs in 
Cicero, Hillel and Philo - with enormous differences 
in detail, yet au fond the same. Cicero did not sit 
at the feet of HI'llei;-nor Hillel at the feet of 
Cicero; am. there was no need for Philo to go to 
Palestinian sources for this kind of teaching. As 
we saw, there are indeed signs that Hillel's ideas 
were partly imported from Egypt. The true explana
tion lies in the common Hellenistic background. 
Philosophical instruction was very similar in out- 32 line whether given at Rome, Jerusalem or Alexandria. 

The influence of Hellenistic philosophy was not 

confined to Hillel's time. It was also to be found both 

before and after him. One hundred and fifty years after 

Hillel, the systems of Akiba and Ishmael were conceivable 

only against the context of contemporary rhetoric. This 

inf'luence was not confined merely to the domain of Scriptural 

i I i' 



interpretation. The distinctions between rational and non

rational law, i.eo, /:I (S>~M and f 1 pin probably preceded 

Flato. The process by which this ini'luence was transmitted 

probably involved a cross-fertilization. One should bear in 

mind that there is an area of difference as vast as that of 
33 the similarities pointed out in the preceding discussion. 

There are, furthermore, certain clearly distin-

guishable Greek influence on the Aggada. It is in the area 

of stylistic consideration that this influence is clearly 

visible. Certain forms predominate such as the diatribe and 

the dialogue. Fictional dialogues are found between Biblical 

personages, sages, and God. Others include dialogues based 

on a free dramati~ation of Biblical narratives, and those 

involving personifications, ~' the Torah. The diatribe 

:may employ the introduction of objections by some opponento 

The formula --~r..._c0¥....;..il ('"--_ ...... • f~C--4?:-_ _..l_]1-o1oN~I c_1 __._(_c.~[_..~-
was frequently employed, particularly for statements emanating 

from Gnostic sources. That is to say, in these passages the 

rabbis were quoting the real statements of their opponents. 

The same background is found for such introductory formulae 

as e I 7 ti /IC ~ l N f 1 N /( « I N r:;; \ 1 NJ I c ,) h 
f ')N//C f[I'(\) .A I fY I/( and )Ntc \) IN[ ,)?Je}) 34 

There is an interesting Greek parallel to be found 

in a recurrent figure found in the .A,ggada •. . There is a marked 

similarity between the accounts of the 1ocation of the ~ 
and heathen divination. "The Jews adopted the same course 



(as the heathens), substituting the school or synagogue for 

the heathen temple. This was not considered forbidden divi-

nation but a 0 )1Y.. troy \ 1) I IC l from Heaven, a kind of 

prophecy .•35 A. similar situation was found in early Christi

anity, ££.• Matthew 19:210 But, as compared to the Greek 

ornc le s , the f;g J\? was clear and unambiguous , nee ding no in

terpretation. 3 

These comparisons between Hellenistic and Palestinian 
Haggadah testify not only to an early contact between 
these two branches of the same tree, but ••• to the 
parallel growth of literal and figurative exegesis in 
both countries. This may be looked upon either as a 
cause, or as a result of thg

7
ruling forces in the 

realm of religious thought. 

Lieberman raises serious questions and objections 

to the alleged ban, imposed by the Rabbis, against Greek 

wisdom. 38 The law, which is referred to in the various 

sources, only prohibits the teaching of Greek thought 12, 

children. It appears that the motivation for the ban lay in 

the fear of assisting informers against Judaism. Now such 

a fear could only center about children who were as yet un

trained and untestedo Certainly, it could not apply to m.a-

ture adults who might seek instruction in Greek thought. 

Although we do not know exactly what the Rabbis 
designated by the term ~ 1.J I' J\N 2~ , Greek 
Wisdom, it is obvious th'.atn our caset com
prised information which would help the individual 
in his association with the educated Hellenistic 
circles of Palestine. The Rabbis had therefore a 
Jewish eharmel through which Hellenistic culture 
could be conveyed to them if they wanted to avail 
themselves of it.40 

39 
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B. TH& APOCRYPHA. AND PSEUDEPIGRAPHA. 

•He created me from the beginning, before the world; the 
memorial of me shall never cease.• Ecclesiasticus 24:9 

One of the basic collections of the literary re

mains of the Alexandrian-Hellenistic period in Jewish thought 

is the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha. While it may well be, 
41 

as Pfeiffer maintaim, that part of these works are Pales-

tinian in origin, the basic Hellenistic influence cannot be 

denied. Particularly in regard to such works as Ecclesiasti

.£!!! and The Wisdom of Soloman, it has been observed that 

They found in the Greek schools spiritual doctrines 
about the divine Reason am. the divine Wisdom which 
governed and ordered all things, and detected in 
them a close relation with the Bible of the •isdom 
and Word of God. Desiring to display Judaism as a 
philosophical faith, they were naturally led to 
associate the Hellenistic attributes of Sophia4~nd Logos with the images of Hokmah and the Dabar. 

At this point, then, we shall turn to a brief survey of the 

concepts of creation and the hyposta\ization of wisdom in { 

the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha. We shall follow Charles' 
43 

editions and divisions of these works. 

i ll Maccabees 

In 1! Maccabees we find the account of the martyrdom of 

the mother and her seven sons. The mother exhorts her 

youngest son• ••• lift thine eyes to heaven and earth and 

look on all that is therein, and know that God did not make 

them out of the things tbB.t exi~ted." (v. 28). Thus, we 
/ 

/ 

have the doctrine of creatic@ ~ nihilo expounded for us. 

I; 
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ii Ecclesiast1cus 

The most important single book in the collections 

is Eccleaiasticus or BenSirao
44 

The first verses of~.§.!!:!. 
(1:1-10) deal with the origin of wisdom. "•11 wisdom cometh 

from the Lord and is with Him for ever.• (1:1) The parallel 

here to.!!£!?. 12:13, ~· 8:22f and, as we shall note, Wisdom 

of Solomon 7:26 and ~ l:lf, is quite striking. Another 

verse draws our attention once more to Proverbs 8 "Before 

then all was Wisdom created, am. prudent insight from ever

lasting." (v. 4). Wisdom emanated from God (1:9) 

Another passage, 4:11-19, describes the reward of 

those who seek Wisdom. Here, too, Wisdom exists in some 

special relationship to the deity. "They that serve her serve 

the Holy One and God loveth them that love her." (v. 14) 

Regarding this passage, Marcus observes that "The author of 

Sirach is merely saying that Wisdom is the channel through 

which God and man come into relation as master and servanto" 
45 

Nonetheless, Marcus notwithstanding, we seem to have a rather 

full hypostatization here. 

Two subsequent passages deal with the blessedness 

of him who seeks Wisaom (14:20-27) and how Wisdom is to be 

attained (15:1-10). In the former, Wisdom is highly personi

fied. In the latter, Wisdom is rather significantly linked, 

if not identified, with the Law, "For he that feareth the 

Lord doeth this, and he that taketh hold of the Law findeth 

her." (15:1) 

~ 
~ • 
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The most important point about Ben-Sira•s teach
ing regarding the Law is that he identifies it 
with Wisdom; but the way in which this identifi
cation is taken for granted shows that Ben-Sira 
is not expressing a new truth, but one which in 46 
his time had already become generally accepted; ••• 

The rest of this passage continues the personification of 

Wisdom. 

Two successive passages, 16:24-30 and 17:1-4,deal 

with the creation of the world and man. Throughout, there 

is the notion of a cosmic plan used by God. "When God 

created His works from the beginning, after making them He 

assigned them their portions." (16:26) Regarding the crea

tion of man, he states, "He clothed them with strength like 

unto Himself, and made them according to His own image." 

(17:3) The Syriac version of this verse reads "By His wis

dom He clothed them with strength and covered them with 

fear." The exact status of Wisdom in this reading is not 

clear. Is it merely an attribute or is it a full assistant 

or tool employed by God? 

The twenty-fourth chapter is an elaborate praise 

of Wisdom. The entire passage bears a strong and marked 

similarity to Proverbs 8:22ff o Wisdom emanates directly 

from God. "I ca.nB forth from the mouth of the Most High and 

as a mist I covered the earth. In the high places did I 

fix my abode and my throne was in the pillar of cloud." 

(v. 3f) There is a clear parallel here to Genesis 1:2, and 

Wisdom seem to be identified with the Spirit of God. 



Here we have, therefore, the germ of the later 
teaching; but a great advance was made as early 
as the last quarter of the second century B.C., 

44. 

for in the Book of Wisdom, the identification of 47 
Wisdom with the Holy Spirit is implicitly taught; ••• 

Wisdom is pre-existent and is f cund with God "He created 

me from the beginning, before the world; the memorial of me 

shall never cease." (v9) There is a close parallel here 

to John 17:5. Finally, this chapter contains the identifica

tion of Wisdom with the Toraho "'.A.11 these things are the 

boo ~,of the covenant of God Most High, the Law which Moses 

commanded as an heritage for the assemblies of Jacob." (v23) 

The next passages which we will consider are to be 

found in chapter 33. Here, the author discusses God's dif

ferentiating in nature. "By God's great wisdom they were 

distinguished, and He differentiated seasons and feasts." 

(v. 8) The context, however, makes it difficult to deter-

mine whether this is a hypostatization or merely an adjec-

tive describing God. A subsequent verse suggests the latter 

possibility. "In His great wisdom God distinguished them, 

and differentiated treir ways. 11 (v. 11) 

In 39:12-35, there is an elaborate hymn in praise 

of creation. Here, again, there is reference to a plan in 

creation. Crea ti on is achieved by the word of God. "The 

works of God are al 1 good and supply every need in its season. 

None may say: This is worse than that; for everything avail

eth in its season. By His word, He ordereth the luminaries 

in the heavenly height, and by the utterance of His mouth 

'' ii 
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in His treasury." (vl6f) The similarity of verse 17 to 

Psalm 33:7 is self-evident. 

Still another passage deals with creation by the 

word of God. " ••• By the word of God His works were formed, 

and what was wrought by His good pleasure according to His 

decree" (42:15). The remainder of the chapter is a paean 

on Creation. Chapter 43 continues this theme and deals with 

the manifestations of God in natureo The opening verse may 

refer to the concept of the emanation of light. "The beauty 

of the heavenly height is the pure firmament, and the firm 

heaven poureth out light." (43:1) It does not, as the fol-
48 

lowing verses do, refer to the sun. Subsequent verses 

(5 and 10) describe the functioning of the word of God in 

ordering creation. The remainder of the chapter suggests 

a cosmic plan in that all created things serve a particular 

function in a specified manner. 

In the final chapter, in a poem describing how Ben 

Sira acquired Wisdom (51:13-30), we again find it person!-

fled. One verse may serve to exemplify this material. "She 

blossomed like a ripening grape, my heart rejoiced in her, 

my foot trod in her footstep, from my youth I learned Wisdom." 

(vol5) Of course, this may be merely an allegorization 0 

iii 49 The Wisdom of Solomon 

Next to Eeclesiasticus, the Wisdom of Solomon is 

the most significant work, for our consideration,in this 
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collection. Indeed, there is a rather clear relationship 

between Ecclesiasticus and Wisdom of Solomon, as we noted 

above. 

Wisdom is highly personified in the sixth chapter 

(12-25). Wisdom desires to be found. "Wisdom is radiant 

and fadeth not away; and easily is she beheld of them that 

love her. and found of them that seek her. She forestalleth 

them that desire to know her, making herself first known." 

(vol2) The description of wisdom in verse 12 appears to be 

dependent on Proverbs So In fact, 12b reads as a variant of 

Proverbs 8:17. 

This theme is continued in chapter 7 and the first 

verse of chapter 80 Solomon receives wisdom as the answer 

to his prayer (1-7). There follows a tribute to the value 

of wisdom (8-14). Solomon's knowledge itself derives from 

this gift of wisdom (15-22a)o The remainder of the chapter 

deals with the attributes. source and activity of wisdom. 

For there is in her a spirit quick of understanding• 
holy, alone in kind• manifold• Subtil (sicl) freely 
moving. clear in utterance, unpolluted, distinct. 
that cannot be formed, loving what is good• keen• 
unhindered• Beneficient. loving toward man, stead
fast. sure, free from care, all-powerful• all
surveying. and penetrating through all spirits that 
are quick of understanding. Pure. subtil (sicl)o" 
(v22f) , ~ 

There are twenty-one qualities attributed to Wis

dom here. This number may represent the multiple of two 
50 

sacred numbers, seven and three. Wisdom penetrates and 

pervades all (vo24) o It is an effluence from the glory of 
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God (v. 25) and from the everlasting light, "·•• an image 

of His goodness" (v. 26). This emanation of wisdom paral

lels Ecclesiasticus 1:9. "And she, thought but one, hath 

power to do all things; and remaining in herself, reneweth 
51 

all things" (v. 27). It has been suggested that this lat-

ter notion, along with the qualities described in v. 22f; 

may stem from a Stoic influence. The notion of a primeval 

fire, or Logos, which remains essentially the same, despite 

its manifestations in nature, is one common to Heraclitus 

and to the Stoics. 

The personification of wisdom continues in chapter a. 

Solomon desired wisdom "as a bride." He wanted its help in 

public and private matters. Wisdom is the gift of God. Simi-

larly, in chapter 9, Solomon prays for wisdom. Wisdom is 

with God. "o God of the fathers, and Lord who keepest thy 

mercy, who madest all things by thy word; and by thy wisdom 

formedst man, ••• n (vlf) "We may, perhaps, see here the 

truth of the statement that the writer of Wisdom was a fore-

runner of Philo. Word and Wisdom are here synonymous. Our 

author chose Wisdom, Philo chose the Word as the intermediary 
52 

between God and the world." Wisdom dwells by God's throne 

(v. 4). Another verse may allude to an influence from Plato. 

"Thou gavest command to build a sanctuary in thy holy moun

tain, and an altar in the city of thy habitation, a copy of 

the holy tabernacle which thou preparedst aforehand from the 
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beginning." (v. 8) However, the idea of a "copy" is also 
53 found among other Semitic peoples. Wisdom was God's tool 

in the creation of the world. "And with thee is wisdom, 

which knoweth thy works, and was present when thou wast 

making the world, and which understandeth what is pleasing 

in thine eyes, and what is right according to thy command-

ment§"( v. 9) o 

Chapter 10 and the first verse of Chapter 11 de

scribe how Wisdom has operated in history for the benefit of 

Israel. There is one final verse in Chapter 11 which is of 

interest to us, "For thine all-powerful hand, that created 

the world out of formless matter, - lacked not means to send 

upon them a multitude of bears, or fierce lions." (v. 17) 

Here, we have the concept of eternal matter. This is a most 

significant passage and is open to at least two interpreta

tions. First, that God created the formless matter prior to 

His ordering of the universe. Second, that the formless mat

ter was eternalo This latter position, it is argued, was 

actually maintained by Philo and the Ale~~rian community 
54 

with him. This position, if actually held by Philo and 

the Alexandrians, is certainly not in keeping with either 

Biblical or normative-Rabbinic Judaism, and will, indeed, be 

frequently attacked by the latter. 

Thus, we seem to have found, Pfeiffer to the con-
55 

trary, a rather complete hypostasis of wisdom. It is pre• 

existent; it dwells with God; and it was His implement in 
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creation. We shall have cause to return to these notions 

again and again in our subsequent discussions. 

iv The ~ of Baruch.£! I Baruch 

The entire section from 3:9-4:4, is devoted to the 

praise of Wisdom. Pfeiffer makes a strong case for its 

Palestinian origin in the period of 150-100 B.C.E. He as

serts, "The teaching of the poem on wisdom is strictly Pal

estinian, like Sirach's in contrast with the Hellenistic at-

mosphere of Wisdom of Solomon: am Alexandrian Jew would have 

mentioned the Greeks rather than the Edomites and their 
56 neighbors as the searchers for wisdom" (3:22f). Others 

57 
maintain similar positions. 

There is the quest for the source of Wisdom. 

"Learn where is wisdom, where is strength, where is under-

standing; that thou mayest know also where is length of days, 

and life, where is the light of the eyes and peace. Who hath 

found out her place? and who hath come into her treasures?" 

(3:14f) There is a clear parallel here to Proverbs 3:16; 

8:14; and Job 28. Wisdom is sought out by many peoples 

(3:20-23). Wisdom lies far from man (3:29f - a passage with 

striking similarity to Deut. 30:12f.). "There is none that 

proveth her way, nor any that comprehendeth her path." (3:31) 

As in Job 28:12-24, only God can find wisdom (3:32) o God is 

the Creator, Who sent forth light (v. 33) and apportioned 

the watches of the stars (v. 34) o "This is our God, and there 
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shall none other be accounted of in comparison of him. He 

hath found out all the way of knowledge." (3:35f) In what 
58 

may be a Christian gloss, this Wisdom is bestowed upon 

Jacob, the servant of God (3:37). The next verse (4:la or 

3:38 in the Greek) may similarly be a Christian gloss. 

"Afterward did she appear upon earth and was conversant with 

men." The subsequent passage clearly identifies Wisdom 

with the Torah. "This is the book of the commandments of 

God, and the law endureth forever." (4:lb) The next two 

verses echo Proverbs 3:16-18 and 4:13. The reference to 

the shining brightness of wisdom (v. 3b) may be understood 

in the context of Isa. 60:3. The final verse is a panegyric 

on the lot of Israel, who knows what is pleasing to Godo 

v The Prayer of Manassas 

Here we have, in the introduction to the prayer, a 

description of God as Creatoro That Creation took place by 

fiat is one theme of this passage. The other significant 

theme is that of the power of the name of God. "Thou who 

hast made heaven and earth, with all the array thereof: Who 

hast bound the sea by the word of thy command; Who hast shut 

up the deep and sealed it with thy terrible and glorious 

name." (vv 2-4) This sealing of the deep is found again in 

rabbinic material dealing with the "foundation stone." The 

"setting of limits" echoes Job 38:8, lOf, and Psalm 104:9. 

The power of the name of God, besides being found in connection 
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with the "foundation stone," is found in Ecclesiasticus 47:18 

and Baruch 3: 5. 

vi 59 The Book of Jubilees 

The account of the creation given here does not vary too 

greatly from that in Genesis lo There is a more elaborate 

angelology here, however. Unlike the more common Midrashim, 

the angels were created, according to this account, on the 

first dayo 

60 
vii The Book of Enoch (Ethiopic Enoch) 

! large re.rt of the books contain a sort of cosmic geogra

phy, "Enoch's" acca.int of his tour of the universeo (cho 18). 

Wisdom is highly personified in a subsequent passage. 

Wisdom found no place where she might dwell; then a 
dwelling-place was assie;ned her in the heavens. 
Wisdom went forth to make her dwelling among the 
children of men, and found no dwelling-place; wisdom 
returned to her place, and took her seat among the 
angelso (42:lf) 

We have seen this theme before, and frequently, in Proverbs, 

Job, Sirach arrl Baruch, ~., the praise and heavenly origin 

of Wisdom. 

This theme is picked up once more in chapter 48 "And in 

that place I was the fountain of righteousness which was inex-

haustible: and around it were many fountains of wisdom; and 

all the thirsty drank of them and were filled with wisdom and 

their dwellings were with the righteous and holy and elect o" 
(48:1) This chapter weaves the theme of exalted wisdom with 

'' 
111 
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that of the pre-existent "Son of Man." Of course, a good 

deal of this may well be a later Christian interpolation. 

52. 

The evidence for this seems particularly valid if we consider 

~he New Testament parallels.61 These same motifs are carried 

into chapter 49. "And with him dwells the spirit of wisdom, 

and the spirit which gives insight, and the spirit of under

standing and of might, and the spirit of those who have fallen 

asleep at nighto" (49:3) With this relating of the divine Wis-

dom to the "Son of Man," we may be on our way to the complete 

identification of the two made in the prologue to JohnL 

This praise of wisdom and its personification is 

taken up in one final passage "And the righteous shall rise 

from their sleep, and wisdom shall arise and be given unto 

them." (91:10) 

viii The Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs: 
The Testament of Levi62 

The reading in one of the manuscripts for 2:8 indicates, 

perhaps, some relation to the "Light Stream." "And further I 

saw a second heaven far brighter and more brilliant, for there 

was a boundless light aleo therein.'' A second manuscript has a 

similar reading. That this light emanates from some other 

source is borne out by the following verse in two of the manu

scripts. "And I said to the angel, Why is this so? and the 

angel said to me, Marvel not at this, for thou shalt see another 

heaven more brilliant and incomparable." 
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In the third chapter, there is a description of a 

series of heavens. As we have had cause to note (see chapter II 

note 39 above), this idea is found frequently with varying de

grees of significance in Rabbinic literature. 

63 
ix The Sibylline Books 

The passage in Book III lines 8-28 deals with the 

creation and the praise of God, the Creator. "Who by his word 

created all, both heaven and sea and tireless sun and moon at 

full and twinkling stars, mighty mother ocean, springs and 

rivers, fire immortal, days and nights." (lines 20-23) 

64 
x II Enoch or the Secrets of Enoch (Slavenic Enoch) 

An Egyptian influence may appear in the account of 

creation in chapter 25. It is, basically, the egg theory of 
65 

the universe. The notion of creation by emanation is also 

present here. "And he came undone, and a great light came out. 

And I was in the midst of the great light, and as there is born 

light from light, there came forth a great age, and showed all 

creation which I thought to create.'' (25:3) The significance 

of the light in creation is elaborated in the subsequent chap

ters (ch. 26-27). Limits were set to the sea, as in Psalm 104:9 

and Proverbs 8: 29 (ch. 28) • The "B" version of chapter 29 de-

scribes the creation of the sun out of the primordial light of 

the first day. Chapter 30 continues the creation account. The 

objects created correspond, generally,to the account and sequence 

given in Genesis 1:1-2:3. Wisdom is a personified entity used 

I 

I ' 
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by God in creation •on the aixth day I commanded my wisdom to 

create man •••• • (30:8) In what may be the result of a Pytha-

gorean influence, the number seven plays a significant part 

in the description of the creation of man. Similarly, too, 

the number four ia used frequently. (30:8-15) 

Chapter 47 presents a rapid review of the creation 

with a tribute to God the Creator (especially verses tour and 

five)o Finally, 49:1 again relates the theme that God is the 

Creator of all. 

xi 1! Baruch .2!: Syriac Baruch66 

God created the world by fiat. •When of old there 

was no world with its inhabitants, Thou didst devise and speak 

with a word, and forthwith the works of creation"stood before 

Thee.• (19:17) The Law and Nisdom are,r apparently identified. 

"For Thou knowest that my soul hath always walked in Thy law, 

and from my earliest days I departed not from Thy wisdom." 

(38:4) This identification is made once more, 

Also as for the glory of those who have now been 
justified in My law, who have had understanding in 
their life, and who have planted in their heart the 
root of wisdom •••• For over this above all shall 
those who come then lament, that they rejected My law, 
and stopped their ears that they might not hear wis
dom or receive understanding. (51:3f) 

xii 
67 111 Baruch or Greek Baruch 

The chief significance of this work, in terms of 

our interest, lies in its enumeration and description of five 

heavens. This motif, which we noted in previous material, 

'i 
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achieves some significance in Rabbin:lc. literature. 

xiii fY. ~ .£!:. 1! Esdras68 

There is a review of the Creation of the world, fol

lowing the contents and sequence of Genesis 1:1-2:.3 (6:38-59). 

•Again I said: 0 Lord, of a truth thou didst speak of the begin

ning of the creation upon the first day, saying: Let heaven and 

eartb1··be made l and thy word perfected the work. n ( 6: 38) Light 

was created from a divine source. "Then thou didst command a 

ray of light to be brought forth out of thy treasuries, that 

then thy works might become visible." {6:40) There is some 

similarity here to a passage in rabbinic literature Talmud 

Babli Hagigab 12a, which we shall consider subsequently. 

In a subsequent passage, wisdom and the law are 

identified. • ••• Thou disciplinest it through thy law, and 

reprovest it in thy wisdom.• (8:12) The world was created 

by God, the sole Crea tor, to conform to His plan. "For there 

was a time in the eternal ages when I prepared for those who 

now exist - before they had come into being - a world wherein 

they might dwell: and then none gainsaid me-for none existed.• 

{9:18) 

In concluding our consideration of this material we 

might bear in mind that,"Although an immense literature has 

grown up on the subject of these apocrypha, the truth is that 

no one knows for certain to what extent they reflect views 
69 

shared by Mishnaic authorities.• 

I 
I 
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C • PHILO OF ALEXANDRIA 

"Philo gives us a Greek skeleton, and clothes it 
70 
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with a blend of Greek and Jewish flesh." In our considera-

tion of the cosmogony and cosmology of Philo, we shall first 

turn to an examination of the background and sources of Philo 

and then the content of his system. We shall reserve for the 

end of this discussion our consideration of the influence of 

Philo upon the Rabbis. 

From the point of his Jewish background, it has been 

alleged that Philo studied Palestinian Midrash. He probably 

visited Jerusalem more than once. Furthermore, prior to Philo, 

some Palestinian Tannaim fled to Egypt during the persecution 
71 

of Hyrcanus. The passage in Talmud Babli Niddah 69b 1 refer-

ring to the twelve questions which the man of Alexandria asked 

of Rabbi Joshua b. Hanan~a, may mean that R. Joshua was actu

ally in Alexandria. This problem is discussed by a great many 
72 

who do not see any necessary dependence here. 

It has also been maintained that Philo•s Jewish 

sources were not "Jewish" as we now know it. nin-exact as are 

the Hermetic and magical parallels to Philo•s conceptions, 

they strongly suggest Philo's Powers, and the whole picture 

of Deity of which they are a part, were an adoption of concep-
73 

tion from the religious world of Graeco-Egypt and Persia.• 

But there is this difficulty-Philo repeatedly expresses a vio

lent rejection of the Mysteries as found in the world of his 

day. How then could he incorporate these theological conceptions 
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into his system? Of course, it would be possible if it took 

place as a gradual process involving much time and many hands. 

such appears, indeed, to have been the case. Indeed, it would 

seem that whenever one controverts some position, he may use 

the notions of that position in other, undisputed matters. 

His conception of the Powers was clearly superior to the con-

temporary magic an1 Hermetic usage. It was also superior to 

the polytheistic tendencies of Alexandrian Gnosticism. "Philo 1 s 

deity is notable because Philo refused to see the Powers as 

aII1thing but distinct flashes of the single divine nature as 
74 

apprehended from the hum.an point of view.• 

Philo was, of course, in the neo-Platonic school. 

But this did not exhaust the Greek influences upon him. There 
. 75 

is a definite Stoic strain to be found in Philo. "The pecu-

liar blending of Platonism and Judaism was also closely related 

to ••• neo-Pythagoreanism, and was completed at the beginning 

of our era in the so-called Alexandrian religious philosophy. 
76 

Philo of Alexandria was its leader." Moore has sunnnarized 

succinctly the variegated influences operative on Philo. 

"The God of the Bible is in its own expressive 
phrase a 1 live God, 1 a God that does things; 
Philo's God is pure 8eing, of which nothing can 
be predicated but that it is, abstract static 
Unity, eternally, unchangeably the same; pure im
material intellect. Between the transcendent deity 
and the material world of multiplicity and change, 
of becoming and dissolution, is a gulf that must 
somehow be spanned. The Neoplatonists in their time 
endeavored to overcome the dualism of the system by 
interspersing in descending order Nous, the universal 
active intelligence; Psyche, the universal soul; and 
Primordial matter; remaining thus, so far as terms 

): 
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went, in the Platonic traditiono Philo 1 s intermediary 
is the Logos. Stoic influence is manifest in the 
name and functions of the Logos, as it is in many 
other features of Philo 1 s system; but in making it 
a •secondary deity,' above which is a transcendent 
God, he has made of it something widely different 
from the immanent energetic Reason of the universe 
which is the only God of Stoicismo77 

Thus, the very terminology which Philo employs betrays 

external influence. The active manifest deity is Philo 1 s Logos. 

The, twofold meaning of the Greek word (reason, utter
ance) made it natural to appropriate for the Logos 
what was said of the divine wisdom and of the word 
of God; and allegorical ingenuity enabled Philo to 
find the Logos in many other places and associations.78 

Finally, we ought to note the suggestion that ulti-

mately Philo's system stems from Babylonian and Persian sources. 

It has been claimed that there are strong Zarathustrian ele-
79 

ments in Philo•s system. 

To comprehend Philo's notion of the Logos, we shall 

first consider its antecedents among the Stoics and its devel

opment in Philo 1 s interpretation of the Timaeus of Plato. The 

Stoic position, which we considered above, may be summarized 

as follows: ''Inert and motionless matter is formed to the most 

beautiful world which is possible by the divine reason, or the 
80 

reasonable God, which is the Logos•" 

In his interpretation of the Timaeus, Philo, ~.~_!_ke"'·· 

Plato, holds that matter is uncreated. In commenting on Genesis 
-------~-

1:1-3, Philo uses the seven objects mentioned therein as Ideas. 

Heaven is the idea of five; earth, the idea 0£ earth; darkness, 

the idea of air; water, the idea of water, i.eo, the "incorporeal 

essence of water"; and the Spirit of God, the idea of spirit, 

~ .· . ... 

• 
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i.e., the incorporeal essence of Spirit - ideas of mind and soula 

The sixth idea is that of light, the idea of sun, etc. Finally, 

the abyss is the idea of t re voido "This is indeed an interpre

tat:I,on of Genesis in terms of the Timaeus - not in t~J!Ill.S of the 
· wr1Ht/\1 bvf ratJter '"' tt1,,.,, 5 0 f lf~f II..."""-af.t:j a~ 1r tvaS 

Timaeus as it was/\ understood by Philo." The Timaeus has no 

concept of "mind" or "soul." It refers to four elements, fire 

explicitly,and the ideas of celestial bodies. The ideas are 

definitely· ~!eternal for Plato, but they are created for Philo. 

Philo joined his interpretation of the Timaeus with one of the 

Bible. According to his view of Scripture, the God of creation 

and history is clearly distinguished from the absolute first 

principle. The first principle is beyond personality and change, 

and, hence, is incapable of relation to tm sublunar world. It 

is the Logos,or mediator between God,the First Principle1and man, 

which he identifies with the God of the Bible. It is to the 

Logos, that Philo would turn for those passages which speak of 

God communicating with men. It is exceedingly difficult to as

certain whether Philo maintained that the Supreme God and the 

Logos are two distinct entities. The commentators on Philo are 

divided on this. Indeed, it is difficult to sa:y whether he had 

any consistent answer to this question at a11.
82 

God, for Philo was of as uncertain personality as 

were the powers. 

This must be the case for so long as the concept of 
the Logos hovers between that of a personal being 
distinct from God and that of an impersonal divine 
force or quality can it provide even an apparent 
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solution of the insoluable problem for which it is 
required to make it comprehensible how God can be 
present in the world and all its parts with his force 
and activity, when he is by his very nature completely 

·external to it and would be defiled by any contact 
with it. 83 

Out of a primordial chaotic mixture of im..tter, God created the 

world through the instrumentality of the Logos. Again we have 

a Platonic as well as a Stoic parallel. Wolfson observes, 

In our analysis of Philo we have found that the 
relation of God to the Logos is that of Creator 
to created, that the relation of the Logos to the 
intelligible world is that of mind ani of the think
ing of mind to its object of thought, and that the 
relation of the intelligible world to the ideas is 84 
that of the whole to the parts of which it consists. 

Thus, we have seen that in Philo there is an abso

lute transcendence of God, Himself. God has no direct contact 
85 

with the world. It has been noted that Philo 1 s transcendence 

is more absolute than that in the systems of other Alexandrians. 

The contact of God with the world 1.s maintained through the 

potencies or JU Y (J. µ t l f • 
These (Stoical) potencies were identified on the one 
with the Platonic Ideas, and, on the other, with the 
angels of the Jewish religion. Their unity, however, 
is the Logos, the seco:r.rl God, the content, on the 
one hand of all original ideas, and on the other of 
the theological formatsie forces that reveal God's 
presence in the world. 

Thus, the Logos is, simultaneously, a divine potency and a 

hypostasized entity. On the other hand, Abelson is reluctant 

to see the Logos as "the second God." It is a manifestation 
87 

of God which is not yet God. It is an extension of God. As 

we have seen, it would be most difficult to give a precise 



definition of the Logos in view of its DDlltiple usages. "It 

is the Mind of God, the Wisdom of God, the Glory of God, the 
88 

Agent of God in the creation of the world.• 

Thus, there is in the Philonic system the need for 

an intermediary or system of intermediation. 

He called these intermediate beiq;s forces and de
scribed them on the one hand as qualities of the 
Deity, as ideas or thcughts of God, as parts of the 
general force and reason that prevails in the world; 

• 

on the other hand, as servants, ambassadors and 
satellites of God, or the executors of his will, souls, 
angels and demons. He found it impossible to harmonize 
these two modes of exposition and to give a clear answer 
to the question of the personality of these forces. All 
these forces are comprehended in one, the Logos. The 
Logos is the most universal intermediary between God and 
the world, the wisdom and reason of God, the idea which 
comprises all ideas, the power that comprises all powers, 
the representative and ambassador of God, the instrument 
of the creation and government of the world, the high
est of the angels, the first born son of God, the second 
God. He is the original pattern of the world and the 
force which creates everything in it, the soul which is 
clothed with the body of the world as with a garment.89 
In a word he has all the qualities of the Stoic Logos, 
insofar as this is thought of as distinguished from 
God as such and free from the characteristics which 
were the result of the Stoic materialism.90 

Philo now takes the intermediary, this Logos, and 

equates it with Wisdom, in its hypostatized usage. The Logos 

thus becomes the divine pattern of which this world is a copy. 

•Thus, the Logos can, at times, be almost an independent per-

sonal being, for the divine pattern of the Timaeus is itself 

living and divine; hence Philo can say that it was to the 

Logos that God said 'Let us make man in our own image and like-
91 

ness.•n Philo substitutes the term Logos for the term~· 

~ i 
I 
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This makes it both natural and easy for Philo to equate Logos 

with wisdom. Philo had Biblical examples for the equation of 

wisdom with the creative word of God. God created the world 

with Wisdom(~. 10:12; Prov. 3:19)o All of God1 s works are 

done in Wisdom (Psalm 104:24). God imparts His wisdom to man 

(~. 2:6). It is personified (Provo 1:8ff); it is identified 

with the Torah (Sirach 24:23ff) and with the word of God (Wisdom 

of Solomon 9:lf); all this by the time of Philo. 92 

Wisdom, then, is only anotrer word for Logos, and it 
is used in all the senses of the term Logos. Both 
these terms mean, in the first place, a property of 
God, identical with His essence, and, like His essence, 
eternal. In t re second place, they mean a real, in
corporeal being, created by God before the creation of 
the world. Third, •• oLogos means also a Logos immanent 
in the world, and so, we may assure, wisdom could also 
be used by Philo in the sense of one of its constituent 
ideas, such, for instance as the idea of mind.93 

The Logos is the pattern or plan used by God. It 
94 is the first principal and archetypal idea. 

The Logos is viewed as an instrument, ~., in the 
95 

Aristotelean tenninology, it is tm material and formal cause. 
96 

The Logos is the instrument of creation. It is described much 
97 

as is Wisdomo But creation is not delegated to the Logos 

as an independent entityo "It is evident then that despite 

his statements that God used the Logos as an instrument 

through which tm world was created, the creation of the 

world, with the exception of the body and the irrational soul 
98 

of man, was considered by Philo as a direct act of God." 

Logos is to Philo what form is to Aristotle. God does not "need" 

help. He uses it to teach men a lesson. This is also used 



pedagogically to teach the impropriety of touching that which 

is •unclean," which, for God, includes any matter. In addi-
99 

tion, the Logos is the archetypal idea and the archetype of 

light.
100 

Related to the preceding is the concept of the Light-

Stream. 
the 

In the solution of the problem of hoy' unrelated God 
could be the God of the universe Philo vividly fore
shadows the thought of Plotinus. The sun was taken 
as the figure, that orb which burns, to all appear
ances, eternally, yet without need of fuel from out
side itself. Independent of the world, a self
sut'ficient existence, it sends out its great stream 
of light and heat which makes life possible upon the 
earth. This stream may be called a stream of light, 
or of heat, or of life, or of creation. But the 
stream itself is greater than any of these single as
pects, since it includes them all. The aspects are 
only convenient abstraction for our immediate purpose, 
for the stream from the sun is not a pluralistic col
lection of in:lependent elements, but is itself a unit. 
It is not the sun, yet it is in a sense the projection 
of the sun to us, or was so regarded by the ancients, 
inasmuch as in ancient thought light was a stream of 
fire from a fiery source.101 

This formulation of the light stream is opposed by a Persian 

one, wherein Osiris, the light God and Logos, has a wife, 

Isis, who bears him Horus, the projection of the divine light 

into the sublunar world. In this formulation utilizing the 

female principle, "Horus would seem to be the Divine Stream 
102 

as clothed in matter, the cosmic Logos." 
The stream from God Philo accepts without question, 
and gives varying formulations. First is that which 
centered in the •Female Principle.' Philo would not 
have had far to look, if he had himself made the 
search de novo, for the Jewish counterpart of this con
ception:- !'tW'as right at hand in the Jewish Wisdom 
which had in Greek become Sophia.103 
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The sequence went as follows: first is the arche, the monad; 

then tl:e Logos of To-On; then the two power~ (1) the creative 104 

and (2) the royal; and then t~ ot~r powers. 
Tb.us, God 

i• stmultaneously the sairce of the form and life of tl:e uni

verse, end that form and life Himself. This is, per Goode-

nough, too dualistic to be grouped with the type of Panthe-105 

ism which we find in Plotinus. There is a marked similarity 

here to the Stoics who insisted that the gods of their neigh-

bor• were but manifestations of the one, all-pervasive Logos. 

Goodenough makes the assertion that, the Light Stream notwith-

stonding, the Logos, is neither an entity nor is it fUlly 

106 hypostatized. "One may read the Logos at any time when 

~hilo is speaking of the Law of Nature: and it must always be 

borne in mind that the Logos is not the Stoic Logos, a con

comitant of the ultimate material substrate. It is rather 
107 

the Light-Stream coming down into matter." 

Philo makes his assumption that matter is essenti

ally evil quite explicit. Hence, he is constantly at pains to 

ahow that God did not come into contact with matter. He at

tempts to reconcile the account of Creation in Genesis l with 

the Platonic notion of Creation, that is to say, with a "forma

.!:!2!! of the universe," which would not necessitate direct con-

tact between God and matter.
108 

Creation for Philo is 

••• the process by which original matter ••• 
describable only by its utter lack of form, 
quality, or order, was given those attributes 
by their coming into matter from without, 
from God •••• What come into matter from 
God to make it a cosmos was form or Law 
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or Logos because these were but different approaches 
in Philo 1 s mind to the same concept. "109 

65. 

Creation took ~lace from a plan, ~' it was a copy of the 

cosmos noetos. Basically, creation is the imposition of law 
110 

on matter. 

"It is obvious that Philo wrote the De Opificio to 

demonstrate that the cosmogony and philosophy of Moses was that 
111 

taught by the Platonic and Nee-Pythagorean philosophers." 

As we have seen, he used the Timaeus to explain the first chap-

ter of Genesis. He concludes with five points: 

a) The existence of God, against the atheists. 

b) The unity of God, against the polytheists. 

c) The non-eternality of the universe. 

d) The unity of the cosmos, against the Atomists. 

e) The efficacious providence of God, not in the Stoic-

deterministic sense, but rather as immanent presence, 
112 

agaim t the Epicureans. 

The final issue which we shall consider is that of 

the relation of Philo and Philonic exegesis to other Jewish 

material. What we shall first consider is the relationship 

of Philonic to Apocryphal and Pseudepigraphical material. 

Then we shall turn to a brief and cursory survey of certain 

representative positions on the question of the relationship 

of Philonic to Palestinian-Rabbinic material. In this latter 

area, we shall content ourselves with summarily describing the 

various alternatives and their advocates. The matter of 

I 
I 



resolution of this question lies beyond the scope and inter

est of this paper. 

II Enoch is a Hellenistic, Alexandrian apocalypse 

with sources patently different from those of Philo. "Still 

it is interesting to see that the view of God as Light had 

become so proverbial in Hellenistic Judaism as to be axiomatic 
113 

even in an apocalypse." 

"With the Wisdom of Solomon we come to still more 

definite testimony that Fhilo's Judaism was not of a type pecu-
114 

liar to himself.• The immaterial lig,ht of Gnostic, Philonic 

and neo-Platonic thought is found in such passages as 7:10,29. 

"Such must be the fundamental thought of Sophia: she is the 

Light-Stream from God's glory. As such, she is the Orphic 

~O Y 0 '( ~ Yt ) •unique in kind.' 
11115 

Wisdom is, 

for Philo, unchanging. The discussion of the creative agent 

in 9:1 makes, albeit haltingly, the identification of Logos 

and/or Sophia with the creative word of God. The utilization 

of Sophia at this point may constitute the introduction of the 
116 

Light-Stream into Judaism. 
117 

In .Aristobulous, ••• the famous statement of 

Proverbs viii, 22, 27, is definitely taken out from its Jewish 

setting and equated with Sophia as the pagan Light-Stream, the 
118 

source of all light and the guide of the individual." This 

gives us at least the terminus !!! quem for the introduction 

of this idea into Judaism, an:i dates well before the Wisdom 

of Solomon or Philo. A similar theme is found in Book III 
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lines 8-28 of the Sibzlline Books. However, here the problems 

of the date of the Sibylline Books and the extent of Christian 
119 

interpolation enter the question. 

There is a sizable group of scholars who suggest that 

t'OOre is a strong and direct influence exerted mutually by Philo 

and the Rabbis. This position is advocated primarily by Wolf-
~O ~l 

son and Baer. •The similarity between Philo and the Mid-

rash shows, as per usual, the antiquity of doctrines such as 
122 

these and that their source (come) from one common root." 

On the other extreme, there is the position typified 
~3 ~4 

by Goodenough and Sandmel which would suggest that similari-

ties between the Rabbis and Philo are largely fortuitous in 

nature. Sandmel observes that, •one need not infer from a 

casual similarity in one or more facets of Philonic and rab-

binic statements that such similarity amounts to total identity, 

nor that that dubious identity requires Philo to be dependent 
125 

on the rabbis." Goodenough's position is similarly un-

equivocal. Commenting on Philo's system, he observes, 

For all its passionate Jewish loyalty, it was not 
fundamentally a Judaism with Hellenistic veneer: it 
was a Hellenism, presented in Jewish symbols and al
legories, to be sure, but still a Hellenistic dream 
of the salvation of the problem of life by ascent 
higher and even higher in the Streaming Light-Life 
of God. 126 

There is, of course, a middle position, and most 

authorities seem to favor it. One group seems to feel that 

there was a definite cross influence but it was not directo 

Baeck feels that the Philonic ini'luence was mediated by Origen, 
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whose school was virtually adjacent to that of the third cen

tury Amoraim, including the teacher of R. Hoshaia. In this 

way, Baeck traces what he considers to be the Philonic influ-
127 

ence evidenced in Genesis Rabbah 1.1. Moore develops essen-
128 tially the same position. Marl'.11Drstein is somewhat more ex-
129 

treme than the other two. 

Abelson notes many similarities between Philo and 

the Rabbis and suggests that there is a definite Philonic in-
130 

fluence. He feels that the Rabbinic C?] Ip u hi) reflects 
131 

the Philonic paraclete. He notes, however, at least two 

significant disparities between Philonic and Rabbinic materialo 

There is, first of all, in Philo, a lack of clear doctrine re-

garding God. This would account for a di~Yf,~~~~~~ of Philonic 
132 

influence on the Rabbis. Secondly, 

The 'Word' at once reminds us of the Targumic Memra, 
which is perhaps the most noteworthy feature of the 
Targum literature. And one is led to think in this 
cormection of the Logos of Philo and the 'Word' of 
St. John's Gospel. But close study very soon dispels 
the idea that the latter two terms are identical with 
Memra or Shechinah or Dibbur. Philo's Logos differs 
in at least three important respects from the Rabbinic 
conceptions. These are (1) that it is a piece of meta
physics, a philosophical term quite foreign to Rabbinic 
methods of interpretation. (2) That it is impersonal, 
whereas the Rabbinic terms stand for a Personal God, a 
father into whose ears man can pour the tale of his 
troubles, and receive a comforting reply. (3) The Logos 
is often the intermediary between man and God, the 
'paraclete' of humanity, whereas the Rabbinic repudiated 
in the strongest language possible, any interviewing 
personality between man and his Maker.133 

Mueller asserts that there is no answer possible as 

to whether or not Philo and the Rabbis exerted any influence 

on each other, or as to whether or not they used any common 
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sources. "Philo, however, in his elaboration of the Logos 

idea, took a somewhat different line from the Palestinian 

teachers, and consequently his Logos teaching had little in

fluence on subsequent mystical thought in Judaism, though it 
135 

profoundly affected that of Christianity." 
136 . 

Finally, Lauterbach takes a position more closely 

approximating that of Sandmel and Goodenough. He asserts that, 

In the case of many of the ideas and principles 
found both in Philo and in the Talmudic and Mid-
rashic literature it is impossible to assert that 
there has been borrowing on either s :lde; and it is 
much more justifiable to assume that such ideas 
originated independently of each other in Palestine 
and Alexandria. This may have been the case also 
with the rules of hermeneutics.137 

Thus, we have seen in our consideration of the 

Alexandrian Jewish community, the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, 

and Philo that the Jewish world was but a part of the larger, 

Hellenistic world. There was, to be sure, that which was 

unique and peculiar to Jewish thought, particularly in Pales-

tine. However, the total development of Judaism within and 

without Palestine is thus seen to be comprehensible only 

against the background of the contemporary Hellenistic civili-

zation. 
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CHAPTER IV 

BEYOND THE CONFINES OF .nJDAISM 

A. THE NEW TESTAMENT AND THE EARLY CHURCH 

"In the beginning was 
ani the Word was God. 
God. All things were 
anything made." John 

the Ward, and the Word was with God, 
The same was in the beginning with 

made by him; and without him was not 
1:1-3 

There are many points of contact between the New 

Testament and Rabbinic literature. Before turning to our 

major concern in this section, New Testament and early Chris

tian parallels to the Great ion accounts and the hypostatiza-

of wisdom, we shall consider, briefly, but a few of these 

points of contact. 

Baer adduces many parallels between the asceticism 

and primitive communion of t:t:e early church and a vast number 
1 a rabbinic passage. 

Marmorstein makes tre identification of the 
1

J"Q/S) 
~ "- I~\ 1 who are frequently referred to in Rabbinic li tera-

2 
ture, with the early Jewish Christians. Marmorstein derives 

evidence for his position by citing polemical passages from 

the Clementine Homilies and the Didascalia, and, similarly, 

from rabbinic passages which he holds to be refutations to 
3 

the charges contained in the former. The individuals de-

scribed in the Homilies xl.16 and in James 2:10, ~,"For 

whosoever shall keep the whole law, and yet offend in one 

point, he is guilty of all," correspond to the descriptions 

ofthe f1c/~t 'Y~I~ which are given by R. Simon b. 
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Lakish and Simon Hasidah. 

At this point, we shall turn to a consideration of 

the New Testament sources themselves, withholding our consider-

ation of John lo till the end. 

The primeval nature of the Law arrl its immutability 

is the theme of Matthew 5:17ff. 

Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or 
the prophets: I am not come to destroy but to 
fulfil. For verily I say unto you, Till heaven 
earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall in no 
wise pass from the law, till a.lil be fulfilled. 5 
Whosoever therefore shall break one of the~e 
least commandments and shall teach men so, he 
shall be called the least in the kingdom: but 
whosoever shall do and teach them, the same shall 
be called great in the kingdom of heaven. 

The same notion is expressed in a parallel verse in~ 16:17, 

"and it is easier for heaven and earth to pass, than one 

tittle of the law to fail." 

Another significant idea for our consideration is 

that the Christ is the means of creation and, indeed, all 

existence. This doctrine is advanced by I Corinthians 8:5f. 

"For though there be that are called gods, whether in heaven 

or in earth, (as tre re be gods many, and lords many) but to 

us trere is but one God, tre Father, of whom are all things, 

and we in him; and one Lord Jesus Christ, by whom are all 

things, and we by him." This passage would appear to be re

lated to material in the Fourth Gospel, which we shall con

sider subsequently. 

The spiritual nature of Christ and his pre-existence 

j •• •• 
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is described in I Corinthians 15:45f "And so it is written, 

The first man Adam was made a living soul; the 1ast Adam was 

ma.de a cpickening spirit. Howbeit that was not first which 

is spiritual, but that which is natural; and afterward that 

which is spiritual. The first man is of the earth, earthly; 
7 

the second man is the Lord from heaven." 

II Corinthians 4: 3 may provide us with a develop

ment of the Light Stream concept of Alexandriao "But if our 

gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are lost: In whom the 

god of this world hath blinded the minds of them that believe 

not, lest the light of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is 

the image of God, should shine unto them." This would sug-

gest that the gospel itself is the Light. This Light becomes 

embodied in Jesus in a subsecpent verse. "For God, who com-

manded the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined in 

our hearts, to give the light of the knowledge of the glory 

of God in t:te face of Jesus Christ." (v.6) 

Two verses in the first chapter of Ephesians, 4 and 

10, continue the theme of the pre-existent Christ ( Vo4), 

through whom the mrld exists (volO). The second passage is 

particularly significant, "That in the dispensation of the 

fulness of times he might gat~r together in one all things 

in Christ, both which are in heaven, and which are on earth; 

even in him." 

Still another passage, Colossians 1:15ff, describes 
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Christ as being pre-existent and the means by which creation 

took place. 

Who is the image of the invisible God, the first 
born of every creature: For by him were all things 
created, that are in heaven, and that are in earth, 
visible and invisible, whether they be thrones, or 
dominions, or principalities, or powers: All thirgs 
were created by him, and for him: And he is before 
all things, and by him all things consist. 

In a subsequent passage in Colossians 3:11, Christ is de

scribed as being all pervasive, " ••• but Christ is all and 

in all." 

Perhaps Cfu>.ist is identified with the Light Stream 

itself in a passage in Hebrews. "Who being the brightness 

of hi.s glory, and the express image of his person, and up-

holding all things by the word of his power, .... " (1:3) 

Here he appears to be the Light Stream embodied - or, per-

haps, the Demiurgos. A subsequent passage, Hebrews 11:3, 

returns to the theme of t m efficacy of God's word in crea

tion. "Through faith we un'.ierstand that worlds were framed 

by the word of God, so tm t things which are seen were not 

ms.de of things which do appear." It would seem, furthermore, 

that what we have in the last part of the verse is a denial 

of eternal matter. As the rabbis held the pre-existent Torah 

to be immutable, Paul describes Christ in the same manner. 

"Jesus Christ the same yesterday and today, and for ever." 

(Hebrews 13:8) 

One final passage describes the efficacy of God's 

word in the creation of the world. "For this they are willingly 
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ignorant of, that by the word of God the heavens were of old, 

and the earth standing out of the water and in the water" 

(II Peter 3:5). It is interesting that once again we encounter 

the notion that creation took place out of water. This no-

tion, developed by Thales, was, as we have seen, also found 

among the rabbis. 

At this point, we shall consider the most signifi-

cant New Testament passage in our concern, the first chapter 

of John. The text itself is too familiar to require our 

citing it here. We shall make certain observations about its 

context and intent and then attempt to trace its sources in 

order to demonstrate its relationship to normative Jewish 

thought. The gist of the passage is as follows: "Spirit" 

existed with God prior to creation. This "Spirit" functioned 

as an agent of mediation in creation. In the Fourth Gospel, 
8 it became identified with the Logos. It has been suggested, 

furthermore, that ~ 1:3 and 1:14 are, in reality, polemics 

against the Gnostic Cerenthus and the earlier Nicola ti¢is. 

These heretics had taught that Jesus was a human being upon 

whom the Christ had descended after his baptism and from whom 

the Christ departed at the crucifixiono Jesus, they held, was 

resurrected but not the Christ, which is a spiritual being. 

This chapter also attacks the Gnostic doctrine that the God 

9 of creation and redemption are not the same Being. 

Many author! ties concur that the author of ~ had 

I 
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10 
a Jewish background and orientation. It can be demon-

strated, as we shall see subsequently that the Logos of John , -
ultimately derives from Proverbs s. 

If this be so, we do not need to imitate modern 
exegetes who speak of the influence of the teach
ing of Heraclitus upon the Ephesian ¥hilosophers 
or upon the early Ephesian Church. t is doubt
ful whether there is any need to introduce 
Heraclitus at a11.ll 

Harris holds that by identifying the Logos of John 

as the Wisdom;Sophia of Proverbs, "We have crossed from 

Proverbs to John; the bridge upon which we crossed is the 

ninth chapter of the Wisdom of Solomon; so the praises of 
12 

Sophia become praises of the Logos o" Thus, Christ is 

identified first with the Wisdom and then with the Word of 

God. The Logos is originally a Wisdom doctrine; and when 

Wisdom is identified with the Word, so is Christo 11Thus 

behind the Only-Begotten Son of God to which John introduces 

us we see the Unique Daughter of God which is His Wisdom, 

and we ought to understand the Only-Begotten Logos - Son as 
13 

an evolution from the Only-Begotten Sophia-Daughter." 

This is similar to the theology implicit in Hebrews 1:2f o 

The equation of Logos with Sophia is established 

by many sources. These include Cyprian1 s Testimonia and 

the writings of Gregory of Nyssa. 

It is becoming increasingly clear ths. t the eighth 
chapter of Proverbs and those associated chapters 
of the Apocryphal Wisdom-books, are fundamental for 
primitive Christology, as it was presented in the 
proof texts against Judaism. The Book of Testi
monies, then, shows clearly that Christ is the ~ 



of God reposes on an ~arlier doctrine that Christ 
IS th0 Wisdom of God. 14 

We find similar evidence in Justin Martyr's Dialogue~ 
15 16 

Trypho, in the writings of Theophilus of Antioch, 
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. 17 18 19 
Irenaeus, Tertullian, Origen, and Eusebius' Prophetic 

Eclogues and Evangelical Demonstration. 20 

The ~ of Solomon 31 is particularly significant 

in this context. "Thus we have actually found a Sophia-Christ

Ode in the early Christian Church, quite unconnected with 

the Sophia that we discovered in the Testimony Book. Note 

in passing that she describes herself as a preacher of 

Divine Grace. n21 

Similarly, we find certain passages in Apocryphal 

material which seem to have a direct bearing on the first 

chapter of the Fourth Gospel. These include Wisdom of 

Solomon 7:29f (cf. ~ 1:4-5) and Sirach 24:7f (££• John 

1:11). ~ 1:16 speaks of the Pleroma or "fulness• of God, 

which is derived from a Gnostic notion. Proverbs 3:16 con-

nects the Law and Truth with Sophia. Wisdom of Solomon 3:4 

provides the bridge between Proverbs and John. •The sugges

tion to replace Law by Grace, so natural to the primitive 

Christian, had already been made in part by the Wisdom of 

Solomon.•22 Sirach 2:16 and 32:14f identifies the Pleroma 

as the Law which pleases God. 

In Colossians 1:19, it is "the Son" who pleases 

God. Finally, as we shall see, the Rabbis equated the Torah 
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with Wisdom. In yet another source, we find this equation 

of Christ with the Wisdom of God - in the Created Things and 

Banquet of~~ Virgins of Methodius.
23 

From all these parallels, Harris offers the follow

ing reconstruction and restoration of the prototype for the 

Prologue to the Fourth Gospel: 

Proverbs 8:22ff: The Begixming was Wisdom 

Wisdom was with God. 

Wisdom .2f Solomon 9:lf and 9: Wisdom was the assessor of God 

All things were I111.de by her; 

Wisdom .2f Solomon 7:26: 

Wisdom .2f. Solomon 7:29f: 

Proverbs 1:28: 

S1rach 24:7f: 

Apart from her nothing that was 

come to beo 

With her was Light and the 

Light was the Life of me 

That light shone in the darkness 

!nd the Darkness did not over 

master it. 

For no evil overmasters Wisdom. 

Wisdom was in the World, 

In the world which she had 

made; 

The World did not recognize 

(~ic) her. 

She came to the Jews, an:l the 

Jews did not receive her. 



Enoch 42:lff and 

Wisdom of Solomon 7:27: 

Sirach 24:8ff and 

Wisdom of Solomon 7:25: 

Wisdom of Solomon 3:9: 

~ 2f. Solomon 33: 

Sirach 32:15: 

Wisdom of Solomon 3:9: 

Wisdom of Solomon 7:26: 

Wisdom of Solomon 6:22 and 

Sirach: 
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Those that did receive her be-

came friends of God and Prophets. 

She tabernacled with us and we 

saw her splendour, the splendour 

of the Father's Only child, 

Full of Grace and Truth. 

(She declared the Grace of 

God among us.) 

From her pleroma we have re-

ceived Grace instead of Law. 

For Law came by Moses, 

Grace an::l Mercy came by Sophia 

She is the Image of the In

visible God. 

She is the only child of God, 

in the bosom of the Father, 
24 

and has the primacy. 

On the other hand, it has been suggested that rather 

than stemming from apocryphal material, the Logos of John 1 

derives from the Rabbinic Memra and/or Shechinah. 25 Thus, 

we can see that while the author of Prologue to the Fourth 

Gospel might not have been a Jew, he may well have been 

familiar with Jewish apocalyptic and Palestinian Rabbinic 
26 

teachings of the First Century C .E. 

In concluding our consideration of the Fourth Gos

pel and New Testament sources, we should mte briefly two 
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passages related to ~ 1. The first of t~se describes 

Jesus as being pre-existent, "Your father Abraham rejoiced 

to see my day: and he saw it, and was glad. Then said the 

Jews unto him, Thou art not yet fifty years old, and hast 

thou seen Abraham? Jesus said unto them, Verily, verily, I 

say unto you, Before Abraham was, I am." (John 8:56ff) Our 

final passage likewise deals with this theme "And now, 0 

Father, glorify thou me with thine own self with the glory 

which I had with thee before the world was." (John 17:15) 

It might well prove instructive for us to trace 

the development of the Logos a little .fUrther in Church his

tory. Among anti-Gnostic Christian apologists, the Logos 

becomes the hypostatization of the energizing Reason. It is 

both God in His innnanent aspect, and the creative Reason. 

" ••• ~ is the principle g£. ill world g,ru! of reve la ti on tl 

th ti "27 
~~~· 

The Logos always was with God as the Divine reason 

and the potentiality of the world. In the process of crea

tion, the Logos emanated from God and became an independent 

hypostasis. In effect, the Logos is the irmnanent aspect of 

God, as such, is not distinct from Him in essence. The Logos 

is simultaneously the Creature of God~ excellence, and the 
28 Creator and/or Prototype of the world. 

The emergence of the notion of the Trinity wherein 

the Logos is an entity stems from Tertullian. He rejected 

the Gnostic dualism of a Creator God and a Redeemer God in 
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favor of another Gnostic concept, that of the Demiurge.29 

By the time of Origen, the Logos is, as viewed from one per

spective, God Himsel.f. Viewed from another, the Logos is 

the totality and the creator of the many. Indeed, it may be 

viewed as the first state in the transition from the one to 
30 

the many. For Origen, creativity is the essential element 

of God 1 s beingo Since God is Himsel.f immutable, this crea-

tivity must be mediated. 

The Logos is expressly conceived by Origen as a 
perso~, as an hypostisized being. He is indeed , 
not,, o St.vs , but still 9t;.v5 , a$511ItfosG50~; 
and the Holy Spirit stands related to him as he is 
related to t~e !'F'}th~,. The /\. a;toS is rel.a ted to the 
world as the \.. Q_ HA ~ i ~ y t e archetype according 
to which the divine wi 1 creates all things.31 

In the writing of Paul of Samos~a, the Logos be- ~ 
comes depersonalized. God is an individual personality. 

The Logos (Son) or Sophia (Spirit) can be distinguished, how-

ever these are attributes of God. The Logos emanated from 

God prior to time and,, hence, while he can be called "son," 

he remains an impersonal power. Paul was thus led to an 

adoptionist position and was deposed as Metropolitan of Anti-

och in 268. He opposed both Greek science and the Roman 

church 

The cosmology of the fathers may be thus stated: 
God, who has carried in himself the world -
idea from eternity, has through the Logos, which 
embraces all ideas, in free self-determination 
created in six days out of nothing this world, 
which has had a beginning and will have an end; 
it was created after the pattern of an upperworld, 
which was brought forth by him, and has its cul
mination in man in order to prove his kindness and 
to permit creatures to participate in his bliss.33 
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Origen's heresies, ~' pessimism and the contention that 

the c9ntention that rm tter is evil, were set aside. None-
r.._,,,,,.....\. __ / "-.... ,./ "'<-· _ .. .,._. ___ ., ..... "'.. ............ ~ ......... ~ 

theless, the literal meaning of Genesis 1:1-3 left the 

church with a sizable residue of nee-Platonic and Origenistic 

doctrine. 

B. THE GNOSTIC HERESIES 

Generally speaking, in the mythological embodiment 

of Gnosticism, the heathen demons and the God of the Old 

Testament, the latter taking the form of the Platonic Demiurge, 

were viewed as the powers of this world who were to be over-

come. They were seen in opposition to the true God of Sal-

vation who had vanquished them with the revelation of Jesus. 

This was especially the case in the system of Marcion, with 
34 

which we shall deal subsequently. 

"In this world then, as already in the spirit 
world, the battle of the perfect and imperfect, 
of light .... and darkness, waged until the Ao' yo'), 
the y Q ~, Christ, the most perfect of the 
aeons, c e down to the world of the flesh to 
release the spirit shut up in matter. This is 
the fundamental idea of Gnosticism, and its dif
ferent mytbolog!gal shadings are of no philosophi-
cal import a.nee. · 

With this in mind, let us consider some selected aspects of 

certain of the Gnostic positions. 

The first system which we shall consider is that 

of Simon Magus and Menander. The form.er held that creation 

took place via emanations from the primordial fire, which is 
36 a symbol for a spiritual force. Menander held, as had 

'! 

11 
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,, 
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Simon Magus, that the world had been ma.de by angels who were 

the offspring of Ennoia or "conception.• Simon Magus had 

given this title to Helena, his consort. Both maintained 

tbat they had been sent by the invisible supreme power to 

deliver mankind from bondage, through the agency of the 

magic doctrine which they taught. 37 

At least one division of the Ophite sects appear to 

have ma.de the identification of the serpent of Genesis 3 with 

the Word or Divine Son. Like Philo's Logos, he served the 

function of being the intermediary between the supreme, 
38 

transcendent deity and matter. 

Cerinthus is the next Gnostic whose cosmogony we 

shall considero 

In common with the majority of the Gnostics he 
borrowed from the school of Philo the theory 
which made the Creator of the world a distinct 
being from the Supreme God, and in common also 
with the majority of the Gnostics he engrafted 
a pseudo-Christianity upon this pseudo-Judaism 
by interposing a series of intermediate powers 
between the Supreme God and Creator, so as to 
make the latter distinct from the former and to 
leave room for the work of the Christ as medi
ating between the two.39 

Tatian carried this distinction between the Crea-

tor ani the Supreme God still fUrther into a fully developed 

dualism. Indeed, he maintained that Genesis 1:3, "Let there 

be light," constituted a prayer from the Creator to the 

Supreme God. This position is reminiscent of that of 

Saturninus, who held that the human body was created by the 
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angels, while the light bearing, spark of life was given from 
40 

above the angels. 

The position of Bardesanes as a Gnostic is unclear. 

His cosmogony seems to be fairly orthodox. 

God the father in conjunction with the Divine 
Word, or according to another representation 
of his view, the Divine Word in conjunction 
with Wisdom or the Holy Spirit, is the maker 
of the world and of man.4l 

We find a full hypostatization of wisdom in the 

works of Valentinus. Valentinus holds that the creation of 

the world was attributable to the Wisdom of God. This view 

may stem from an influence from Alexandrian Judaismo This 

Wisdom is represented as a separate personality - depicted in 

a manner similar to its description in Job 28 and Proverbs 8 1 

and, particularly, in such Apocryphal works as Sirach and 

the Wisdom of Solomon. 42 He held, as had Philo, that the 

ideal world was created first. And, in obvious similarity 

to both Genesis and the Timaeus, he maintained that "God 
43 

rejoices over creation." 

Hippolytus was an ~-Gnostic, yet his cosmogony 

is best seen as a reaction to the teacllings of the Gnostic 

heretics. 

His theological controversy with the heretics is 
limited to an exposition, by way of contrast, of 
the true doctrine concerning God the Creator of 
all things; concerning the Logos by whom the world 
was made, and who became man; concerning the free 
will and future destiny of men.44 

The Logos doctrine played a significant role in the 
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Arian heresy. According to Arius (post 320), within God 

dwelt Wisdom and Logos, which were inseparable powerso 

Besides these two, there were numerous created pOW'ers. 

Prior to the creation of the world, God created, from his 

own free will, an instrument. This instrument is referred 

to alternately as "Wisdom," "son," "Likeness," or "Word," 

in Scriptureo The "Son" stood as distinct from God. There 

was, however, a unique relationship between the two, that of 

grace. The "son," in time, became irearnate, and, through 

the "Son," the "Holy Spirit" was created. This position was 

O A ( ) derived in part from ~aul of Samas0ta see above • Athanasius, 

on the other hand, held that the Logos-Son was a part of the 

uncreated Divine Being. For there to be the "Father," there 

must be the "Son." This could n<tt be the earth which was 

created but rather it must be something coexistent with the 
4-5 

"Father." 
46 

Goodenough has presented a collection of mystic 

liturgical fragments, from the Apostolic Constitutions, which 

should be considered in the present context. "The Jewish ori

gin of these Fragments was made certain by Bousset's analysis, 
47 

as well as their strong Hellenization." They appear to be 

the product of a mystic, non-normative group of Hellenistic 
48 Jews. The Logos passages and the concept of monogenes are 

used here in an Orphic sense as they appear to be in Wisdom 
49 

of Solomon. While the Logos here is possibly Christian in 

sense, its Christian references are oblique, arrl it stands 

~-----------------111111111 
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much closer to mystic Hellenistic Judaism. 
50 

The first Fragment is built upon Psalm 104:6 and 

contains the heart of the K'dusha formula, hence demonstrating 

its similarity to normative Jewish liturgy. Two verses seem 

to be particularly germane to our discuss ion, " ••• ,All which 

creatures, being made by Thy Logos show forth the greatness 

of Thy power." (v.5) •For Thou art the Father of Sophia, 

the Creator, as the cause, of the Creation, by a Mediator; 

••••" (v. 10). Goodenough considers this to be a Jewish 

prayer, with some Christian interpolations, at least as old 
51 

as the Second Century. 
52 

The second Fragment also contains passages of inter-

est to us."O Lord Almighty, Thou has created the world by 

Christ, and has appointed the Sabbath in memory thereof ••• 

that we might come into remembrance of that Sophia which was 

created by Thee. 11 (v. 1) The subsequent verse then describes 

the incarnation of the Christ ani identifies him with Sophia. 

This avoids the problem of his being created. The sixth verse 

is a Christian insert which identifies Christ as the media-

tor in Creation. Goodenough asserts that in verse one, as 

a result of the subsequent identification of Christ and 

Sophia, "Christ 11 was substituted for the original reading of 

"Sophia." Both he and Bousset claim Jewish authorship for 
53 

this fragment. 

The next Fragment which we shall consider is the 
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54 
sixth one. •Thou art blessed, 0 Lord, the King of ages 

(cf.I Tim. 1:17),
55 

which by Christ hast made the whole world, ---
and by Him in the beginning didst reduce into order the dis-

ordered parts; who dividest the waters from the waters by a 

firmament and didst put into them a spirit of life; who didst 

fix the earth, and stretch out the heaven and didst accurate-

ly dispose the order of ever creature. For by Thy taking 

thoug~ 0 Lord, the world is beautified •••• " (v lf.) Again, 

Gocdenough suggests that "Christ" is a later interpolation or 

substitution for an earlier form, perhaps "Sophia.• This 
56 

fragment is likewise considered to be of Jewish origin. 

There is an interesting point apparently unnoticed by Good

enougho In the form which both this and the fifteenth frag

ment tale we find an interesting parallel to the Rabbinic 

liturgical ,\N / n? f I? I 0 f: ')( N 

~-· .._J'\_l'_> .... \ .J_e...._._..t-j__....,\..._.J_l..._C ... J.._) ..... ? .... l_f_'__.7 ..... r_Q....__ ..... Yl..__.J)_l __ C) 9wb.o by His word 

brings on the evening, with Wisdom opens the gates (of heaven), 
57 

and with understanding causes the seasons to change. 11 

Fragment Seven58 is a most significant one for our 

consideration. Three successive verses contain highly rele-

vant material. 

For Thou art Gnosis, which hath no beginning, 
everlasting sight, unbegotten hearing, untaught 
Sophia, the first by nature, alone in being, and 
beyond all number; who didst bring all things out 
of not-being, and into being by Thy only Son, but 
didst beget Him before all ages by Thy will, Thy 
power, and Thy goodness, without any agency, the only 
Son, God the Logos, the living Sophia, the first 



born of every creature (Col. 1:16), the angel of 
Thy great counsel (LXX IBa:" 9:6), and Thy High
Priest; but the KingB:'n~ord of every intellec
tual and sensible nature, which was before all 
things, by whom were all things (cf. Col. 1:17). 
For Thou, 0 eternal God, didst ms.Ke alrthings 
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by Him, and through Him it is that Thou vouch
safes t Thy suitable providence over the whole; 
world; for by the very same that Thou bestowedst 
being didst Thou also bestow well being: the God 
and Father of Thy only Son, who by Him didst make 
before all things the cherubim and seraphim, the 
aeons and hosts, the powers and authorities (cf. 
Col. 1:16), the principalities and thrones, tii0 
archangels and angels; and after all these, didst 
by Him make this visible world, an:l. all things 
that are therein. For Thou art He who didst frame 
the heaven as an arch (cf. Isa. 40:22) and stretch 
it out like the covering-or--a-tent (cf. Gen. 1, 
Psalm 104:2), an:i didst form the earth upon nothing 
{cf. Job 26:7} by Thy will •••• (verses 7-9) - -

It is possible that "Thy only Son" or Monogenes in verse 

seven stems from John 1:14, 180 The expression, "Lord of 

every intellectual and sensible nature," which is found in 

verse seven and frequently throughout the Fragments, is 
59 

used by Philo in discussing Phesiso Verse fourteen is simi-

larly of interest for us. " ••• Who didst encompass the world 

which was made by Thee through Christ •••• " Of course, Good

enough holds that "Christ• is a later interpolation for an 

earlier form, perhaps, "Sophia." Verses nine to fifteen, 

especially in their reference to heavenly bodies, bear a 
60 

marked resemblance to the Timaeus. An interesting and 

significant interpretation of Genesis 1:26 is found in verse 

16. • • • • For Thou didst say to Thy Sophia: 'Let us make man 

according to our image •·•·'" (v. 16) Again, Goodenough 
61 

argues for a Jewish authorship. 
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The first two verses of Fragment XI
62

, is the next 

passage which we shall consider. 

fifteenth. 

0 Thou the great Being, 0 Master, Lord, God, 
and Almighty, who alone are unbegotten, and 
ruled over by none (cf. I Tim. 1:17; Matt. 
19:17); who always art, ani art above-s:II 
cause and beginning; who only art true; who 
only art wise; who only art the most high; 
who art by nature invisible; whose gnosis is 
without beginning; who only art good, and be
yond compare; who knowest all things before 
they are; who art acquainted with the most 
secret things; who are inaccessible, and with
out a s~perior. The God and Father of T~y only 
Son. Our God and Saviour; the Creator of the 
whole world by Him; whose providence provides 
for and takes the case of all; the Father of 
mercies, and God of all consolation (cf. II Cor. 
1:3); who hath His seat on high and y"'6t lookest 
to the things below:" 

The final Fragment which we shall consider is the 
63 

0 Lord Almighty, our God, who hast created all 
things by Christ, and dost appropriately take 
care of the who!e world by Him; for He who had 
power to make different creatures (Wisdom 6:8) 
has also power to take care of them according 
to their different natures; •••• 

Goodenough suggests that if •Logos" be substituted for "Christ," 

or, by changing gender, "Sophia" be substituted for "Christ," 
64 

we have what would clearly be a Jewish Prayer. 

"It was Gnosticism, one of the last great 
manifestations of mythology in religious 
thought, and definitely conceived in the 
struggle against Judaism as the conquerer 
of mythology, which lent figures to the 
Jewish m:ystic."65 

.And we certainly must concur with Scholem, that Jewish cos

mogony is certainly clearer when seen against the background 



of Gnostic thought. Mueller maintains that such Gnostic 

groups as the Ophites, Nachashites, Ebionites, and Melchi• 

zedekites were Jewish in composition. It is to the last 
66 

two groups that Paul refers in Hebrews 6 and 7. 
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Marmorstein lists a series of passages in Rabbinic 

literature which reflect a "'f'esponse to Gnostic assertions of 

dualism. For example, in ID. Hag. 15a,Elisha b. Abuya (A~er) 

sees Me tra tr on sit ting beside God, thus he sees "two powers." 

All the charges made against God by Marcion, as reproduced 

in the Clementine Homilies ii 48f, are addressed by the 

Rabbis and refuted by them. 67 Similarly, certain names of 

God employed by the Rabbis may reflect a Gnostic influence. 

Thus' the name e I N Ji y I ' ] IC. ' "Lord Of the 

world," may derive from the Gnostic sources. 

It is quite impossible to assume that the Gnostic 
doctrine of the Jewish God as the Lord of this 
world, the Satan, the DemiurgGs, the source of 
Evil, should rot have influenced the theological 
speculations and the apologetical tendencies of 
the Rabbis. 68 

The utilization or, indeed, the refusal to utilize allegori-

cal interpretation by many of the Rabbis may similarly betray 
69 

a Gnostic influence. Thus, once again, we see that Jewish 

thought of the period under consideration is incomprehensible 

without an urrlers tanding of the non-Jewish background against 

which it was written. 

! . I 
I 

1
1 
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All things were made by Him; and without Him was not any
thing made that was made." It is an exact reproduction 
of the Rabbinic emphasis upon everything having been made 
by the "Ma•amar," based on the Psalmist's declaration, 
"For he spake, and it was" (Psalm xxxiii. 9), with the pro
viso that this "Ma•amar" must not detract one iota from 
the ab.solute Unity of Deity. The Gospel 1 s allusions to 
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fold figurative portrayal of the She chinah as Light .fias 
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veloped in Rabbinical literature on the basis of many 
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Messiah is singled out for special sonshipo Thus, T.B. 
Sukkah 52a makes God address Messiah, son of David, in 
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CHAPTER V 

WISDOM IN RABBINIC COSMOGONY 

,\ ) l/l I c fie /\ le /( ) J I/( 
• I 

A. INTRODUCTORY CONSIDERATIONS 

In this chapter, which represents the culmination 

of our quest, we shall attempt to draw together the strands 

of the Greek, Christian, and Gnostic parallels to Rabbinic 

thought and to see what material, if any, appears to be in-

digenous to the intellectual climate of Palestine. Our 

goal, in part, is to present aspects of the Rabbinic cosmo-

gony. Furthermore, we shall attempt to test the validity of 

the proposition that "The impulse for cosmological specula

tion by the Palestinian rabbis of the first three centuries 

C.E. came chiefly from two sources: Plato's Timaeus mediated 

by Philo of Alexandria, and Gnostic writings of various 
1 

kinds." 

We must bear in mind certain factors operative in 

Rabbinic thought which complicate the problem of arriving at 

a systematic exposition of this question, or for that manner 

of any philosophical or theological question. There appears 

to have been little distinction between philosophy and history 
2 

in Pharisaic thinking. The motivation for a systematized 

theology was not particularly great,as Schechter significantly 

observes: 



With God as a reality, Revelation as a fact, 
the Torah as a rule of life, and the hope of 
Redemption as a most vivid expectation, they 
Telt no need for formulating their dogmas 
into a creed, which, as was once remarked 
by a great theologian, is repeated not because 
we believe but that we may believe.3 

In order to gain a clearer understanding of the 
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material we shall subsequently discuss, we should consider, 

briefly, certain background factors. The fourth through 

sixth centuries of the Christian Era constitute the classi-

cal period of Jewish mysticism. We know that Raba and 

others studied the esoteric doctrines. However, we cannot 

ascertain whether or not they actually wrote mystic and/or 

Gnostic texts. The origin of the movement was in Palestine 

in the first century and probably stems from the circle of 

scholars gathered about Johanan b. Zakkai. There may be 

some measure of validity to the traditions which ascribe some 

of this mystic material to Johanan b. Zakkai, Akiba, et. al. 

The earliest theme discussed in Jewish mystic writing is that 

4 
of throne-mysticism. 

It is self-evident that Midrash must be approached 

from its historic context and seen as reflecting some particu

lar Sitz im leben. 5 

Here we should like to lay down an important princi
ple in the investigation of the Aggadah. The utter
ances of the Rabbis are not as a rule pointless. 
Their homilies and parallels in which they util~z~. 
the current events of their time always containr:- . 
something which must have appealed to the mind or 
heart of their contemporaries.6 

\ 
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This material further indicates that the Jews of Palestine 

were very much a part of the Hellenistic-Mediterranean world. 

In all areas of life and thought the Jews shared certain uni

versal ideas, behavior patterns, and beliefs.
7 

We might note, in passing, but a few examples of 

cross cultural influences operative in Rabbinic thought. Thus, 
;+1.c1 r r 

we findtsuch names for God as f L' )'\'\ d (( , IC I )) and 

)J J' 
' 

or 1,3 ) 1 are paralleled in such 

diverse literary sources as Philo, Pythagoras, and Stoic liter-
8 

ature. Much of the Midrashic material may be best understood 

as polemics and apologetics addressed to the issues of their 

milieu. If there is one generalization that can be made 

about Rabbinic literature and thought, it is that it was vi

brantly attuned to the world of its day. Clearly those pas

sages addressed to the Minim, "Philosophers," and Goyim re

flect this tendency. Many theories have been advanced as to 

the identity of these groups, especially the Minim. The most 

attractive seems to be that most of these passages refer to 
9 

Gnostics. Similarly, there is another observable parallel to 

Hellenistic thought, particularly in the area of Rabbinic 

immanence. Thus, we may note the similarity between the Rab-

binic Shechinah and the all pervasive Divine Pneuma of the 

Stoics. Parallels to the Stoic idea may be found in Sirach 24; 

Wisdom of Solomon 7:24-26; Luke 2:9 Ephesians 1:6; and 2 

Corinthians 4:6. All of these passages bear a marked resemblance 

I .. 
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to ~· Haggigah 12a, where the all pervasive light probably 

refers to the omnipresent Shechinah, which is thus seen to 
10 

be the equivalent of the Stoic Pneuma. 

As we have seen, Christian thought, at least as early 

as John, equated Christ with the Logos. Under these conditions, 

it is easy to see how a mystery-doctrine such as the ,) e (ty 

J> 1 ~ j ()?could arise as a polemic addressed to this identifica-
11 

tion. These mystical doctrines, however, provided no the-

ological panacea. They threatened the unity and incorporeality 

of God. 

Bereshith led up to the doctrine of eternal primary 
matter alongside of God, thus to a duality of prin
ciples, and, within the spiritual principle, to 
plurality, the ideas having been considered eternal 
heavenly beings independent of God in their exist
ence, even though dependent on Him as to their acti
vation.12 

The Tannaim attempted to resolve this difficulty by subsuming 

all the ideas and principles under God, and asserting that 

they were neither independent of God nor coexistent with Him. 

To a large extent, it will be with questions and issues such 

as those discussed above that we shall be concerned in the 

balance of this paper. Before we begin our survey of the 

issues involved in Rabbinic cosmogony, we would do well to 

call to mind Schechter' s warning. ''Whatever the faults of 

the Rabbis were, consistency was not one of them. Neither 

speculation nor folklore was ever allowed to be converted 
13 

into rigid dogma." 
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B. THE ESOTERIC NATURE OF CREATION 

Jewish mysticism ••• is a secret doctrine in 
a double sense, a characteristic which cannot 
be said to apply to all forms of mysticism. 
It is a secret doctrine because it treats of 
the most deeply hidden and fundamental matters 
of hum.an life; but it is secret also because 
it is confined to a small elite of the chosen 
who impart the k:oowledge to their disciples •••• 
There is a certain analogy between this develop
ment and that of the mystery religions of the 
Hellenic period of antiquity, when secret doc
trines of an essentially mystical nature were 
diffused among an ever growing number of people.14 

Our principal Rabbinic texts for this concept are 

found in~. Hagigah llb-14b. The basic statement is found 

in the first Mishnah of chapter 2. ....,1 .... n ..... · /_'1_(..__? ____ 1 •_..e_) ..... l__,],___l ...... 11 ...... C 
r I I 

l c cJ , c 'J ~ ? )\ · ~ / c 1 c ,) e (N ? 1 c ii ,} E\tJ R c: 
I 

I j/c) e- '-:>27 i) (?)1 ( ? s-~.n ON j) J.> I J J) '( tN /' r N I 

,)N \\~Nr u N ,) t,N r~ N ('fr('? ,, ? /C,r , SJ/(::> 1J 
f~(( 1q~ \(~ It 'u, 1 \,J iy 71?.) J( on I' fi [:J, )1 n,, L)bJ r 'J;JJ 

Clearly the esoteric information referred to in this passage 

is intended only for the ears of the initiate. It certainly 

indicates that there was a group engaged in such speculation 

during Tannaitic times. 16 The subsequent Gemara clearly indi-

cates that natural science is not proscribed in any sense. 

It is only inquiry into creation or pre-creation that is 
17 

carefully restricted. 

In a subsequent passage, £• Hag. 13a, there is an 

exhortation to refrain from inquiry into that which is beyond 
18 

human ken. This passage reproduces Sirach 3:2lf. The 
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most celebrated text germane to our topic, ]2• Hag. 14b, de

scribes the four sages who engaged in studying this esoteric 
19 

material, Akiba, ben Azzai, ben Z,oma, and Elisha ben Abuya. 

Now, clearly, there is more left unsaid than said in this 

account. This passage may refer to pre-existent materialo 

H i 20 owever, much more than th s is meant here. The doctrines 
21 

involved may well be Gnostic. This seems even more probable, 

when we consider the nature of Elisha b. Abuya•s apostaj'y, the J 

animosity which the Rabbis express taNards him, and the reti

cence with which they discuss the entire zm.tter. At best the 

passage raises as many questions as it answers. 

Other Rabbis refused entirely to engage in such 
22 

speculation. Some seemed to suggest a withdrawal of the 

permission granted in the Mishna Hagigah to individual 

scholars. The use of the letter .J., which is closed on three 

sides, is taken to indicate the prohibition of studying any-
23 

thing which came "above, below and before" creation. The 

restriction goes even further. There are ideas based upon 

explicit Scriptural references which are nonetheless taught 

esoterically. These are frequently introduced by such ex-

pressions as 1C?c7/c '1<- Z I J\)u •?t '[N ['1c l 
l JN /;c·[ 24 

Thus, the Rabbis were careful to keep their cosmogonic 

speculation esoteric. The areas that were permitted for 

speculation and those entitled to engage in such speculation 

are ra~~er clearly spelled out. These stringent regulations 

'' 1,i 

I 

: I 
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are not surprising when we recall that there was great dan

ger in such speculation. The possibility of it leading to 

heresy is apparent if one recalls the account of Elisha b. 

Abuya. Furthermore, by virtue of the very influences which 

the Rabbis sought to combat, ~' Gnosticism, speculation 

on such subjects would, by its very nature, be esoteric and 

restricted to the initiated. 

C. THE RABBINIC .ATTITUDE TOWARDS MEDIATION, 
THE DEMIURGE .AND PLURALITY 

Generally speaking, the Rabbinic rejection of the 

Demiurge and/or an intermediary is implied by their vigorous 

rejection of duality implied in ~---J\~l_'~)~~~/~__;
1

)_}_~_25. This 

does not mean that the Rabbis escaped all influence of such 

26 thought. That the Biblical passages relating to Creation 

were susceptible of pluralistic interpretation is revealed 

to us by a non-Rabbinical source. Irenaeus described certain 

Gnostics as believing that Genesis 1:1 refers to four deities 

- God, "beginning," "heaven, n and '''earth." This is especi

ally significant in that f ' N Q was used in Rabbinic li tera-
27 ture as a name for God. We shall consider this problem in 

further detail under the headings of "The Word of God" and 

"The Place of Wisdom" (see below). 

At this point, we shall turn to a consideration of 

some Rabbinic texts bearing on this matter. Several passages 

repudiate the notion that the angels aided God in the creation 
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of the world. The Midrashim relate that the angels were 

created either on the second or the fifth day. Most of the 

passages turn on the exegesis of Isaiah 44:24 - instead of 

1\ IC N , \}\I(. l N , ~' ttwho was with Me" is read, 
28 

~' God alone created the world. 

Similarly, we are told that man was not the partner 

of God. Adam was created last, lest the Minim claim he was 
29 

God's partner in creation. Somewhat related to this is 

the statement that only one man was created, lest the Min~ 

claim that there were many "authorities" in heaven, i.e., 
-

since man was created in the image of God, more than one 
30 

"image 11 would indicate more than one God. The problems 

derived from Genesis 1:26f were numerous. Primarily, they 

centered about the question to whom did God s:r:eak. 

First of all, we see that the earliest method of 
overcoming difficulties of this type was to alter 
the text of the Bible. Secondly, a reference to 
the context, especially the use of the context, 
is often utilized to dismiss the superficial inter
pretations. Thirdly, the scribes frond allusions 
to the Torah, the Messiah, or the angels in such 
passages.31 

There are a host of passages which deal with the 

problems engendered by the use of the plural f I 1) f" • 
This problem occurs with Genesis 1:1, 26f, Exodus 20:1; 

~· 4:7; Joshua 22:22; an:i 24:19. Generally, the problem 

is resolved by pointing out that a singular verb is used 

with r I )) fJc in all of these cases. As many of the texts 

state explicity, they are polemics delivered against some 
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32 
Gnostic group. Somewhat related to this, are the alleged 

changes made in the Hebrew text of the Bible prepared for 

Ptolemy o The first two of these changes, there are 13 in 

all, are of interest to us. J\' 9..Jl)? 

33 J) } N 7 ? l 
Now, clearly, these "cha.ngesn are intended as repudiations of 

the doctrine of "two authorities." The reference to Ptolemy 

may suggest that this is an allusion to the Septuagint. In 

any event, Alexandria was a known center of Gnosticism, and 

it might be significant indeed, that such a Midrash refers 

to this location. 

He begets no sons. 

God, Himself, is uncreated and changelesso 
34 

This may be an anti-Christian polemic. 

But not all Rabbinic literature is so thorough-

going in its insistence upon the absolute solitude of God. 

T~re is a large group of passages which describe God as con-
35 

sulting His "Familia," court, or advisors. The implications 

of the term "Familia" are not as clear-cut as might at first 

appear. Indeed, the context of Ex. R. 6.1 suggests that the 

consultation with the "Familia" might refer to consultation 

with the Torah, itself. 

Two final passages which we shall cons ide~.Q.Hagigah 

and E.• Sanhedrin 38b, indicate that the Gnost le notion 

of "two authorities" had made deep inroads into Rabbinic 

thought and, if unchecked, would constitute a significant 

threat to monotheism. The first passage deals with Elisha 

b. Abuya (A~er). This Tanna turned heretic (Gnostic?), was 

I 

' 
' ' I' 

~ I ' 
f1 ! 

I 

!lj 
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well-versed in the Metatron legends, and saw in him at least 

a Demiurge. There are some problems involved in the validity 

of the passage. It might well have been the case, that AQer 

became a convenient representative for any heretical doctrine. 

In any event, the Rabbis were aware of the dangers of un

restricted speculation in the Gnostic doctrines. 36 The second 

passage deals with the exegesis of the cryptical passage in 

Daniel 7:9. Here, no less an authority than Rabbi Akiba offers 

an interpretation which might imply "two authorities.• It is 

in this passage that he receives his 'celebrated rebuke, 

instructing him to concern himself with legal matters and 

leave theological problems to those who are more adept at 

them. The other interpretation offered also seenssomewhat 
37 

less than satisfactory. 

We can summarize this section by noting that the 

Rabbis conscientiously attempted to repudiate all doctrines 

of "two authorities." They considered such teachings to be 

the root-source of heresy. Yet, they themselves, whether in 

the speculation regarding the "Familia" or in the rejected 

exegesis of Akiba, could not entirely escape its influence. 

D. CREATION BY IETTERS, WORDS, NUMBERS, ETC. 

No small number of statements reflecting a magical 

or theurgical notion of creation are to be found in Rabbinic 

sources. Many of these passages stress the relation between 

the Creation and the letters of the Torah. 38 

.• I 
I 
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The world was created by use of the letters in 

~\ ' \\ l c I ~ l C , ) 
1 

i) I ( 39 
Another source 

tells us that the world was ere at ed through the six letters 

in the word ..A I ~ I r) ? • This is derived from a forced 

etymology of the word, which yields the re a.ding ../J 1 
C!. IC I?, 

i.e., "He created six• (/)I ~ being a variant for I~ ? ~ or 
40 

l!~.J. Still other sources assert that the world was ere-
41 ated with the letter ? We are also informed that the 

world was created with the letter ~o This is based upon the 
42 

exegesis of Genesis 2:4. Another group of sources claim 

that both this world a.rrl the world to come were created by 
• 43 

the agency of the letters ~ and _. Finally, we a.re told 

that men may learn this secret knowledge the combination of 

the letters by which the world was created. Bezalel, the 
44 

architect of the Tabernacle, possessed this esoteric knowledge. 

Another idea, related to that discussed above, is 

that the world was created with 10 sayings. 

45r,(1) ( ~ ) -::> j for this not ion is Aboth 5o 1. rJI r 

The basic text 

,,, I 7 t./ /l N ,) > r (? 

The Biblical proof texts given in the sequel a.re Gen. 1:3,6, 

9, 11, 14, 20, 24, 26, 29; 2:10. The forced and contrived 

nature of this total is indicated by a parallel passage which 

tries to derive that 10 verses a.re the minimal a.mount that 

may be read from the Torah from the "fact" that the world was 

created with 10 statements. This enumeration can find only 

9 statements and concludes that the word <''((C 1?itself 
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is to be included in the total. 46 Tb.us, it would appear that 

the number 10 had some mystic significance. This significance 

was great enough to cause the number to be used both in 

ritual practice and Rabbinic cosmogony. The significance of 

the number 10 may become more apparent if we note th.at 
47 

Manoismus, a Gnostic, also speaks of 10 creationso Thus, 

once again, in this area of Creation by magic or theurgy, we 

see that the Rabbis were very much a part of the Roman-

Hellenistic world. 

E. PRE-EX.ISTENI' MATERIALs
48 

There are maey passages in the literature under con-

sideration which assert that there were seven things created 

prior to the Creation of the universe. The contents of these 

lists var-yo One grouping includes: the Torah, Repentance, 

the Garden of Eden, Gehinnom, the Throne of Glory; the Temple 
49 

and the name of the Messiah. One text gives an interesting 

variation on this list by substituting "the heavenly Temple" 
50 for "Temp le • 11 Other versions include the Patriarchs of the 

51 world and Israel. In all of these passages, the relevant 

Biblical proof texts are cited. 

The "Spirit of the Lord" of Genesis 1:2 is identified 

with "the spirit of the Messiah." Isaiah 11:2 is used as a 
52 

proof text. As we have seen, other sources list the name 

of the Messiah as among those things which pre-existed the 

creation of the world. There is a vast difference between 
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a pre-existent "name" or "spirit" and a pre-existent Messiah. 53 

As we noted previously (see notes 3 and 19 to 

Chapter II above), some of the Rabbis held that fire and water 
54 

from under the Throne of Glory were used to create the world. 

Other sources assert that water and darkness were the pre-

existent materials with which the world was created. 
55 

Two final references indicate the esoteric nature 

of this speculation. The Rabbis appear to have felt that 

there was more to this notion of pre-existent matter than met 

the eye. Had ~dam not sinned, all men would know the nature 

of the primordial matter from which the universe had been 

created. 56 On the other hand, some of the Rabbis were quick 

to repudiate the notion of any pre-existent matter, when 

such a notion might impugn the omnipotence of God. Thus R. 

Gamaliel refutes the "'philosopher" who suggests that Tohu, 

Bohu "darkness " ttwater " "'Wind," and "The Deep" were 
-' I I 

building materials used by God.
57 

Again, Rabbinic literature, 

particularly in this area of cosmogony, is comprehensible 

only when seen against the background of their social-cultural 

environment. The violent reaction of the Rabbis to some of 

these Hellenistic notions only serves to attest to their 

§Wareness of the kinship between the acceptable and unaccept

able ideas. We do not mean to suggest that th ere is no 
If· 

novelty/ andli genius of the Rabbinic mind is most clearly estab-

lished when we see how the Rabbis gave Judaism's answers to 

universal questions. Common concerns do not prove an over-

whelming dependence. 

.1 
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F. THB CREATION OF LIGHT: THE RABBINIC DOCTRINB 
OF EMANATION 

119. 

The significance of this topic can hardly be over

stated. If there is any Philonic and/or Gnostic influence 

operative in Rabbinic literature, we must certainly find it 

in their treatment of this subject. As we have stated 

earlier (see Chapter III Section C, above),our primary con

cern does not lie in the issue of Philo' s· influence on the 

Rabbis and their influence upon him. However, the parallels 

which we shall present here and subsequently (see Section I 

below) cause us to favor the notion that the Rabbis were in-

fluenced by Philo, directly or indirectly, the manner not 

being as important as the content of that influence. 

A controversy is reported as having taken place be

tween R. Judah and R. Nehemiah as to what was created first. 

R. Judah asserted it was the Light, which thus enabled God 

to see where to place the foundations of the world. R. 

Nehemiah, on the other hand, argued that the world was created 

first and then the Light which served as an adornment for 
58 

the world. In a significant variation of the argument of 

R. Judah, he asserts that God clothed Himself in ~ight and 
59 

then created the world. This, of course, serves to relate 

this Midrash to the group of Midrashim which we shall con

sider with Genesis Rabbah 3o4 (see below)o Still another 

passage simply asserts the priority of Light in Creation. 60 

This Light of the first day had certain remarkable 
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powers. With it, Adam could see from one end of the world to 

the other. Because God foresaw that evil-doers would inhabit 

the earth, He hid that light away for the righteous in the 

world to come. In our principal source for this legend, b. 

Hagigah 12a, the majority of the sages seem to dispute that 

this Light differed in any way from the light we use today. 

They assert that the light created on the first day was 

placed in the firmament on the fourth day, i.e., that it was 
61 

the light of the sun, moon, and stars. One of the texts 

which belongs to this family, suggests, on the contrary, that 

there was no relation at all between the Light of the first 

day and that of the sun, moon, and stars. Once the primordial 

Light, which lasted for one week, was hidden, God created 

the secondary light, which we now have, by striking two flints 

together. In passing, let us note that there is a Philonic 

parallel to the material concerning the primordial Light which 
63 we found in b. Hagigah 12a. 

Our basic text for this section is Genesis Rabbah 3.4 

~·,'- IN[l.J 17 Ji, 1NP 'j' 1I 1". ,)JJ, u· ,-i" "nH ?1 

J)•cl;)t'~tt ~~~le -~2 rr ~·:L·~~~~ ~~~ 
\)fl - ) - tl \\ r _ _) ,)_ -- - Jf).)~ ---- =r~_ ,, ) //( -

,)~·ofz , 1 '/ If/IL, lO:UO 7r1 f!J'JCi J10N P [j\ / 'J { j) (',)J 

"',l r.J/Q) )IJC jGo; (Psal~ 104:2)('11) t<:lf.t JC1ffi ,1'[ JN1c 

,\ 
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~e>tc ,, · \) 1<[ f 'rJc 1)/7Jl '?l ,\ e 11 e '0f, ,, 
•' ')i~ I =l { )j_~t r '. j) ~)N /::> 'NfN ;J~ltcJ 

g -- N •'- I' -- - -p /'IN -; k p () J ' I - L __:t.2 

k:? /ic1~' '~dfc. JI?:> /lJ 1)/., 7''ui) 1\)JICl,) /\IC)(J 
' 

lC "JN::> r~~? 1dic li[?.J ('(, (~ 43:2)£:, rp ~ 1m" 
(~. 17:12) /6 IJ~lpN fJ(N jl~IC)N fl 1N tJ[.:> 1ctJJ11 

R. Simon b. Jehotzadak asked R. Samuel b. Nahina.n, 
'Since I have heard that you are a master of 
Aggadah, tell me from whence was the light created?' 
He said to him, 'I learned th.at the Holy One, blessed 
be He, wrapped Himself in it as a garment and the 
splendor of His majesty illuminated the world from 
one end to another.' He had amwered him in a whis
per. He said to him, 'But this is stated explicity 
in a Biblical verse: (Psalm 104:2) Who coverest Thy
~ .!!111! light .ru!. witn ~ garment, yet you answered 
me in a whispert' He answered him, 'Just as I 
heard it in a whisper, so I answered you in a whisper.' 
R. Berekiah said, 'Had not R. Isaac taught this 
publicly, we could not have discussed it~' Prior to 
this, what did they say (about this matter). R. 
Berekiah said in the name of R. Isaac, 'The Light 
was created from the place of the Temple, as it is 
said (Ezekiel 43:2) And, behold, ~ glory of the 
Q2£ of Israel ~ from the ~· Now His glory 
refers only to the Temple, as you have stated 
( J er. 1 7: 12) !hQB throne of glory, .Q!! high !r.Q.m the 
bWnning, Thou place of .2!!.r. sanctuary, etco64 

R. Simon's question appears to be one of long 

standing. It suggests that the simple meaning of Genesis 

1:3 was no longer considered either self-evident or complete. 

As a matter of fact, R. Samuel's answer directly repudiates 

the Biblical stateroont that the Light was created by fiat. 

Rather it suggests that the creation of Light took place by 

an emanation from the Divine Glory - l 1 j U / 1 ~ - or the 

garment in which God garbed Him3 elf. "We may see in tb.is 

doctrine of emanation a decisive breaking-away from the 
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cosmology of the Word as a creative power, preparing the ground 

for the more elaborate theories of emanation which were to 

emerge, under neoplatonie influence, at a much later stage of 
65 

Jewish cosmological speculation." 

Altmann points out, quite correctly it would appear, 

that tre Light referred to here is not the light of Genesis 

1:3, which was the last thing created on the first day. The 

light of Genesis 1:3 is that which, according to Altmann, is 

described by Philo (De Opificio Mundi 26-29). The Light re-

ferred to here corresponds to that of De Somniis I, 75. 

From this it is clear that the Light which is the 
Logos was the first creation, God's First-born as 
it were, and the ideal world described in De opif. 
mundi as the work of the first day may be inter
preted as the Logos or Light spoken of in De 
Somniis.66 ~ 

There is aslmilarity in all this to the cosmogony 

of Poinmandres and that stated in the Slavonic Enoch 25A, where 

the creation of Light precedes that of heaven and earth. This 

precedence of Light is also found in several Rabbinic passages 

as we noted above. Genesis R.3.4 is predicated on the prece-

dence of Light in Creation. Thus, this would refer to that 

spiritual, primordial light by which Adam could see from one 

ddJ. of the world to another. Not only is this notion found 

in Rabbinic literature, but it also occurs in Patristic litera

ture. Basi 1 the_ Great (Bishop of Cae sarea after 370), in the 
f 

" first homily of Hexaemeron, refers to "a spiritual light" 

< 'f w f y on To Y> which preceded the creation of the world. 
67 

I 
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Thus, it sppears that R. Simon is referring to the 

primordial light. In addition, there are numerous other pas-
68 

sages wherein R. Samuel uses the garment metaphor. 

'Putting on the garment' must therefore be tanta
mount to manifesting a hidden aspect of the Di vine. 
We suggest that the •garment• of God mentioned in 
our Midrash is identical with God's Wisdom (ijokmah) 
or Logos and that the •splendour shining forth' 
from it is the primordial light.69 

The "Garment" notion is a common Hellenistic metaphor, and it 

is predicated of Zarvan-Aion in Manichean and Mandaean cosmogony. 

The notion of Zarvan-Aion as "light bearer" may similarly, be 

reflected in Slavonic Enoch 25A in the description of light 

bursting from the belly of Adoil. The "Great age" referred 

to there may be Zarvan or Aion. Altmann would relate Zarvan-

Aion-Logos, who is clothed in light as a garment and contain

ing all. Creation to Philo's Logos doctrine. 70 

Thus, Altmann suggests that R. Samuel's statement is 

patterned after Philo. He describes God as clothing Himself 

in the Logos-Wisdom-Primordial Light. The garment is the Logos 

itself, whereas in Philo it appears to be the cosmos or the 

elements. In effect, by saying that God put on His garment, 

R. Samuel is asserting that He revealed His ~ogos by the light 

that radiated from it. This passage 

eoo does not suggest an emanation of the Logos
Wisdom from the Divine essence but is content to 
allude to the emanation of the primordial light 
from the Divine Logos mythically described as 
God's garmento As to the precise nature of the 
primordial light, we may say that it partly coin
cides with the Logos as the prefiguration of all 
creation, as a tr l? a:p- OJ y Q l) TO~, in the Philonic 
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sense.., and partly represents the physical light as 
well. 2 

124. 

Altmann summarizes his position regarding this passage by stating 
73 

that it asserts that "Creation is a process of emanation." 

There is a group of passages which seem to be related 

to the preceding. Thus, we are informed that t:rn heavens were 
74 

created from the Light with which God garbed Himselfo God 
75 

created the Light from His own Light. God will be the 
76 

source of light in the world to come. The Shechinah of God 

is all light, and from it was the light of the universe created. 77 

There are some statements, derived from Daniel 2:22, that the 
78 

Light dwells near God. The sun and moon received their light 
79 

by snatching sparks of the celestial Light. There are four 

winds in the world, one from each direction. Light emanated 

from the east wind.80 A notion which may be related to these 
81 

is that the "Glory of God'' pervades the uni verse. A final 

passage suggest that there were certain primary substances ere-

~ted, and these, in turn subsequently generated secondary sub-

stances. For the school of Hillel, the fundamental elements 

were the earth, firmament and seas. These produced vegetation 

and the Garden of Eden; the luminaries; and fish and fowl, 

respectively. For the ·school of Shammai, the fundamental ele-

ments were heaven and earth, which produced the luminaries 

and man, respectively. This passage may reflect a notion of 

82 creation by emanation from the primary elements. 

The Torah is frequently considered as the source of 
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83 84 
light which illumines the world. These passages may serve 

as a bridge to those others which equate Torah-Reshith-Wisdom. 

Thus, again, we find evidence that the Rabbis were very much 

involved in the intellectual currents of their times. 

G. THE "WORD" OF GOD 

The "Wordtt of God is, in all probability, closely 

related to the Shechinah, and, as such, refers to the immanent 
85 aspect of God. It is fairly difficult to ascertain to what 

extent the 0 wordtt of God becomes a true hypostasis. Even if 

we should consider the "Wordtt to reach some degree of personi-

fication in Rabbinic literature. 

This does not mean that the Word was regarded by the 
rabbinical teachers who employed it as a person dis
tinct from God, with a separate personal existence. 
This was no more the ease with Word than with Wisdom, 
which is undoubtedly person:l'ied~Proverbs, Ch. 8. 
In the case of the personified Word, God's creative 
or directing Word or speech is thought of, 'mani
festing itself' as Kohler says, 'in the world of mat
ter or mind. 1 The reality behind it is God - it is, 
as it were, God in action; but the divine power or 
qualities expressed by •word or Memra are, as it were, 
abstracted and personified. This would inevitably 86 be the result if such terms were regularly employed. 

Perhaps, the first stage in the process leading to 

at least a quasi-hyposM.tization of the "Word0 of God, was 

the development of the notion of Creation by fiat. The doc-

trine of Creation by fiat was one of prime importance to the 

Rabbis. Only the wicked would suggest that God engaged in 
87 

actual labor in creating the world. Speculation on the 

ttwordn of God might be a dangerous thing. It had a dire effect 
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on Ben Zoma, and ultimately led to his untimely insanity 

and/or deatho Here, the implication is that the question is 
88 

an imponderable one. Not only was this world created by the 

"Word" of God, but the world to come will also be created in 
89 

the same manner. This is a fundamental difference between 

God and man. When a man fashions something, he must actually 
90 

work. Not so with God, Who created light with His Word. 

The "Word" of God is His creative agency. It has, 

for Him, the same efficacy that an actual deed has for men. 

By this stage, we have seen beyond the notion of Creation by 
91 

Fiat. His "Word" is the equivalent of fait accompli. An 
92 

angel is created from each word spoken by God. The words 
93 

spoken by God have material substance to them. The "Word" 

of God is charged with power. With it, He can destroy His 
94 

enemies. The "Word" of God is so powerful,that when the 

Revelation at Sinai takes place, all nature is set astiro When 

the natural elements hear the "Word" of God, it is as if the 

entire universe were to be overthrown. God 1 s "Word" is heard 

in nature as that of the Creator. The God of Revelation and 

Creation is one. This Midrash may be too early to be a polemic 

against Gnostic dualism, but it certainly seems to be directed 
95 

against some sort of dualism. 

A basic problem related to the nature of the "Word" 

of God and its personification, is the issue of the Memra. 

In the Jerusalem Ta1·gum to Gefiesis 1: 27 we find the following 

reading: 
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~]1N7 r Jl I ' 1)1 I c 7 /::!.. I /::1. I c;: If/ ..A'~7? il t.. 11<-

i\ '!IJJ 1 -;) ] I) ',I) I I l )? i) t!. 1 'i) J Al 
I I' 

J ' )) .;1 ' /C)( "'And the Memre. of God created man in His image, 

in the image of God created He (he?) him, a male and his mate, 

created He (he?) him. 11 Similarly, the Jerusalem Tar gum to 

Exodus 12:42 suggests that the creative agent was the Memra 
96 

which "shone forth." Moore regards as erroneous the notion 

that the Targumic Memra is the equivalent of the Word=Logos 

of Ged, as found in Philo. He notes that the Targum.im do not 

use Memra to translate "word." Pitgama or milla are used for 

such purposes. Indeed, the Memra is not even the equivalent 
97 

of the Biblical "Word of God. 11 

In many other contexts memra is introduced as e. 
buffer-word - sometimes in very awkward circum
locutions - where the literal interpretation 
seemed to bring God into close contact with his 
creatures. But nowhere in the Targums is memra 
a 'being• of any kind or in any sense, much less 
a personal being. The appearance of personality 
which in some places attaches to the word is due 
solely to the fact that the memra of the Lord 
and similar phrases are reverent circumlocutions 
for •God,' introduced precisely where in the 
original God is personally active in the affairs 
of men; and the personal character of the activity 
necessarily adheres to the periphrasis. It is to 
be observed, finally, that ·J'iemra is purely a 
phenomenon of translation, 1iot a figment of specu
lation; it never gets outside the Targums.98 

Abelson takes the other extreme. The Memraj\1i/ford" 

is a world pervading force, for him. It is similar to the 

Shechinah and/or Holy Spirit. It corresponds to the use 

of "Wisdom" in Apocryphal literature. He contends, however -

and this seems a bit hard to follow - that it is not used 
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as an intermediary between God and man. 

The Targumic usage of th3 Memra, although it 
has resemblances to the Rabbinic connotation 
of Shechinah, nevertheless constitutes a new 
departure. It enters into the relations be
tween the human and t be Divine, between God, 
man and the world, to an even greater extent 
than the Shechina.100 

128. 

Initially, the Memra was merely an extension of the 

creative word of the Psalmist, as in Psalm 33:6. 101 However, 

it had become similar in meaning and function to the "Word" 
102 

in the Prologue to Johno 

It seems to us, that the truth lies in neither of 

these rather extreme positions. There is some aspect of 

mediation in the Memra - even Moore admitted this when, as 

we saw, he considered it to be a circumlocution for God's 

immanent actions. However, this is n:>t the same as to say 

that it is hypostasized to the extent that the "Word" is in the 

Prologue to John. In the history of ideas, it is not infre

quent that one group may borrow the terminology of another 

without also ta.king the ideological content of that termi

nology. This seems to be the case with the "Word 11 of God. 

The term was used by the Rabbis without their full awareness 

of all its implications. In any event, there may well be a 

marked relationship between God 1 s creative "Word" (whether 

or not the Memra means this) and His "Wisdom." 

H. THE COSMIC PL~N 

The distinction between this section and the follow-

ing one is artificial at best. Of course, strictly speaking, 
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any categorizing of Midrashic Aggadic material, such as we 

have undertaken, is artificial. There is no Rabbinic trac-

tate dealing exclusively with the question of cosmogony. We 

have gleaned these passages from larger bodies of materials 

dealing with diverse subjects. We have used these categories 

to facilitate and systematize our consideration of the ques-

tion um.er discussion. Thus, the categories are arbitrary 

and must not be construed as really existing in the litera-

ture. In these last two sections, we shall find, even more 

than in the earlier sections, a great deal of overlapping. 

The basis of the cosmic plan is Torah. The creative "Wisdom" 

of God is manifested in the Torah. 

Our principal text for this section is the opening 

Midrash in Genesis Rabba: --
__...(_'Y ... 1 ..... R .... t-'Q _ _.~ ..... 1 .... ~ ..... J(_._/__,,,,_,..l!N.._.J._C_,,,.1£ .... J ..... 1c_ ..... ,) ~· ~ ..... K.._./.,,.11 (Prov. 8:30 »2'l ,, cJ • (te1r i") 
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Rabbi Hoshaya began his discourse as follows: 
Then I ~ f?:i Him ti ~ nurs li!!,g, (i.e., Amon) 1 

~ I ~ daily all delight {Prov:-S-:30) Amon 
means tutor. Amon means covered. Amon means 
hidden. And th'e"re are those who say Amon means 
great. Amon is a tutor in that you r~as a 
nursing rather (Omen) carries the sucking""ChI!d 
(Nu. 11:22) Amon--mea:ns covered-;-I'n that you read 
1 T'Iiey that were-clad ("covered" H a 1 emunim) in 
scarle~am. 4.~ A.men means hidden in that 
you read and he broug~ (here taken to read 
"conceale(fli"'"""- Omen) Hadassah (Esth. 2:7). Amon 
means great in~tbat you read art thou better than 
No-Amon (Nahum 3: 8) ; whi ch the Tar gum renders 
"'Art thou better than Alexandria the Great that 
is situated among the rivers?" Another interHre
ta ti on A!!!Q.!! is a workman (~). The Torah says, 
q was the tool of the Holy One, blessed be He. 1 

In general practice, when a human king builds a 
palace, he does rot build it by his own skill, 
but, rather, by the skill of an architect. Simi
larly, the architect does mt build it by his 
skill alone, but rather uses plans and diagrams 
to ascertain how to make the rooms and wicket 
doors. Similarly, God consulted the Torah and 
created the worldo And the Torah says "In~ 
beginning God created. Now "beginning" can mean 
only the Torah, in that you read The ~ acJuired 
~!A the beginning of His way. (Prov. 8:22 .103 

Before we discuss this Midrash in detail, let us 

briefly note three related passages. In the first of these, 

we are told that when God thought to create the world, but 

prior to His doing it, He drew a blueprint from which to 
104 

proceed. In the second, we find that Moses ascends to 
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heaven where he is shown the heavenly counterparts of the 

vessels of the Tabernacle. Thus, we have what appears to be 

a reflection of the Platonic Ideas.
105 

Finally, we read 

that God has an archetype or pattern which He used in the 
106 

creation of man. 

At this point, we shall examine some of the scholar-

ship dealing with Gen. R. 1.1. Baeck asserts that this Mid

ras h is one of the best example of the p erme a ti on of Gree~ 
'\__,-· .. · . . . 

107 . 
thought into Rabbinic literature. He gives a detailed 

list of midrashic, apocryphal, and Philonic sources which 

parallel or cast significant light on our text, all of which 
108 

indicate that the Torah is to be equat.ed with J1'~/<:). 

The qu es ti on of the meaning of :ijokhmah, (which is, as we have 

seen, the speaker in Proverbs 8) is crucial to the entire his-
109 

tory of religion. Our Midrash, Baeck feels, represents 

an approach towards the reconciliation of philosophy with 

Jewish theology. Its basis lies in the cosmological question. 

He cites Apocryphal, Pseudepigraphical,Septuagint, Philonic, 

and New Testament passages, all dealing with the question of 

the nature of )\ ' ~ j<..) • He ends this l~--t by citing 

Jerome's commentary to Genesis, wherein Jerome equatesiA'Rl(l 

with the Christ. 110 Thus, he would view this Midrash as a 

polemic against the Christian identification of J\ I e I c) with 

,\1 !J) 2cfc the Christ, ~' "Reahith can 
I 

111 
only mean Torah." The whole matter of the 11pre-exis tence" 

is amply discussed in .Apocryphal and Targumic sources as well 

, I 
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as in the ~ Testament. Indeed, Baeck asserts, the very 

descriptionswhich the New Testament uses regarding the Pre

existent Christ, could be applied by the author of our Mid-
112 

rash to the Torah. 

Moore views our text as bearing a marked Philonic in-

fluence. The thought of Philo was brought to the Rabbis of 

Caesarea by their great Christian contemporary and neighbor, 
113 

Origen. This contact between Origen and the Rabbis was 

sufficient to permit the transmission of Philonic notions 

from the Church Fathers, who preserved them, to the Rabbis, 

who may or may not have been ignorant of them. This is at

tested to by those Jewish-Christian controversies of which we 

have records. "Most of the rabbis of whom such discussions 

are reported taught or resided in Caesarea in the third cen-

tury, when Caesarea was an important episcopal see and a 
114 

noted center of Christian learning in Palestine." Bent-

wich seems to hold a similar view with Moore and Baeck in 
115 

this regard. 

Others suggest that this Midrash finds it original 
116 117 

source in the Ti:rmeus of Plato. Moore, an:l Baer, note 

the strong similarity. Knox observes that 

••• Here we have a highly concrete version of the 
regular cosmogony, in which God appears as the 
architect of the universe, working from the living 
and divine original of tre Timaeus, which becomes 
the Logos in Philo. The Nisdom of Proverbs is not 
a plan but an assistant. 118 

Altmarm points out the literary parallelism between 

i ~ 

I 

I 
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our Midrash and the Timaeus 29a, cf o "The artificer looked 

for a pattern to that which is eternal," and "God looked to 
119 

the Torah and created the world." 

There are various Midrashim which are more or less 

closely related to those mentioned above. This latter group 

suggests, implicitly, that God created the world correspond

ing to some plan or pattern. Thus, the Midrashim found in 

Gen. R. 9.5-9, all state that everything God created was 

3 JC N (I ( "very good" (Gen. 1: 31). .All created things 

seem to conform to a Divine Plan or, at least, standard. 

The rabbis cite a statement of Ben Sira to show that all 

created thi~s serve a Divine purpose. The Midrash is on 

Genesis 2:2, fie..?), which is translated here as "their 
120 

desires." The subsequent Midrash asserts that all created 

things, even flies, and gnats, etc., which are apparently 
121 

superfluous, were created for a purpose. 

The placing of limits and boundaries on the natural 

elements also suggests conformity to a plan. Thus, God as-
122 

signs the waters to their place. The luminaries, heaven, 

earth, seas, and depths were all set in their limits by Godo 123 

Finally, in a Midrash which we previously considered (cf1 foot

note 74), we find that God set limits to the heaveno He is 

called 1 
] ~ , "almighty," because He said 

1 l , "it is 

enough," to the heaven. 

A theme which we noted previously (cf. chapter II, 

footnote 36 above) is that man was created as a microcosm. 

I I 
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He has terrestial and celestial elements in his makeup. This 

was done in order to keep balance and peace in nature. Thus, 
124 the creation of man involved his conformity to a plan • 

.Another group of Midrashim deals with miracles. All 

the miracles that have come to pass were planned at the time 

of creation. Thus, they constitute aspects of the Divine plane 
125 

rather than exceptions to it. 

Yet another group informs us that many worlds were 
126 

created an:i then destroyed prior to this world. What may be 

involved here is a notion that these worlds were destroyed be-

cause they did not conform to the eternal plan. Of course, it 

is possible that the Midrashim may reflect a similarity to the 

system of Heraclitus, especially his notion of the simultaneous 

creation and destruction of worlds, rather than to a Platonic 

notion of the eternal ideas. 

There is final group of Midrashim from which the 

existe~e of a plan may be inferred. These Midrashim describe 

the perfection of creation. The heaven and earth which God 

created are identical with those that He originally contemplated. 127 

The perfection of the Creation is self-evident. There is not 

one aspect of the Creation with which anyone could take excep-
128 

ti on. Thus, we have seen that there was a "plan" operative 

in the Creation Of the worldo That "plan" has been identified 

quite clearly as the Torah. It now remains for us to see how 

) ) N ~a , the Divine Wisdom, becomes identified with the 

I 
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Torah, and how it served as God's instrument in the Creation 

of the world. 

I THE PLACE OF WISDOM 

In the development of the identification of Torah

Reshith-Uokmah, the first step may have been the notion of the 

pre-existent Torah. The first phase of this idea, in turn, was 

probably the assertion of the priority of the Torah in Creationo 

Thus, the Torah was one of the five acquisitions which God 

made for Himself, the others being heaven and earth, .Abraham 
129 

and Israel, and the Sanctuary. The Biblical proof text used 

here is Proverbs 8:22. This will be our key verse in establish

ing the primacy of the Torah in Creation, its use as God's 
130 

instrument and its equation with wisdom. The material which 

we are considering at this point, and throughout this section, 

is, of course, intimately related to our discussion of Pre

E.xistent Materials and The Cosmic Plan (see sections E and H 

above). 

From asserting that the Torah was first created, it 

is a small step, indeed, to suggest that it was with God prior 

to the Creation, ~' that it was pre-existent. Thus, we find 

that the Torah was in heaven, initially, until Moses ascended 
131 

thereunto and brought it down. Several passages inform us 

that the Torah resided with God for 974 generations prior to 

the creation of the world. (Variations suggest that it was 980 
generations 

r 
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and/or 2000 years prior to the Creation). 

136. 

Related to the notion of' the pre-existent Torah, are 

those Midrashim which describe the Torah as the purpose of Cre

ation. The Torah appears to be the final or teleological cause 
133 

of the Universe. There is another group of Midrashim, or, 

more precisely, a sub-category of the preceding group, which 

asserts that the Creation was a conditional act. The perpetua

tion of the world was made contingent to Israel's accepting 
134 135 

the Torah at Mount Sinai and to their fulfilling it. 

It was, apparently, not a large step from asserting 

that the Torah was the pre-existent teleogical cause of Crea

tion, to depict it as the instrument of Creation. Thus, the 

Torah is described as that precious implement (hypostasis) with 
136 

which the world was createdo Most of the texts seem to sug-

gest that God consulted with the Torah prior to the creation 

f h . 137 1 f 138 Th 1 o t e universe, or, at east, o man. e re ation of 

this notion to that of the Cosmic Plan is readily visible (see 

section H above). 

The next step in the development of the notion that 

the word was created through the "Wisdom" of God, was the iden-

tification of the Torah with that Wisdom. Now, as we have 

seen, the Torah was held to be the pre-existent, teleological 

cause of the universe. Indeed, it was a full hypostasis used, 

or, at least, consulted by God in the creation of the universe. 

As we noted previously (see section H above), as the primordial 
• 
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Cosmic Plan, the Torah could readily be identif'ied with the 

2) 1 ~ \C) of Genesis 1:1. As early as the completion of the 

Wisdom Books of the Bible, the groundwork had been laid for 

the hypostatization of Wisdom and for its subsequent, Rabbinic, 

identification with the Torah. The classic text for this is, 
139 of course, Proverbs 8:22. Our discussion of the Cosmic 

~ gave ample evidence for asserting that this line of de

velopment was just the one taken by the Rabbis. In addition 

to the passages cited there, there are a host of othem which 

make the equation of Torah:Reshith:Wisdom.140 Other Biblical 

texts also employed to make this equation. These include 

Proverbs 3:19141; 8:30
142

; 9:1
143

; and Job 28:20.
144 

The final topic awaiting our consideration, is that 

of the hypostatization of Wisdom in Judaism. The book of 

Proverbs, and, to some extent, ~ ~' are the ultimate 

sources of this doctrine. Although this notion bears great 

similarity to Greek thought, Knox asserts that it was, at 

least at the Biblical period, an idea indigenous to post-
145 

Exilic Judaism. Whatever the relationship might have been 

between Jewish and Greek thought at this period (and I think 

that Knox is too extreme in this insistence on complete 

autonomy), there certainly are some important distinctions 

and differences between Jewish thought, on the one hand, and 

Greek and/or Christian, on the other, concerning this mattero 

For Judaism, except perhaps at its fringes, (cf. the "doctri

nal errors" of AO.er as discussed in section C above) ,Wisdom 
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as an hypostasis never seriously challenged monotheism. 

Torah.Reshith-Wisdom, never attained membership in a divine 

pantheono 146 

The Midrashim involved in this topic are of three 

groupso The first asserts the hypostases of several divine 

qualities, including "Wisdo~,• all of which are employed in 

Creationo The second provides Biblical textual support for 

the existence of "Wisdom" as an hypostasis. In the third 

category the existence of "Wisdom" as an hypostasis is asserted, 

and .!!Q proof is given f.Q.!: ~ assertiono 

In the first category, we find statements to the 

effect that seven qualities were used by God in creating the 
147 

world. Seven attributes minister before the Throne of 
148 

Glory. The use of seven, here, may well betray a Gnostic 

influence. The Hebdomad, or grouping of seven superhuman 

beings, is significant in some Gnostic systems. It might con-

ceivably go back to an even earlier source, and reflect a 

notion of planetary influence. The world was created with 
149 

Wisdom (~kmah) and Understanding (T'vunah). Another group 

of passages tells us that the world was created with three 

attributes, and these are Wisdom (Hopnah), Understanding 

(T'vunah) and Knowledge (Da'ath). These three are derived 

from Proverbs 3:19f. All of the passages in this group re

late these qualities to those used by Bezalel in constructing 

the Tabernacle. Hence, those qualities are, under certain 
150 

conditions, available to men. 
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Most of the sources in our second group are derived 

from Proverbs 3:19. Indeed, there appears to be very little 

"derivation" involved. There is rrerely the assertion that 
151 

God created the world with Wisdom. Still another source 

is derived jointly from Proverbs 9:lf and 3:1·9. 15~inally, the 

text of Proverbs ~1~4,is interpreted to refer to the entire 
153 process of creation. 

In the third and final group of Midrashim, we find 

a most intriguing passage. It tells us that three creations 

preceded the universe. These were water, Ruag (which is best 

left untranslated), and fire. From the water, darkness 

emerged, from the fire, light emanated, and the ~yielded 

:ijokmah. All six of these "creations 11 were then used in the 

organization of the universe. 154 All that was created in the 

universe, even that which is apparently evil, was fashioned 
155 

by Wisdom. The final statement, the one which most clearly 

and f\llly depicts Wisdom as an hypostasis used by God in 

creating the world, is the Tars;um Jerushalmi to Genesis 1:1. 

Here we read lC '(:j_ ~ ill I I 1) l ( l? l (. t:J.;:, l» "? 

I< ( l I< J'\ I I "With Wisdom God created 

the heaven and the earth." Here we find the point Of contact 

in the Cosmogonies of Alexandria, the Rabbis, and the Fourth 

Gospel. Here Judaism answered Reshith-Logos-Sophia-Christ 

with Reshith-Logos-Sophia-Torah. This speculation was carried 

onto an even greater extent in the Zohar and other Kabbalistic 
156 

works. 
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The genius of Judaism met the challenge of Greek, 

Christian and Gnostic thought by incorporating and assimi-

lating it wherever possible, negating and rejecting it wherever 

~cessary, but never compromising its insistence on Monothe-

ism, and the identity of the Creator and Redeemer-God. The 

God of Creation, and Revelation, of Prophecy and History, of 

Prayer and ultimate Redemption, is one. Though comprehensible 

only when seen against the context of its contemporary milieu, 

Rabbinic cosmogony and cosmology are not slavishly dependent 

on it. They are creative and autonomous disciplines which 

arose in response to the challenge of their times. 

Our selection and treatment of Rabbinic Cosmogony 

bears a two-fold significance. By our tracing its emergence 

from Biblical times and our examination of the forces which 

shaped and/or paralleled it, we have produced a case study 

to support the thesis that Judaism, throughout its history 

has been a viable faith, vibrantly attuned to the currents 

of its times. Judaism has always shown a lively concern in 

the products of man's creative intellect. However, there is 

an even greater significance to our exploration of this topico 

This lies in man's quest for the divine. "The more we know 
157 

of creation, the closer we get to the Creator." 
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CHAPTER V 

Footnotes 

lo Altmanp,A. "A Note on the Rabbinic Doctrine of Creation" 
in The J·ournal of Jewish Studies Vol. VII nos. 3 and 4. 
1956"':"'"'" London, England. p. 195, cf. also the Rabbinic 
parallel in the celebrated debate-between Hillel and Sham
mai to Philo and the Timaeus cited by Bentwich, No 
Hellenism, Jewish Publication Society of America, Phila
delphia. 1919. p. 255f. "Beneath the surface of the dis
pute lay the question whether an ideal creation preceded 
the physical, which is one of the central doctrines of 
the philosophy of Philo. This was the point upon which 
Hillel and Shammai must have been at variance; and while 
Hillel said earth was created before all (i.e., there was 
no intermediate step between God's will and the bringing 
into existence of the world), Shammai maintained that 
heaven was created first (i.e., an ideal plan preceded). 
A similar difference of opinion between Hillel and Shanmai 
is expressed in relation to another controversy upon the 
period of day at which God accomplished the creation. 
According to Shammai, the plan of creation was made by 
night and the creation itself took place by day; Hillel, 
on the other hand, said that both took place together in 
the day." 

2. Knox, W.L. "Pharaisism and Hellenism" in Judaism and 
Christianity. Vol. II, pp. 61-114, London, Sheldo!ll5ress. 
1937. p. 61. "But it is almost true to say that for the 
Judaism of the beginning of our era the distinction between 
history and philosophy is a distinction of degree, not of 
kind. All history is a history of God's dealings with 
man: All true philosophy is an understar:rling of God in the 
light of those dealings," Of course, this may not be as 
serious a difficulty as it at first appears. The collec
tive experience of God via history may be viewed as the 
"given" in our own problem. Certainly, in areas more 
susceptible of subjective consideration, e.g., the ques
tion of the one and the many in ethics, this limitation 
of the knowledge of God to collective historical experience 
is quite a serious impediment to developing a system. 
However, there are little, if any, subjective factors in
volved in the development of a system of Rabbinic cosmogony • 

3. Schechter, s. ~ Aspects of Rabbinic Theology. Behrman 
House, Ind. New York. 1936, p. 12. 

4. Scholem, G.G. Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism. Third 
Revised Edition. Schocken Books New York, 1954. cf. 
pp. 41-44. 
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5. Heineman, I Darke Ha 1Aggadah, Hebrew University. 
Jerusalem, 1950, p. 4. 

6. Lieberman, s. Hellenism 1n Jewish Palestine, Jewish 
Theological Seminary of America, New York, 1950. p. 4. 

7. Ibido p. 190 

80 Marmorstein, A. The Old Rabbinic Doctrine of God: I The 
Names and AttribUtes of God, Oxford University Press:-
London, 1927 cf. pp. 80 1 84, 86f. 

9. Ql.. Marmorstein, A. Studies in Jewish Theology, Oxford 
University Press. Lon:lon. 1950, p. 47. "Our material 
leaves no doubt that the great teachers of the second and 
third centuries faced people who, more or less, were under 
the spell of the Marcionite way of thinking. These were 
the Minim, who, either entirely or in part, severed their 
connections with the Synagogue. Socially or economically, 
they coulc not be separated from members of the community 
or from their own family. Teachers and preachers used to 
have disputes or discussions with them •••• Considering 
the nature of their questions and their attitudes towards 
Jews,one cannot, in the Minim of the early times (up to 
the third century) and especially in places where Christian 
were not to be found at all, see Christians whether Jew-
ish or Gentile. Jews who were inbued with Gnostic doc
trines are kmwn by the name of Minim." Marmorstein may 
be a bit extreme in this. However, as Dr. ~etuchowski 
pointed out to me, in the Palestinian version of the Tefilo, 
a distinction is made between e I 7.J I J and e I-', N • 

10. Abelson, J. The Immanence of God in Rabbinical Literature. 
Macmillan and Co. Limited.~London, 1912, .£!• p. 58. 

11. Neumark, D. The Philosophy of the Bible. Ark Publishing 
Co. Cincinnati, 1918 1 p. 29"5:" -nrn order to combat this 
new phase of Christology, Rabbi Akiba introduces the mys-
teries of Bereshith ( J)'t°IC IP .l e(N) so as to be 
able to fight antinomistic Christianity on its own groundo 
This is again the repetition of a situation which was per
formed in biblical times: Mercabah and Bereshith go back 
to the schools of Ezekiel and Jeremiah respectively.n 

12. Ibido P• 296. 

13. Schechter, .2.E.• cit. P• 46. 

14. Scholem, .2.E.• cit., p. 2lo Subsequently, he asserts "• ••• 
we are dealing with organized groups which foster and hand 
down a certain tradition: with a school of mystics who are 
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not prepared to reveal their secret knowledge, their 'Gnosis,' 
to the public. Too great was the danger, in this period of 
ubiquitous Jewish and Christian heresies, that mystical 
speculation based on private religious experience would 
come into conflict with that 'rabbinical' Judaism which was 
rapidly crystallizing during the same epoch," {p. 47). 

15. Cf. also Midrash Haggadol ,:!;& Bereshith 1.10, 16 and J.:. 
~~ch. 2. Halacha 1 p. 6b (Zb.itomir ed.) 

16. Cf. Scholem, .£E.• cit., p. 74. 

1 7 • J J l i i J Il 1 ' 7~j'~ ' J i1 lC J D j C ' J 'Q1 ). Il ' 'Q1 IC 1 l i1 'Q1 YD l lC 7 i 

71n'a1 i'n'oaut~!t.':j23'c/'Ji'a1tci c'o'7. icJ 7tct' ':J" 
c7iYi1 tcilJ'Q1 ciip cite 7tc.(~' 7i:J' J'7tci\?7 C'J'a1 l'~, 

([ '~ " '\' 1 lit ;-t 7 y CJ 1 K CJ ' i1 7 K K i l i l!7 K C i ' i1 J 0 7 
11 

7'' Il 

c'o'7" 'l"·n n't'tc1l 'D' JH1'a1D oitc ··?tt'a1" ac7 7i:J' 
i1D C1K .?1Ui'" 7i:J' (ibis} "1'Hl7 i'il 1\IiK C'Ji'Q1tc1 

nipo7i" ?~n iintc7 :ioi C'J~7 ilD :ioo7 iloi i17Yo7 

il!p iyi C'Ol?1i1 il!f'D7D (ibi§_ 11 0'Dt'i1 j;p 1Y C'i:l'Q1i1 

i1C07 i1Ci i1°7YD7 ilO 7tci'Q1 ililK J'Ki 7tci'Q1 ililK C'D'Q1i1 
.iinic7 :ioi c'J~7 ilD 

Cf. also Gen. R. 8.2. The citing of Ben Sira may present 
still further evidence that the RabbiSVi'ere familiar with 
Apocryphal material. Of course, as Mishna Eduyoth 5.3 and 
Yadaim 3.5, suggest a considerable controversy raged as 
to the canonization of the Hagiographa. Perhaps at this 
time the canonization of Ben Sira was also contemplated. 
This would account for itS'be~cited as if it were 
Scripture. 
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Hl. KOH pi 'KTY p pl i1?Ki 011£ll ioJ:JJ ilYl1K 1 11 1'1 
1?lK J'Y'lO C1'1K~:J Y11 1 Cil1? 10K Kl'PY 'lii inK 

i:iii" ioKJV cii;o~,o iioiK.n 1?K iiilo ~'It' 'JlK 

f'lil 'KTY p J!salmlOl:?'J'Y 1lJ1? 1?D' t<1? C'1r~ 
"i'i'on1? il.nioil 'il 'J'Yl ip' ioit< :ii.n:Jil ,,,, .noi 
ioiK :ii.n:Jil ,,t;iyi Yl£iJi f'Iil KOH p :(bid:l6:15) 

(Rrov.25:16) 11 i.nKpili i.ny:i~.n J!l 1''1 1?i:J'"'iC!iiC10 ll?l1 11 

~~ .ci1?w:i Kl' Kl'P' 'l1 .niJ'OJl f'IP inK 
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Cf. also Midrash Haggadol to Bereshitt 1.16. The Gnostic 
parallels to this passage are cited and discussed by 
Altmann in "Gnostic Themes in Rabbinic Cosmology", 
pp. 19-32 in Essays Presented to J. H. Hertz. Goldston, 
London, 1942., cf. P• 26. 

20. Scholem, .QE• cit., p. 52. 

21. Ibid. p. 361. "'Paradise, 1 as Joel has pointed out, could 
weII be a Talm.udical metaphor for Gnosis, because of the 
tree of knowledge (Gnosis1) therein •••• Origen (Contra 
Celsum VI, 33) relates that the Gnostical sect of the 
Ophites, used the same metaphor." 

22. er. b. Tam.id 3lb-32a: 
oiiiJo:J1?K 1?K~ C'1l1 il1WY 

1win iK il1?'n.n K1ll ,,K ... lllil 'JPT 1'1K Jiipio 
K1ll 1wn il'' iio'J i.n~ i11? J'K K1 K1'11?'~ ,, iioK 
iiili "11l7ini iili:ii iili.n il1'1'il rixili" :i'.n:Ji...,,.n1?'n.n 
'1'1K il01?'1 '1l0 11 1iK 'il'i iiK 'il' C'i11?K ~OK'i" 
• • •• 1 i n K 1;i i1 O i 0 ~~!) 7 ;i D il 0 0 1;i i1 0 i il 1;i Y 0 1;i i1 0 -f"7 i ',It' 1;i 

23. Pesikta Rabbati (Friedmarm ed.) 108b-109a and Gen. R. 1.10: - -
.ntt'l ilO cl;iiyil K1ll 1'1 11 'll .,,, '1 Cll?l ilJi' 'l1 
.ni~i 11? J'K 1:J inK i:ro ni.ngi ii 1?:Jo ci.no ;ir 

~l .iinKl;i ilO C'J~l;i ilO il001? ilO il1?Y01? ilO ll?iiil;i 
C'JiWK1il C'0'1? Kl 1?K~ ':J 11 K1il JO i11? YOW K1£lf 

C1Kil 1'1K C'il1?K K1l 1~K Ci'il J'01? 1'Jg' i'il 1~K 
11 C'JH7K1 11 ?

11
.n J'7i11? 'w~o 1?i:J' Deut".4:Ji "f1Kil l;iy 

J'101? iJK [CY'O] (oiY'O) 11'1:Jil ill'1W iinK1?i 
1'1'~K1l 'O' 1'1~1l?O Kiil~ ini'o 'Wll?il i10 .,~~o i11'1iK 
11? J'K 'iil '~~l Kli':J K1?K il;i K'lO i1'i11'1 K1? ~K 
C'O~il JO ;il;iyol;i ilO Y1'1? 1?i:J' J1?i11?i il~ll?O wi111;i 

illP iyi C'O~il il:rpo1?i ioi1? iiD1?n ciil.nil JO iloo1?i 
,,~ ioiy il1'1Kll? cl;iiyl;i K1?K ll?J11~ K1?K 11? J'K C'OWil 
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24. Cf. Seder Eliyahu R. (Friedmann ed.} ch. 31, p. 160 and 
~. R. 3.4 and the large number of passages similar to 
it. 

25. Cf. Moore, ..9.E• cito Vol. I, ~· 3640 Moore is rather ex
treme in this matter, ~' That the idea of a divine 
intermediary, whether der!Ved from Philo or the independent 
product of a similar Platonizing theory of the nature of 
Deity, had some currency in Hellenistic Jewish circles 
may be inferred from the adoption and adaptation of it in 
certain New Testament writings, and from Gnosticism as 
well as from Catholic Christianity. But that this phil
osophy deeply or widely influenced Jewish thought there is 
no evidence. In the Palestinian schools the re is no trace 
of it." P• 417. 

26. Cf. Box, G.H. "Intermediation in Jewish Theology'• in 
Jewish Quarterly Review, New Series Vol. XXIII, ( 1932-
1933} PP• 103-119. P• 105. 

27. Marmorstein, A. ~ 21.Q Rabbinic Doctrine of ..Q:QQ:Part 
The Names~ Attributes, etc., .Ql2• cit., P• 12. 

28. E.g.: 
iK1ll 'll 11ll Jlni' ,, O'~l?D ,.,ll 'nD'K 

,,n,,?1 O'Dltlnpoi1 11 Pgal.a io4;3, 11 ili1 .C'~K?Oil 
ll'lM ,, !bid .... 'Tr.ninii ,,~K?D i117iJ" :Pn~i "'ili 

,miJ' ,,,, .. l'n~i liil l,i1 C'~K;D il1ll 'ill 1DI 

IP.,Wli" (H!!,.6~22'11~i f!.n.1:2<) '" i J.i firni ' ' 
l'l pns' ':Ji QWl 1DI l'1l~ 1l IJ'\;i; 'l",'11 :",lliJ' 

.pni' 'lii il'.nJ, ?1 J'l ll'ln 'lii :"l'nJ, ?1 
iiD•' 1?w ci?~ 1ivxi oi'l ii~J x?w c'iie ?~ii 
iJim1l ?1'illi J'pi ~w ioiiil nnio il'il ?•~'D 

?~ iilViJ 'i'I '~ll 11 il1iid~4J+.~?I iJJllll ,1Dt:I i1 11 lp:,, 
'Jt2Hr il'il 'D ::Pn:;) '111 'l!I 'IHtD 'i1i ,,:a; Cl'DVI :icil 

.o?i1 'w in•ill 'DJ 

1 

Gen. R. 1.3 cf. also 3.8; Tanhuma to Genesis (Buber ed.) 
la, 5a; and Midr. Tehillim (Buber ed.) ch. 24, p. 102b. 

cf. also b. ~· 38a. 

\ 

I! 

I 
11 

I 

:I 

! ' 
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3lo Marmorstein, Studies in Jewish Theology, £12• cit., p. 99, 
.£!. Gen. B· 8.8 and 9. 

32. ~: iKil ni'iwi 'no ioi? il7i:i' il"1l 7:i J'Ki 
1l,'i" l7K JK:i l'n:i J'l "C'i17K iil,'i" .c7iJil 

K 7 lit pt :i l ' n :i T ' M "c ' ii 7 x , i o lC' i •!fix. 2 o : ~ " c , ii 7 K 
" ~· " pc:i l'n:i l'l C'il7K icil 11'J1k:r.i;~._,~. c:~.7~·.'>"llllt't.~'1' 1 

II II 
• C'i17~ M1l Il'~K1l K7K 

~· B· ~· note 3 Soncino edition, p. 4; cf. also~. 
R. 2:13; Tanhuma to Gen. {Buber ed.) 3a; l,. Berachot 
TZhitomir ed.) ch. 9. 55b-56a; ~· Sanh. 38b. 

33. Cf • .J... Megillah (Zhitomir ed.) 12b; (Krotochin ed.) 7ld; 
b.~. 9a; Mechilta {Lauterbach ed.) Pisga 14, lines 64ff.; 
Tanhuma iQ. Exodus (Buber ed.) 6a.-

K1lli i17li IlD nii?in i7 W'V 'D 7:i 'lil 
iJ'l nii7in i7 l'KV 'D ?:ii xiil il'Ki 
CUi~ il'1TJ 'l1 Kill U'l.Ci lC11li il7l K7t 

.iox iliil il7Jo·'~7; 

I 
f f 

• 

3 5 • ~ lC' 7 O~ !!l l 1 7 0 l lit i ii C i C 1' l ~ 7 0 K :S 1' Ui i l i i 1 l , 7 ::l '7 

i7i:i ,,,,,i iJ,'V1 ,,:i il,il Ci17 J'iioi i17JD ?11 J 

7:iW/ill i'1li ?:ii IlDl i'nii'Tli IlOK l', i1'i ':i ---
Exo .B• 6.1 .£1.. also j . .§.!!lh. (KrotoshiI} ~.) 18a; £0 
.§!uh• 38a; Nu.R. 3.4; anl also .1· Berachot (Krotoshil). ed.) 
ch. 9, p. 140; Ex. R. 12.4; Lev. R. 24.2; (cant. R. 1.9.1; 
Tanhuma to GeneSfs TBuber ed-:-}53b; Tanh. ~.-26a; 
Tanbuma to Ex. (warsaw 187~ed) 78a;--pesikta Rabbati 
(Friedmann 0d.) 175b. - -
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/Y 

36. 1'~ ntc 1nn 71" iDil ,,,, niJ'Oll T'SP in1 
11il:lo'D )lrn •'il 'lCD~c.St!1t' 11 1iar1 111-S'on'1 

7Kiw'1 ilnn~r ln1'o7 ~D7 1nivi il'~ llil'n•i 
tc7i niint,7"7i ill'lli''Jtc7 '1i1 tc7 i1';IJD71 lC1'Dl iD>( 

y i1 n i ' i 117 1 'n v c i 711 i on 1 D v ' i El '.L 1 7 i ., i ;; 
7"tc ili1J1 'D7i~ t'n'V 1i11'noi 11ioo'D' ii1ips1 

ilni";°i i1'7 i1li1'n'I il'DPD nDp ,, il'n'TM ,~ o"D 
c , J l 1l Hi II i1 1 DK , 7 , F}'n l _in 1 , in 11 i1 n ,,~ T p" D, D' 

.1MlCD yir. ~r.J:2~ "O'JlH7 

I 
I 

37. 

-

I /I I 
I I 

The note to this passage in the Soncino edition (p 93) 
casts doubts on the historicity of this passage on.the 
grounds that MetatFon sounds more like a Babylonian no
tion. This seems rather strange inasmuch as the Enoch
Me.tatron material is found in abundance in the Apocrypha 
and Pseudepigrapha. 

i D 'D 7 ~ ' I ' lC D ll.an • 1 : 9 ) 11 J..' Di p1D 1 ~ 'i '"J 1 fl 
'il1 1117 1n1n i7 1nlC Ji'Jni 11ili;I "tn1n i';I in1 

7in i1J'~W i1W11 ilnl 'nD ,,-ltJ'P' '01' ,, 7".flac ,.~.,i 
:i7::i£Ji.!1 i1'l'D ;i?lp ~piJ~ inai ,,,, ,nK tc';I~ 

y~.,, '1l1 :ip117 in1n 1'1' in• -il'l.1'11 e'4wi :Pl'D -17~ :iilil 711 17 ilD ll'PJ il'iTJ ll irJ7K '1 ';l~K 
KD~ ~i111v7 1n11 ID~7 1n1 171 ni7i111 C'Jl) ?11 

~lil JCMJ li iDI 1'7li 011i17 ~i~ill7 1'77 JW'7 
17 '11 i,:i,7 n','tc :ii~ C'J'D7 'iii:ix7 ,,,, T•D 

711 11 l'n~ n'1'K ::ii7 lCJ'D 11ili1 iti• .i1i1'' 1';1 
'l'l'D ~;x.2l::H:l2) "'71 ;i';ly 'i1 71t i17l' ir.il illli'D 

'Dll7 ,~ l'n~1 i::ii 0117~ 1DVW yiicoD .i:ir ,~. il'' 
7K" l'n~ i1'7 in7llJ •~:i •1 (~·23:2J''''T.:i,ip.l 

tc111' 17" p ~ l::i , Ji'Dn 71 (i,o;Ld) 11 u ion 
17'~K1 l1'l E.,n1~1 ';1 11 1 '7 i1D7 ~bid.) HQ~JW!il? 

CK 1'7K io~'1 11 l'n~1 i1'J7'l.!}...I' 'DJ 1pJni!)l 
(Ex.33:15).'ili C:J'~71i11'l!l J'I 

Cf. also b. Hag. 14a. 

' f 

II 
I 

38. Scholem, .212• cit., p. 368. 

39. Cf. Seder Rabba d'Bereshith 8 and l· Megilah (Krotoshin 
ed.) 7ld. 

I 
I! 
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40 • ~. f-vc I t. . N ' \C 1 (J e j)? f J\ I :;) I I<.. j\ ~ r /\ I ~ I<.. 1 re 
Seder Rabba d'Bereshith cf. also£• Sukkah 49a. 

41. 

43. 

cKil ill c~1li1l iDK tJni' •i owl ii1lE •i oxili1l 
iJ'K i1T1 1iw;il ntc t'ogin ni'.nixn '::i ilT 'ii i1D 

il"lpi1 tcil i'IJ'l'l i;i ;01l 1; i::i 1iv;i1 nx omi.n 
"1~Jl C'DW - il:J1 - 'ii 1l1l" K'K io;,, nl 

'1 
ed. 
seder 

(Psalm 33:6) Gen. R. 12.10 .£.£• also Seder Rabba d 1 Bereshith 
2. 

E.g~ 'l'lW itcill ni'11Ht '11t'l pn1' 'i CIV7l 1i1l• ', 
ii"'l intci K"ill inx 1:ii1 c;iJi11 i1Ti1 c'itil nio;,, 

iJa l'lt1 i:c;a..26) 1·11 0'0;1, in' i1 ii'~ ':I" iit:U'CI i'ID 
i1D p~, K;K .1"'l ilT 'lt1 tc'.'ill 11till i'IT 'I l'J,1' 

~..!!••'.:!.! .. ) 11 CKilill 'f'itci11 O'Dl'i1 nii;in l?lC 11 :pn::ii 
Klil c;,,il, ~"ill Kill i1Ti1 c?iJil 'in cxil •"ill 

."t"'l lC1ll 

j. Hagigah (Krotoshin ed.) 77c cf. also b. Menahoth 29b.; 
Gen. R. 12.10 Midrash Tehillim \Buber ed.) Psalm 114, 
P:-236a-236b. ~ 

44. ~· Berachot 55a.. rii 11 ; ;1;sl i1'i1 ,,,, l1 ii:ut i111i1' 'l1 1Dl\ 
~'b'i" ~::iil l'n::i yilCi c'DV 1nl i~ilJW ni'nil\ 
.fx.3.S:jl"nJili ill1l11l1 ilD:Jnl C'il'K nii ini~ 

"nyil1"1'1l\ln::i. C'Dw pi::i .r.ix '1CJ 9 ilb::in:i 'il" cnil l'n::ii 
(lbid.20) \11 1JlPl 11"1t:i"li1!1 ir111l" l'.n::ii ~r0v3:l9 

45. Cf. also Aboth d' Rabbi Nathan Schechter ed.) A Version 
ch. 31 p. 45b; B. Version ch. 31 p. 45b;--Pirke d'Rabbi 
Eliezer ch. 3; Pesikta Rabbati (Friedmann ed.) l08a-108b; 
and, with some variation, Gen. g. 17:1. ~ 

'I 

i I 

! I! 

I. 
i 

I ! 

:· 
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Megilah 2lb; , 
K 1 :l J 1 ii ::2 ~ 11 i 1 D l<: 0 ii 1 ~ '1 i l J :::> 1 D IC J l n i ., ., ::i 1 

11"~K1J 11:1 il,~11 illi'T 1'1"W~1ll 1t>K'1 1:1l'l"i1 1:1;1y;i 

i !J niii irtYl C'DV'l 'ilp::ii:a
11 

l'1'1:ii 11il 1DKZ) 'DJ 

·---·· " 1
' 0 K:U 7:J 

(Psalm 33:6) cf. also b. Rosh Hashanah 32a where the 10 
statements ar"0"""used to-derive the practice of reciting 
10 Biblical verse for each div is ion of the /()JN servi!e 
on Rosh Hashona, i.e., .A J )r) I 0 A J..J I).).) jl' f>J.ti. 

47. Ginzberg, L. The Legends of the Jews. 7 Volume edition. 
Jewish Publication Society of Aroorica, Philadelphia, 1924, 
1946, 1954, 1955. Vol. V, p. 63. 

I 

48. In this section, we shall deal wit;h pre-existent materials , 
other than the Torah. We shall co:rtaider it 11J1D.der sectlions ttH"ana.j, 
11 I" below. --

49. Cf. b. Pesahim 54a, b. Nedarim 39b; Midrash Mishle (Buber 
ed.) 30a; Pirke d' Rabbi Eliezer ch. 3; Seder Elizahu 
Rabbah (Friedmann ed.) ch. 31. p. 160 (This passage lists 
six pre-existent things, omitting Repentance.) 

50. Midrash Tehillim (Buber ed.) ch. 90. p. 196a. 

Slo Tanhuma to Numbers (Buber ed.) 17b-18a; (Warsaw 1875 ed) 
56b. 

52. 

(here, Theodor reads 
and ~· R. 14.1. 

11Q/()~ 

I 
f' 1JC [9 01) .)~ } 

53. Moore,.££• cit., Vol. II, p. 344. "It is the question of 
what with an ambiguous name is called 'pre-existence,• 
especially the 'pre-existence of the Messiah,' which has 
been given an exaggerated importance on account of its 
supposed relation to Christian beliefs. For Judaism it 
makes very little matter what the apocalyptic writers 
imagined about it. On that question it is pertinent to 
observe that Esdras and Baruch are contemporary with the 
great generation of Tannaim, the disciples of Johanan ben 
Zakkai and their successors; that the authors were evi
dently men of some respectable learning, which meant in 
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those days a relation to the schools; and there is no 
sectari.An eccentricity to be discovered in them. Under 
these circumstances there is a certain presumption that 
they were not consciously at variance with rabbinical 
teaching on th is point. The Tannaim, as we shall see, 
counted 'the name of the Messiah' amongst things that 
preceded the world (Psalm 82:17) but not the person of 
the Messiah. 

55. Tanbum.a to Exodus (Warsaw 1875 eq.) 129b: 

tii•it 1\lC ?•?tl WY'i" 

. /11,~:30 1"K" 1"1l1 nnm" n"V1T "c"cw ''' Psalm ) C""l'Hl l "lD 
---C"Dl C"D i?i:i c?iJit it":l ic?iJ n• it

11
lPit l1l'7:> 

il"DMJ 'ii iliiil" "l1 "ciiln "l!I ?1 ili'ini" 1DKH7 

icil :i"nKi il?'nn il"lpil K1l iwinil ioiic il1iil" 'l1 

il?nn n"lpil K1l c?i'il ioi• il"~n.:i "l1i .c?iy~ 111 
.1wnil nK K1l :i n•i 

1 

560 Aboth d'Rabbi Nathan (Schechter ed.) A Version ch. 39, p. 58b: 
Pil p K?D?Ki .;i?:voi.!..ioi~io ,,.,, ci•? p!:io T"K // 

.yiKi C"DW ~1l.J il!:ll ,,,.,, ninn!JD ,, l"10io 

570 Gen. R. 109: 
1"'1 il"? 10K ?at"?Dl pi 1\K ?KVi' inK "!Jioi?"!ll 

i y "'0 ~ C ., l i tl C " J DD 0 lC l D V1 K? K C :> " il i ? K K i il ? i 1 l 

io• .nioiiln:t C"Di niii 1V1ini iilni i;iin .ir1ii 

.ilK"1l Jill l"ll:> tiil?'::i K1ll 1iil il1 it"nii n!ll"n it"? 

The Biblical proof texts then follow. For the Gnostic 
antecedents of this matter, cf. Altmann, "Gnostic Themes 
in Rabbinic Cosmology," pp. !9-32 in Essays, etco, 5?.E.• cit., 
cf • pp • 20 - 28 • 

I 
I I 
' ' 

! ' 
i i 
' ! 

' ! 



58. ~: 30 
P~alm 119~/nng f."!' 'l, ,,K '~' C'n7K ,OK'i 

11 ' I II ' II ' , n'onJ ,, ' , ili l'lO ,,x, 1,l, nng 
J'C7~ niJl7 ~Pl~ 1707 7t'O ~7nn nK,ll n,,K~ ,O,K 

l ' o J g i n i i J p ' 7, n n w Y no 7 g x ~ c i po in i x n ' n 
ntc,ll ~,,Kn 1~ C'Oi'7C'n Ylip Kin 1K'n ,,,7 

1707 7wo n7nn K,ll c7iyn ioic n'onJ ,,, .~7nn 
•.• J'OJgi ni1Jl ~1c1i t'c7g ~JlW 

151. 

{ 

Gen. R. 3.1 cf. also Ex. li• 50.1 where the account is 
placed adjac;fit to the celebrated Midrash of R. Simon b. 
Jehotzadok. (cf. under our discuss ion of ~ .R. 3 o4}. 

59. Tanhum.a. to Exodus (Buber ed.} 
ference lies in the word 

' ' 1 l J i' 1c ' · n J' ' l n t c 1 1 

60. Ex. li· 34.2: 

JI 

61. ~-

The entire s ta terre nt is fcu nd repeated in j. Berachot 
(Zhitomir ed.} ch. 8 Halacha 6 pp. 53b-54b and Midrash 
Tehillim (BUber ed.} to Psalm 47 p. 2llb. Similar state
ments regarding the unusual qualities of this Light may 
be found in the following sources? Gen. R. 306; llo2; 
12.6; 42.3; Ex. ~· 35.l; Lev. R. 11.7; Nu7 R. 13.5; Ruth 

i I 

I i 

' ! 

I, I 
I 
I 

I 
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R. 'Pischa 7; Esther R. Pischa 11 Pesikta Rabbati (Friedmann 
ed.) 118a-118b; Pesikta Zutrathi (Buber ed.) on Genesis 
1:31. That the Light was hidden away for-"the righteous 
may be found in the following sources Gen. R. 3.6; 42.3; 
Lev. R. 11.7; Tanhuma to Leviticus (Warsaw l875 ed.) 16b; 
PeSikta Rabbati (Friedmann ed.) l9b-20a. The opposition 
of the sages to R. Jacob's position may also be found in 
Pesikta Rabbati (Friedmann ed.) 186a. For the Gnostic 
background to ], l..Jf'Jl JllC: cf. Altmann "Gnostic Themes in 
Rabbinic Cosmology, pp. 19-33 in Essays etc.,.££• cit.,' 
cf. pp. 28-32. 

62. J. Berachot (Zhitomir ed.) ch. 8 Halacha 6, pp. 53b-54a -
cf. especially t - 11 I.. 

C'~,, 'JW i1 Jpi1. ,, lD'T i1JW i1nixl ,,, 'J1 1DX 

,
11 i1i1 Li1'7J 11'liJ iitci1 Tittl K:S'i i1T7 i1T l'W'pi1i 

,,,,.z::i xii::i i1'7J .11'Ji 'Bsalntl.39ilf'J,JJ iiac rr7''iii 
.V7Ki1 

63. De Opificio Mundi 30-31 as cited in Baer Yisrael Ba'amim 
Mosad Bialik, Jerusalem 1955 pp. 86 and 1320 

64. Gen. B.· 3.4 cf. also .Qfill. R· 1.6; Ex. R· 50ol; LevoRo 3lo7; 
Tanhuma (Buber ed.) Genesis 3b; Exodus 62a; (Warsaw 1875 
ed.) Exodus 130--S:; Pesikta d 1Rav Kahana (Buber ed.) 145b; 
Midrash Tehillim (Buber ed.) P'S"alm 27, P• llla.---In some 
of the versions, the reading suggests that this deals with 
the creation of the world rather than Light. However, it 
appears that "Light" is the original reading. 

65. Altmann, ".A Note on the Rabbinic Doctrine of Crea ti on"' in 
!b& Journal of Jewish Studies Vol. VII, etc., 2.£• cit., 
p. 197. 

66. ~., P• 198. 

67. Ibid., po 200. 

680 E.g. ~· ft• 2 end; Cant B.· 4.10; Pesikta g, 1 Rav Kahana 
(Buber ed.) 147b-148a. 

69. Altmann, "A Note on the Rabbinic Doctrine of Creation," 
in The Journal .2f. Jewish Studies yol. VII, etc., .2£• cit., 
p. 201. 

70. Ibid. p. :;n1. cf. De Fuga ilO "In a sense Philo's Logos is 
a de-mythologized Zarvan-Aion" p. 202. 

71. Ibido p. 202. 

' 
' ' 

' 

Ii I 

I I 

, I 

I 
. :I 

i 
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72. Ibid. P• 202. Altmann points out the similarities between 
this and Plotinus and the Hermetica (202f). 

73. Ibid. P• 206. cfo Abelson .QE• cit., p. 206, for an oppos
sing opinion • ....,..Primitive ooth--rn its nature and in the 
manner in which the Rabbins expressed it, is the conception 
of Holy Spirit under the figure of light and fire. The 
same tendency was noticed in the Shechinah conception. 
It is a materialist idea, but yet it has its mystical 
side. Its advance on the O.T. idea consists in' its recog
nition as a separate entity. And not only is it materi
alized as light and fire. It is also symbolized as wind, 
creating various startling noises - and this, not only 
in the atmosphere surrounding certain personages, but in
side them i.e., in several of their limbs and internal 
orgS;ns. ifihe m:ys~ical elements in all religions present 
these phenomena. 

Friedlander, J.n his edition, observes "The Church Fathers 
discussed the creation narratlve in much the same way as 
our author: Thus Anthanasius in his exposition of the 103rd 
(sicl) Psalm (corresponding to the Hebrew 104th (sicl) 
Psalm) refers to the formation in terms of the Old Testa
ment writers; •••• 11 (p. 15) 

75. Tanhuma (Warsaw 1875 ed.) to Numbers 62a: 

76. 

7 K K 
11 

i • C :::l 7ir; 1 Ht 7 1 ' 1 ! 1' i i1 i11 i K i1 7 :::i W i1 11 l p i1 
7 i :::l' K CW pi 1:-1 1 JD 1 J p' ?i D i 

11 
l i11 i J D.i ., JI 7 it) 

ii.nc iiac P'7ii1 ~
11

lpi1 7la .ion ii.nz:i iJ P'"7ii1; 
II 11 II 

1ZH<'i i'inte :l".n::J :'t~- Oii'U'l 'Jf) 7J 1Wn.L 1DIJ111Wn 
II II 

niii ".MKSiil 1~"~ ii.nci i1 lpil 1DK ,,. 'il' 0'i11:-K 
7' l w l 1 l:i '.n i c ic i1 ti l:i, -- • c :::i 1:-w n i, J 1:- 1 , , 1 , J ac , 

i'on iJ ni7Yill:i c.nil;iy;,7 
Pesikta d'Rav Kahana (~uber ed.) 145a: ------ - - - II 

iiK7 l':::l7i1D i1Ti1 c7iYlV1 ,g7 JDMJ 1l 71icw , K 
acil7 i'.nY7 7lK :il:i'7l i1Jl7i1 ii17i ci'l :icnil 

~TK7 ac7i ci'l ilDnil iix7 K7 ii7i17 1'1'.TIY tiJ'K 
iiac7 wowil ,,, 17 il"il' x7"cyc ilC, i17'7l i1Jl7i1 

"D ,,K7, ].sa.60:19"17 1'K' K7 n1'i1 i1l,J7i C'D'. 
--, 11 II II 1.. 1.. 1.. 

iiat7 17 il'il' i1 ':::l 1 i1i1 i1 lpil tW ,,,Kt l':::ltilD 
~_.§._.-60:2@17lK 'D' ,o7vn c7iJ 
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77. Pesikta Zutrathi (Buber ed.) on Gen. 1:3. This passage 
also contains the interesting notion that the light was 
created 'from the water. 

II 11' 11 
iiKn ~T c,ipw g JK, i:ii ,,K 'n' C'n?at iDK'i 

' 'II iKD n?,l 'n?K ~n ,,, ici 1:ii ,,. n'DJ xi'~, 
II "'-·~-~-· 

:i'11:in ,,o?' nJ'i'~ l:l'D• n"u n1>;w:i iii nciJ 
'Kl? iiKn ii:i ~J':JVM ii1ci iii ~?i:i nl':iwnw 

C'n?K iDK'i"iotl~ c?i1? i'atn? yiv1i oi':i c?i' 
l'l1:J 1:iw C'Dn JD nTn ,,K~ C'iQil .,, .. ,,K 'n' 

II ' II II 0 1:ii iix '~' c'n?K iox'i l'n:ii O'D~ 'lm ?1 .nmnia 
nisil:i ?y iiix'i" ·~Jw iiat ixirl 11ioip1:1 n:ii~:i U'Hi 
II II II II 
iiK no:i C'g:J ?y ioiKi iiiK JlJ T~g~ ioiKi yixn 

,, " ?:i K n:ii C'l'JlW C'Dn en C'l'Jn ,,,KD ?:i 1:ii 
II 'l'J ni1oi:i 

78. Nu. 

cf. also Lev. R. 31080 

79. Nu.R. 15.9 nnn innxi 1 ,, 1 n'>w"P$alm fl,3:j ?1ivi' iiDI 
It II 

c'i'~D nl:i?ni ~nn~ n :ipn ?w iiix ,,,l 'liftl 
1n 1?Jo ?w iii 'r,P'T~ ~'i'sD 1n 1~~noi c?iJ? 

n l 1l ·,- i :i? n .n' 1 ' Jn i i a? ~ • 3 : l JJ i o K HJ 1' g c , n 
111'l ic?v 1?11> ?.a i 1 1.=. ?w iixn ;i,l

11

1.M'ln pi:i 
~Dan.2:27 ) iDllW MKDD 1n• 1";11 ~i'iln ?:i? ilDD 
____._ II II 

ii'l'W nl:i?i ncn '~'VJ i:i'm? 1:iwin:i nD ,,, 
II .,t _ 7 lo. 

J'pil C'~?K C.MHl 111', ~.1:1 ) iDitlW 1'l!l7 
'•'"l'J:"I~ C'DWn 

I , 

. 'I 

: I 



81. Midrash Tannaim (Horfman ed ) -· p. 210. 

-

II 

iiil:>W i'lD ~l 'J'OD il Ki 
fl II 

il7'i C'pil n7~nil 1DKlV7 ic7iJ 17D ;i lpil ~w 
\.Job 38:35 ) it7ic p-il':liit iJlil i7 ictc'i niw'i 

' .l_ ' 7 :l l n :l ;i i ' l D i J J ;i 1 7 i i D ac ' i ..., ~· i i l n 7 w n ;i 

' Tl'WJ eiiti 1'J~7 C'KlDJ tn:> 1':>7i:i ~ynw cipc 
C'DWil rut K7M \.{er. 23:2) 'H1 l' JY:> iJnin'1?vt mt 

' .it7D JV7 riac;i nKi 

er. also Ex. R. 17 .1.:. II ;i lp:1 ~ilVi' :1D 7:lV7 itliD ;inlt 

l:il niw17i iiil:>l tc7K itil x7 n'Wlt,l 'D' nwwl 
• , Jn, 

820 Gen. R. 12.5 " nww '' lio'o iD:> W'lt :i'DnJ i wii 
\Ex.20:1:0 1

" ili TiKil niti C'DV7i1-nK ':1 :1V1J C'D' - ' i;iwi .c7iJ 7w in'"il ip'J 1:i 1:i i77i1 c'ili l ' ' 
77:1 n'l:> tiwitil Tiit:i nii7in l iK'liili C'D' l 

' ' l ;i K' l i ;ii 'v;' 7w i 'J w i T iw l\ i c 'D' l ;in ;i V7 i 
~;iwi 'JVi'l Y'P,, 1,, ll, C'KW,, niJ7'R nii7in 

' ' nii7in l K'liili 'J'l,, 'W'7V7i 'J~ C'D' l 
' 'W'7Vl C'D' l i:iwi 'W'7Wl C'D, ni7T"'O, i1Jl7i ilDn 

' C'l,, niDiY nii7in l iK'liili 'lO'Dni 'Y'l, 
II ' i1 niwJ ci'l ic7tc T:l ·iDtc x7 il'iTJ i ln'i7i . ~ 

ip'J 1:i lil c'ili 'JV7 Gen.2:4 J c'Dwi yitc c':i7it -1n:>x7-o :iiclJi lil'D' nv?v i;o111i c7iJ 7v ,,,,,,l ' , 
1iwiti C'D' l i:iwi 'KDV n'l' 1iw1, C'D17 'J'lil 

tn:l¥7D i:iai 'J'lil tn:li7e ;i,DlJi 'V7'7wi 'Jwi 
' ;in;ivi ;,~nil ip'J tilil KJini l~ Titcil niiiKD ' 

'W17l ;in:>¥7D ;iiDll, 'ti'Dni 'J'l,, 'W'7117 C'"'O' l 
' citci yitc 'n'VJ ':>Jlt JW cite :in:>tc7D i-01 i:ici 
(Isa. ~5:12)'ntc,l :i'7J -

155. 

83. B. Megi-1.lah 16b~ uip'i 1iw:1wi ilncwi ~1iitc ;in':i c'::pn6? l/1 
"" pi n~11ir nii~ nii~· ,, io• ·\J!!sth;,'::l i 

(Frcv~ 6:23),,~ .,.,'U'l, :iu-o ,l ,, it>iic 

. -- . 
84 • Sedg Elijahu Rabba (Friedmann d ) . L• . ch. 3 P• 16r: 

n :l c ;i l l , K ;i' ;i c 7, 'l c, 1't ;i t!l iy w n 111 D 7 :> V7 , D 7 
riioD ;ii'ltD ;iiu1 7llt il7l iJil iu::> ii;7K i'Kir'? 

iEiic ,,, c7iJil 

I !, 

I I 
I 



156. 

85. Cf. Abelson .£E.• cit. p. 147f. 

86. Box, .£E.• cit. p. 110, Cf. also Abelson .2E•cit. P• 282f. 
"As for the Incarnation, it can be seen from the chapters 
on the Holy Spirit, how the Rabbins, by their delineation 
of the Holy Spirit as an ideal which everyone has it in 
his power to reach, provided he orders his life aright, 
recognized the divinity of humanity. But they sternly 
repudiated the converse side of the proposition - the 
humanity of divinity. One of the chief motives underlying 
the zealous insistence on the Divine Unity and the pains 
and penalties attaching to the infringement thereof, is 
just this safeguarding against the dangers of clothing 
the Divi~ in the garb of the human. Side by side with 
the words "Shechinah" or "Memra", we get "God's Shechinah, 11 

"God's Memra." Why is this? Because the Rabb ins never 
desired that the personification of God intended in these 
terms - am. which had as its object to express the imma
nent workings of the all-directing, omnipresent, and all
pervading Divine Principle - might be woefully misconstrued 
into a false identity between man and God. After all, it 
is only the trai~d philosopher who can understand what 
is and what is not included in the connotation of the word 
"person" as applied to the Deity. It is not easy to satis
fy the man in the street that God can be a person with all 
the attributes of personality, arrl yet be a spirit.n 

87. Tanhuma (Buber ed.) Genesis 4a, 

i:i.i:i." ;i":i.f.il "!>D il"il i:i.i 7i:::>"l:::>
11

Vl"P7 '7"1 1~lt 
J1!:"7 at7tt"11ti:i. 1 i:i. l".n:::>i°i'salrn.33:6) H7,l C"DW i1 J 

iU"l"l 3:1D'l-llt1lH7 c7i'il .nl 1"1l.ADV1 C"YW1il., lD 

i:i.i:i. 11ti:i.l~ c?iy;J.,1 l"D'"PD• C"p"ii?""lic i:::>w 1.n :n / 
J~lc.,i171 ll1l 1'"Wl\1l

11 
\.it:iiic) .,,il i1 

Cf o also Gen. R. 3.2; 12.10; 27.1; Ecc. R. II.21.ll~ no 
~ ,.,..._ .... 

I I 



157. 

89. Ag~adath Bereshith (Buber ed.) Ch. 23 on~· 42:25. 

11 11 II II 

ilJ" l" i1 lpil "H>7 l"lt 'ui JI"" i<7i '\Y"" at? i1 VIT 
iiil iil"i:ii ilTil c7iJi1 n1 i1

11

lfil 1i:i ii:ii:i a7i 
II II 

ilwin C"i171 icat"i :i"n':) :i ;iiJ? ini1 win? i"n7 
II II ' 

i1 :ipil Ki:i? i"nJ7 ~1 riatil 1sini i"D i1i y11i1 
II i1W1~ C':)nio11i iDll 1':)7 f"WJl ?jil ,.,D, i:ii ic1 

II C i":i"iat n1~c1ri ,.,,lJ na i1 ,., ilJii:ii il:inign 

90. 
II 

i11"DKl i1 11 lpi1i ilW>''Ol K?lt 1'"1? 7i':)" i:i"lt at~il 1""1il 
II L. iilt "il" D"iltl 1DK"i 1DK:IW 

Marmscript of Midrash Tehlllim to Psalm 18 as cited by 
Kasher (Vol. I add. #6). 

920 B. Hagigah 

93. B. Shabbat 88b: 

II 

i1 11 lpii "DO ltl"W ii:"ii iilo;i '>') C","ll I 1 
~·in: •:i• ,, ~·iwip 

95. Mechilta Bagodesh ch. 5 (Lauterbach~· lines 40-48) 

II C II II 

101\i il"lpil 1DJI.'':) ~x.20:2) 1"i17K i1 "':):lat 1< i 
~ L. ' n,~~iDnD niJllil, C"JW1nD C"1il~ ,.,il 1"iltl il-·~lat 

' II n ioa:iw at"D~DatD 7Di~i c"7"at n•::iD ii::in ~:ii 
?Di~::ii ~c"iil::i ii::in~ ·~ iDw ni1::i1 'il i7oi1 cat:i •:ix 

iDit< .ni "nt<ip:i •:iat iDit< ilT (Ter.~.6:18) 
11

atl c•:i 
yit<D 1"n~1ii1 1Wl< ,.,~D iJDWW ,,,~, •natipl ":lat 

t<?t< po>' t<7 iioati ioipDl inati inat 7~ ioY c•i10 
C"11'0D t<•1ii1W "D CJ 

I , 

! 

'I 

i !, I,; 
I·' 
11 
: : 
I' 
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96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 

101. 

102. 

K''' ')~ii igol l'l'n~ l,)'K l,,,, YliK ciiK 
~'n' KilD' KD'Y 'y ·:ii KiD'D ''l nK i~ :'TKDip 

KDi:in 'gK ,, D'ig K~wini :tli "nn KD,, ni:i 
' ~'Dip K''' :t'n' 'ipi i~)Di i':t) :ii:i :ti KiD'Di 

er. Moore .£!:!• cit o Vol. I P• 417f. 

lli.£· Po 419. 

Abelson, ££• cit., p. 158ff. 

Ibid. p. 150. 

lli.£· p. 153. 

Ibid. pp. 160-164. 

158. 

103. er. also Ex. R. 30.9; Tanhuma (Buber ed.) Genesis 2a. 
S'Imilar t oth is are the following passages: Midrash . 
Tehillim (Buber ed.) Psalm 90 p. 196b; Seder !£4!•ffii. Rabba 
(Friedmann ed. } ch. 31, p. 160; and Seder Ra a 
S.' Beres hi th 3 . 

105. Ex. R. 4~.2: :iKi:i ciiD' :iv~ :i''•~ sxi~ :in1 ••• 
.n'n, :i111 ,~, i~ ,, iDaci pvn:~:i '':> '~ :i"lp:i ,, 

••• 1~~D~ :iwJ~ '~ 1~ nlTD n'wJi 1n'• .n'wJi nii)~ 

106. J. Sa:rihedrin (Zhitomir ed.) ch. 4, Halacha 9 p. 17a. 

_...-;;,. 

i ,, 
'I 
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107. 

108. 

159. 

c. 

Baeck, Lo "Zwei Beispiele Midraschisjier Predigt" in Aus 
~ Jahrtausenden pp. 157-175 Sch~ken Verlag. 1938 "Cf":p.162 

Ibid. cl". P• 163 - "Die Tora alleinis der J.''fl<) der 
SchBpf'Ung. 11 

109. Ibid. p. 164; 11Diese Frage war damals eine entscheidende, 
cpn ihr schieden s ich Christentum und Judentum." -

110. Ibid. p. 165 - citing Jerome "Im Sohne schuf Gott Himmel 
und Erde •" 

111. Cf. Ibid. Po 166 "Der Christus oder die Tora, so war es 
seit der Zeit des Galaterbriefes ein eigentlichtes Problem 
des Kam.pfes zwischen Christentum und Judentum. 11 

112. Cf. Galatians 3:24 F., where the Torah is compared to a 
Pedagogue. 

113. Moore, .££• cit. Vol. I. p. 165. 

114. Ibid. P• 365. 

115. Bentwich, N. Hellenism .2E..! cito p. 311. "To R. Hosaya tra
dition ascribed the passage at the opening of the Midrash 
on Genesis, which says that God created the world by the 
aid of the Torah in the same way as a king employs an 
architect to draw plans for his palace. The image of the 
architect and plan corresponds strikingly with a picture 
which Philo gives of the creation; and as Origen was a 
faithful follower of Philo 1 s allegorical method, and pos
sessed at Caesarea manuscripts of all his works, it is 
possible that the Midrash is an indirect adaptation of 

116. 

117. 

118. 

119. 

the Alexandrian allegory, induced by ideas which passed 
from Origen to R. Hoshaya. 11 The Philonic Sources alluded 
to include the following: De. Cher. 125;127; Alleg. 
Intert. III, 96; De. Opif Mundi4, 16-18; 5,20; 6,23; 4; 
19. hese sourceS-are c ted rn Baeck -2£• cit. p. 163; 
Moore.££• cit., Vol. I, p. 267; Mueller, E. A. Hist~ 
of Jewish Mysticism. East and West Library. Oxford, 
1946, p. 34; and Wolfson, H. Philo, Harvard University 
Press. Cambridge, Mass. 19470 Vol. Ip. 242ff. · 

Moore, .9.£• cito Vol. I, p •. 267. 

Baer, .£E• .cit. p. 83ff. 

Knox, .££• cit. P• 75. 

Altmann, £Eo cit. p. 195. 

I 
. I 

'I 
I 
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160. 

120. Gen. R. 1006 cf. Sirach 38:4, 7,8: 

fiK~ fD C'DD i17J~ ili;a iDK Ki'D il 
riK npiD npiin Cilli il:::>Dil rut i11>iD uiiiil Cill f 

/ - .nnpitiil 

121. Gen. R. 10.7: 
il~ii il.MKW C'ili 'gK 'iDK llli 

122. 

l'wi.n'i l't1i1igi C'lilT til:::> c?iJl ili'.n' lilW 
ilwiJ il"lpil ?:::>li lil c?iJ ?w i.n~i~ ??~l lil ,K 
'"' '~l wi.n' '"' ''gK onl '"' 'm• i.nin'~W 

••• 1ii1>1 

Examples follow to illustrate this principle. Cf. also 
Ecc. R. 5.Bf. lf. 

Bracketed rmterial absent from Theodor ed. 

, 111:11• 
tt 
ll W 

l in i 

"The idea is that the Torah is the embodiment of law and 
order in the moral universe, even as God based the physi
cal universe upon law and order.n Soncino edition note 5, 
p. 448. 

124. In addition to the passages cited in Chapter II footnote 
3b, cf. also Tanhurna (Buber ed.) Gen. 6a. 

I I 

I 

,j ! 



161. 

125. Mishna 

Cf. also Bifre Deut. (Friedmann ed.) par. 355 pp. 147a-
147b. (with variationsTElrld Pirke-d 1 Rabbi Eliezer ch.18. 
Also similar are ~· R. 5.5 and Ex. li· 21.6, 

126. Ex. R. 30.3. 

" " lin~w cipD ?~l inl~ , l C'~EWDn n?Ki K , 
11 11 II II 

n?K lin~~ cipo ?~l, C'liviin ?1 ~'DiD n?xi 
II 

~yiK~, C'DWn nii?in n?K 1J'~ C'liwxin nl ?oi~ 
yiKi C'tlW Kiil n'nw ':iom ntii Gen2:4) 

11

cxilnl 
1'1'TnD n'ni ,,,, C'l11 i'n K?i cnl ?~noo n'ni 
i'lE? l11 i?K f1Ki C'DW nK1W ti'~ inili inin? 

.. u 
f1~ni C'DWn nii?in n?K 1~'E? nii?in i?K 1D~ 

nii?i~ ,,n K~ C'l,WK1n ?lK 

Cf. also Gen. R. 3.7; 9.2, Ecc. R. 3.11.1 and Midrash 
Tehillim TBU'ber ed.) Psalm 34 p.-123a. 

127. Gen. R. 

I I 

I 

I I 

,: I 



162. 

128. Sifre Deut. (Friedmann edo) par .. 4)07. pp. 132b-133ao 

c ? ,, i1 , 3 K , ii VJ , .,.,3 i1 (le u t 3 4 : J' , ? ' !I c ., D 1'I , n i1 II 
11 C1Ki1 1'1K C.,il?K 'il 13.,.,i"'JVJ C1Ki11'1K il isi il?.,n!l 

c ? n i1 1 at :i ? ::i ? 1 i1 D ., ? VJ i J1 ? i 1 !I " i ? 1 !I c ., D J1 " (f e n2 : 7 ) 
CilD inK 1.,K, ci?::i ?VJ '!IK ,.,J1,1D inK 1i11i1~ 1.,K, 
'l .,, il.,il i?K C.,PJ 'l .,, il.,il i?K 1D1Pi ?::>J1D.,t' 
.,V1K1 ,, i?;:n::i .,1'1.,"il i?K c.,?li 'l .,, il.,il i?K c.,,., 

.,::i" ?"n ilKJ il.,n ilD::l ~iinx? c.,::ii!:lil .,l!I ,.,il i?K 
pi:i initi inK ?::i ?y lVJi., (leu~l6:1) 11 .0!:IVJD ,.,::>11 ?::i 

c?i'Jl 1.,t>KilVl 11 i1JiDK ?K" ,, .,,K1U7 ilD ,, 1niJi 
C.,JW1 ni.,il? C1K .,l:l ix:i K?VJ 11 ?i1 1.,K," ixi:ii 

1'1K C.,il?lltil i1Vl1 1V1K 11 iDiK xiil 1::ii c.,pis ni.,il? K?K 
p.,i:s" (Ec.c7:29 ) "c.,:ii niJJ.wn iop:i ilDili iVJ., ciKil 

c?u ~i<:i ?::i 01 niiVJ.,:i li1J1'1D atiil'li' "Kiil ,VJ.,, 

Cf. also Gen. R. 12.lo 

129. Mishna Aboth 6.11. 11 ~ i1 lPil ,, illP C.,l.,lP ilW.,Dn 
inK }"JP Ci11:HC inK l.,lP i11in Cil n?Ki io7iy:i 
J.,lD i11i1'1 ,ft~ l.,lp wipt>il 1'1.,l inK 1.,lP ?Kiw., 

"TKD ,.,,Y&D cip i::iii 1'1.,Vlllt1 .,llP 'ii" :i.,n::ii 

(Frov8:22) 

130. ~o 1 Sifre Deutero~ (Friedmann ed.) par. 37, p. 76a. 

Kiil ,.,:in Kiil~ .,D ?::iw cipDil .,::iii:i K3iD i11'1K y::ii 
cip nxi:iJ ?::io il:i.,:in Kiilw .,!I? iliin ,,.,:in nae ciip 

Fi:'_~vi~·:2~TKD ,.,,,!ID cip i::iii 1'1.,VJKi .,llp 'il" iDKHi' ?::i? 

cfo also Gen. R. 1.4 and 1.8. 

131. Yalkut Shimeoni par. 943 citing the Sifre~ 

"1it111t i?1K il.,ilati" 'SlV a.,DWl nii~ i11'1.,i1 il?.,n!ll 
i1l1'1li f1K? i11.,1iili ilWD i1?1 1~ inKi )Egy.&:30 

Qi bid ) 11 i 1 i K ? :i n :i n p n wD 
11 

c i x ., J l ? 

132. Aboth d 1 Rabbi N;th.-;n, (Schechter ed.) A Version ch. 31, 
p. 45b. ~ -

1wn ioia .,!'7.,?lil .,o,., .,:i, ~11 iJ:i ir1.,?tc .,:i, 
iln.,il c?iJil M1lJVJ ciip niiis 1:ii11ti c.,1:iwi ni10 

~' i11.,V7 nioixi i1 11 lpi1 ?w ip.,n:i nniJoi illin~ iliin 
c.,,,VJ,VJ ~.,ilKi 1oi• ,~Slit il.,ilKi" 'KJVJ 1'11t'i1 .,::iK?D 

npnoo" iciiti (provB:JOl,.,J!:I? npn1i10J ci., ci., 
(ibidJOf) ff•c"11 .,JJ. nx "1VJn11] nix ?:in::i 

il 

I, 

I l1i 
:11 

11 '11 : r I 'ii I 
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163. 

cf. also, Ecc. E• 1.15.2 and 4.3.l; Seder Eliyahu Rabba 
TFriedmann ed.) ch. 6. Po 33; ch. 13, p. 68; cho 26, 
p. 130; Seder Eliyahu Zuta (Friedmann~.) ch. 10, p. 139. 
For 980 generations, cf. Tanhuma. (Warsaw 1875 ed.). Gen. 
2la. For 2000 years,-Cf. Gen. R. 8.2; Lev. R.-Y9.l; Cant. 
Ro 5.11.1; Pesikta Rabbati--rFr°iedmann e<r:T. ~6a; Tanhuma-
Twarsaw 1875 ed.) Deut. 22a. -

133. Midrash Aggadah on Gen. l'l: )ix il"lpil v.il iliiriil .ni:>Tl 

i:>11 11'~K1 'llp 'il" 1DKlW 11'WKi 11K1plW io?iy 
(ProvB:22) "tKD i'?ygo oip 

~ 1 -Lev R. 23.3- s? i?:> c?i1il 1=> ?:> C.1. • a SO · • 
i11i.n~ ?'lWl K?K K1ll 

There are other references to this notion which we shall 
cite when we consider the identification of Torah=- JV(>1<') = 
Wisdom. 

134. ~ .Q.. Shabbath 88a, liY 'il'i" l'J"l:>i '1'D vPp?_w,, iott 

ill11i1W 1D?D '? ilD? i1111' K11 il "'•Wil ci' 1pl 'il'i 
C'?lpD ?K1~' CK Cil? 1DKi 11'WK1l-'VYD CY i1 11 lpi1 

iiliri? C:>11K 1'TnD 'lK ix? ctti C'D'P11D C11K iliinn 
• iii ,l, 

cf. also Tanhuma. (Warsaw 1875 ed.) Genesis 3b; Ex. R. 47o4; 
Deut. R. 8.5; Pesikta Rab"68:EI "[Firiedmann ed.) 99b-100a; 
Mrdrash Aggadah to Leviticus 25.1 • 

• 

135. ~ b. Nedarim 32a, iliin K?D?Kw ilii11 i1?i11 1TY'?K 'i 1DK1 

· il?'?i CD1' '11'1l K? Cat"' KlW f1Ki C'DW iD''P11l it? 
(Jer.33=25) 11

'i1i 'J"IDW at? yitti C'DW npin 

cf. also b. Pesahim 68b. 

i 
: . 

I 
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137. E.g. Tanb.uma (Warsaw ..!..§12 ed.) Genes is 3a. 

cf. also Pirke d 1 Rabbi Eliezer ch. 3. 

138. Pirke d 1 Rabbi Eliezer ch. 11. 
i1 11 lpil ioK i'o 

iliinil ill'Wil iJnioiji ilo71:i ciK il~Jl iliin7 
ilnKW i1Til ciKil i?w c7iJil C'D7iYil ,j 1i:ii iliDKi 
,,,,Kl', Tl,, YlV1, C'O' isp Kiil in1i:i7 ill,, 
Kl K70 ,, ,,K, ioJ 1~K 1',KD ilnK l'K cxi KCn 

c'gK iiK n~ipl Cln 7J 'ji il"lpil il'7 ioK c7iy7 
y:iiKo 1iwKiil 01¥ 7w ,,~, ni 7:ip7 7'nnil ion :iii 

Y'ilil nHllj 

164. 

Friedlander, in his edition, notes that "The idea was used 
by the author of the Epistle of Barnabas v. 5, v 1.12, 
where God is represented as consulting with the Christ. 
According to other traditions of the Church and Synagogue, 
God consulted the ministering angels at the creation of 
man; •••• " (p. 76). · 

139. Cf. Chapter I above. Cf. also Abelson £.E• cit. P• 201. 
"Wlsdom in Proverbs viii reaches to the limits of personi
fication. A quality through which God acts and through 
which He is known, is objectified. It dwells and finds 
its special delight among men. This brings us to the very 
doors of the Immanence doctrine. The Ra,bbinical doctrine 
of the "Holy Spirit" is compounded of these teachings, 
with the admixture of many new elements which these old 
sages drew either from their own irrlependeht exegesis of 
the Scriptures, or from their own personal observations 
and experiences of the Spiritual life, or again, as a re
sult of their intermingling with extraneous notions and 
the consequent additions to, and transformations of, 
their original views." 

' 
140. ~ Tanhuma (Buber Edition) Genesis 2b. "C'i17tc 1 , 1 n'WKil" 

~, ioK tiDK iilD ~rov8:3)) 11 1iq?1 i7sl i'l'ilKi" il"t"T 
iliinl ~'l~ il"lpil il'il iliin:i ~1~i1 'tc'~x i:i iliiil' 

l'nj ilD "tioK i711 il'ilK~h•iil c7iJil nK Kii:ii 
'ii" 'Klt' iliin K7K n'vKi l'K 11 C'il7K Kil n•wxi:i" 
ic, :i n, vi 1', :i " l i ii Qi bi d8 : 2 2)" + , l i i j ii n' w Ki ' l l p 

• "c 'il7K .. 

I • 
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165. 

Cf. also Tanhuma (Warsaw 1875 ed.) Genesis 3a; .!?.• Shabbat, 
116a, Sifre (Friedmann ed.) Deut. par. 309, p. 134a and 
par. 317, p. 135b, and Seder Rabba £'Bereshith 5. 

141. ~ Tanhuma (Warsaw 1875 ed.), Deuterono151 122a. 

at1?K ilZl:::>n J'ati ;G:£ovJ:JL9'riic io" ilt>:::>nl 'il" l"n:::> 

Qtbid':\:E2'1oiic i1?lK il"ilKi" 'KHi JHHC ilOW iltl, :iiin 
--·.nuoil J'ltl 1?:n "l"Ol ill11H7 ,, iliin rncipl ac?i 

•••• iliin nacipl 

142. ~ Tanhuma. (Warsaw 1875 ed.) Genesis 46b. 

11K1l K1?~ 1J J 11 ~li i1 11 lpi1 "lE>1? C1K 10K 1~ ~i 
7ioK 11?1x iliin illl"'il i1la7 C"E>1?ac "Hi ciip 101?n 
ci., ·,b.,JiwJ~ ~"ilXi yioa i?J~ i1"illi" l"l'l:::> 1=>w 

illl1 Cl"!>?I '-l frov8:30) "ci" 

143. E.g. Miarash Mishle (Buber ed.) 3la. 
.Alt'dl(,) f) l\J\Jf.}, ~)ID,) '' 1,) lj (Prov. 9:1) 

cf. also ev. R. 11.3, the last part of 
116a. 

\"./\'7 ,J , ' }'\ .l r N'Yt:i " 
which • b. Shabbat 

144. E.g. Tanhuma (Buber ed.) Exodus 7a: After a discussion of 
the omnipresence of the of God at Sinai the text 
concludes ·~ c ~ \U }() ~ 1 

(Job. 28:20 
Cf. also. Tanhuma 

145. Knox, ~ cit. p. 66f. He notes the similarity to Stoic 
thought, anl suggests that, as a result of contact with it, 
"Wisdom" became more personified and, at the same time, 
less concrete in Jewish thought. 

146. Cf. Abelson .£E.• cit., p. 199f. "Now what distinguishes 
this conception of Wisdom is the fact, that here Wisdom 
is, as it were temporarily detached from its Divine 
source and treated as a Personality - a Personality which 
is related to the whole universe, controlling the life 
of the human race. This thought undoubtedly makes a 
great advance upon anything previously written in Jewish 
circles. Its effect upon the Apocrypha Wisdom of Solomon 
and upon much of the speculative philosophy of Philo is 
without question. But what is of importance to point out 
is, that its detachment from its Divine source was not 
meant by the writer to imply •any theory of permanent 
distinctions within the Divine nature each indowed with 
its own separate self-consciousness.' Wisdom has no per
sonal life of its own and points to no profound mystery 
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in the Being of God. Right through the passage viii.22-36 
it is 0 God 1 s" wisdom. The allusions to the Divine owner
ship of wisdom are frequent. 1 The Lord possessed me•; 
'When He established the heavens, I was there•; 'Rejoicing 
in His habitable earth'; all these passages clearly imply 
that wisdom is a quality belonging to God, one of His at
tributes by which He makes Himself known and felt in the 
w-orld of men and in the human heart, one of the elements 
in the Divine nature which is most in sympathy with the 
innate tendency in man to go on striving ever upward and 
onward. Wisdom is, after all, only God's wisdom, no 
matter how near an approach to personality there may be 
in the various descriptions of the term; and in the same 
way 1 Spirit 1 is 1 God 1 s Spirit' and 'Holy Spirit' is 
'God's Holy Spirit•; and similarly right through the Rab
binical literature, however near an approach to a dis
tinct personality there may be in the Rabbinical handling 
of these express ions, there is always the underlying as
sumption that the personification is only used. for the 
purpose of a particular doctrine, and not for the teaching 
of any metap~~sical divisions in the Godhead.~ 

147. Aboth Q1 Rabbi Nathan (Schechter ed.) A Version ch. 37. p. 55b. 
:"ll 'JJ ilY'i:!i lil i7ic io7 n l'lllt i1 11 Jpil lC1J C' 1J1 'TJ 

i11Yl Ji l'1J c~oniJ ionJ iliiJlJ 

""" In the B Version ch. 43 p. ooa, the list, with variations, 
is expanded to lO and proof texts are given. The reading 
then is very similar to b. Hagigah 12a. 

148. Ibid. A VeFsion ch. 37 p. 55b. 'lm? niwcwD niiD 'T 

noac C'Dni ion cgwo pis ilD~n lil i?s iil~il aco~ 
piJl ,, i'nwi~i o7iy? ,7 1'~w11i" ioslw ci7w 
n,,,, ill,Dlel ,, 1'nwi~i Q'Dnili iDRl ~~~Dli 

(H~s2:21r) i1 nK 

150. 
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cf. also b. Berakoth 55a; Midrash Tehillim (Buber ed.) on 
PSalms 50-p. 140a; Tanhuma (Buber ed.} EXodus 6lb-~a; 
and Pirke d'Rabbi Eliezer ch. 3. ~ 

. ' 
151. ~ Tanhuma (Buber ed.) Genesis 6a. · c'oWi1 ni 1 ;u1 i1?K 11 

i11'1X (£Eov3:19) "riK 10" ilO:Jnl 'il" il"WT "yiK:ii 
riKi D"OW il"lpil xi::i ilo:>nl iiio 

cfo also Pesikta d'Rav Kahana (Buber ed.) 36a; and Seder 
Eliyahu Rabba (Friediiiann ed.) ch. 6 p:-21. 

152. Jo Sanhedrin (Zhitom.ir ed.) ch. 4. Halacha 9 1 p. l?b. 

c?iYil l'lllt illlW i1 11 lpi1 ilT (;Prov9:)L 11 i11'1"l ill'lll nio:in" 
illtn" <ProvJ:l9) "yiK 10" ilo:>nl 'ii" ioKHi :io:in::i 

"n::ic" n"li7Kil "O" 'T ,,.,K ( ibid9:1) 11 i1YlV1 i1"1 ioy 
?:ii niinli C"O" .J?"K ( ibid9:l i1l"" i1:JOO ilnl1' 

'ibid9:~ :iin't c1x :ir "i1li1 iio" "1'1~ ;,o" c?ni:i ":>"i1 

153 o ~· Lev. R. 11.1. , , 
- in"ill Kip in~ KJ?K il i1'0i" i 
:i"::ip:i ilT Itrov9:1 ) ":in'l i11'1ll nio:in" c?i~w 

i1 ., 1 , 0 Y i1 l l n fl (i bi dJ ! 19 ) 11 f i K 1 0., i10 :Jn l ~ ii 11 l '1'I :J 1 
J1V7V7 ":::>"' KHi 11"V1Kil "O" 'T i?K (ibid9:1) 11 i11lli7 
""'9"lli7i1 ci" l'IK C"i11?1\ ii::i"i 11 QZ.x.20:11) 11 'i1i C"O' 

D"i11?K ioit" i" (Prov9:2 )" :in::ic :in::ic" (Gena:3 ) 
(ProvC):2 ) 11 i1l"" il:JOO"' (Genl:2L~ )" y-iKil Kt in 

. "i1Jn7ti il:JiY 1]K 11 (Gen1:9 ) 11 C"Oi1 11P" C'i11?K ioK" , .. 
:Piro l'WiY Ui1 yiKil Kl.711'1 C"il?K ioat'i"(Prov9:2) 
c1x iiT (Prov9:)3 11 acipn il"niiYJ :in?t1 11 (Gonl:~l 11 YiT 

il"lpi1 11''!.oow (ibid)""nip "oiio 'lT ?1" :i'ni 
••• (Gen3:5 )"c"il?K:> c11n:ii 11 1"ili1 1'1"i11?K pin acipi 

cf. the Soncino edition p. 136, for some attractive emenda
tions which eliminate some of the difficulties in the 
present text. Cf. also b. Sanhedrin 38a. 

1540 Ex. g. 15022. 0 ., 0 i1 c?i'9i1 l'IK , 01 p ni'il :i~?w 

i11 1;> ' i i1 i i1 li1 K i1 i1 ? El K i 1 ?'fi i i ii C ., 0 i1 U7 K i1 i n i i i1 i 
c?iYil i?x ni'il v~::ii :io:in :ii?.,, iliil nii:i iix 

l i1 lJl 0 

I I 
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155. l· Yebamot (Krotochin ed.) 
( I I( 

156. Their consideration, of course, lies beyond the scope of 
this paper. For an index to such passages, cf. Hyman, A• 
Torah Ha K'tuvah V'hamsurah, D'vir, Tel Aviv;-1940 and 
Kasher-;-M7M. Torah Sh'lemah, Jerusalem, 1927. 

157. Dr. Frank Baxter on the Bell Telephone Television Series 
on Man in the Universe - November, 1958. 

Wisdom in Creation, a paper delivered by Professor R.B.Y. 
Scott at the December 1958 meeting of the Society of 
Biblical Literature and Exegesis, was received too late 
for consideration in this paper. His paper deals with 
the exegesis of Proverbs 8:30 and is germane to Chapter I 
of the present work. 
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